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ABSTEUICT

This study interrogates the figuring of the woman,
and/or the feminzed immigrant, in texts produced within the
United States, in times of national dissonance where the
immigrant serves as the rupture in the text assuaging a
contemporary cultural anxiety.

I begin with the

assumption that while cultural artifacts contribute to the
construction of an "American" national narrative, one which
I argue has traditionally sought to estabish an originary
"folk," and which sees capitalist expansion as necessary to
that ongoing narrative, these texts point to the
instability of this assumption.
In examining two novels, Rebecca Harding Davis's
Life in the Iron Mills (1861) and Willa Gather's My Antonia.
(1918) I argue that, as the novel form historically mimics
the structure of the nation, these novels are sources for
investigating the use of the woman/feminized immigrant as
an intervening point in a divisive socio-political issues
unique to the United States.

Life in the Iron Mills uses

the immigrant iron worker, to subtly argue against
Abolition.

My Antonia presents a personal solution to the

divisive debate surrounding Eastern European immigration,
suggesting that the Bohemian woman immigrant serves as
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keeper of a museuin enclave,r preserving an originary America
in the face of industrialization.
As film has become the most globally, widely
consumed text, I examine a Science Fiction film. Species,
and a Western (a quintessentially American genre) each
juxtaposed with a contemporary response to immigration;
Species addresses the hysteria surrounding increased
Latino/a influx, resulting in the passage of Propostion 187
in California; Onforgiven uses seemingly marginalized
immigrant figures to present a white, male, capitalist
disseminator of "story," as the new American cowboy.
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PREFACE

Ice/Lander
In Iceland we share the land with another group of
people called the Huldufolk.

They look so much like us that

often we mistake them for ordinary Icelanders. They always
know the difference.

Rarely can we see their homes; they

can always see ours.

Where we see only moss covered rocks,

cliffs,and lava fields they have farms, animals and even
churches.

There is danger in accidentally wandering through

the dimensions into the places where they live. If they move
into ours or we stumble into theirs, we must carefully
observe rituals of courtesy and hospitality in order not to
offend them.

If we behave properly in our encounters with

them they occasionally give us gifts.

In return for feeding

and sheltering one of the Huldufolk^ a farmer might receive
a scythe that allows him to do the work of ten men.

They

move in and out of our spaces at will, though they rarely
need anything from us, other than an occasional child whose
beauty or talents they covet.

When Icelanders built the

highway around the island, American engineers thought us
laughable, childish and backwards for spending money to move
the site of the road around a village where the Huldufolk
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are known to live.

To them it was a spot like any other,

nothing but barren boulders and rust colored lava, looking
out on an empty sea.

But they've never dealt with one of

the angry Huldufolk.

They don't know the story of the

farmer who insisted on building his barn on the site of a
Huldu woman's home.

Twice, she sought him out in his

dreams, asking him not to disturb the house where she lived
with her daughter.
and built his barn.

He ignored her seemingly polite request
The story ends with no gory details.

It simply tells us that shortly after the barn was completed
all of the farmer's stock died and then, though he was only
twenty eight, he died.
boundaries.

He didn't want to know about

But I've always remembered the story.

In my twenties and into my thirties, I lived in
Lander, Wyoming for ten years.

The country around the town

reminds me of Iceland in a way, barren and full of spaces
almost as vast as the spaces between Robert Frost's stars.
Mountains thrust their way out of the earth, rolling across
the plains in waves.

But these mountains all push in one

direction—waves that never flow back to shore.

The rock

falls in distinctly colored sections like an improbable
layer cake; mocha, raspberry, pale chocolate and vanilla.
Across the road, formations of small, squared rocks, in
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shades of sand and brown, carefully piled one on top of the
other rise into immense hills topped with an occasional pine
tree.

They step into a semi-circle and drop off into plains

again.

Once, driving with my friend SueEllen through the
canyonlands of Utah, overwhelmed by the richness of the
landscape we've passed through, I'm almost unable to take it
all in.

Yesterday we'd wandered through the Sonoran desert.

The day before that we'd seen the moon rise over Canyon
deChelley.

Now I feel like I've eaten rich, sumptuous food

for days on end, and can barely stand to take another bite.
Looking at the green canyon we're driving through and the
purple mesas ahead of us, I tell SueEllen how overwhelmingly
beautiful this landscape seems.

Still looking at the road

she's negotiating, she carefully says: "You know, it looks
just like Wyoming."

I'm slightly embarrassed to admit that

she's right and even more embarrassed when I tell her the
truth — that if we were in Wyoming I'd hate the sight of
it.
The door shuts quietly behind me—I'm hoping no one
has heard me leave.

I'm slipping out of the Silver Spur

Motel in Lander Wyoming, across the parking lot to the
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Silver Spur Lanes and Lounge.

It's been five years since I

threw all our belongings into a UHaul and fled to Colorado.
My daughter, ray friend Margaret, and her children are
sleeping, tired out from a day of relentless sightseeing,
but I'm too restless to sleep.

I woke this morning in Fort

Collins with anxiety crawling in my stomach even though I
knew I was only going for three days, days I will spend with
my daughter Annie who is with her father for the summer.
Packed and ready, waiting for Margaret, I rather
dramatically think the feeling is like anticipating a minor
surgery.

Knowing that it's not life threatening but

dreading the thought of someone in a mask taking a knife and
slowly slicing through layers of skin to the inside, I
console myself with the thought that I'll be home soon and I
remember that I felt this way every day I lived in Lander.

It's dark inside the bar and the TV in the corner is
quietly playing a WWII movie.

I go straight to the

bathroom, not really having decided to stay.

The bowling

alley is closed and there is only the bartender and one
customer at the bar.

Looking at the circles under my eyes

in the seamy mirror, I decide a drink might help me sleep,
might help me stop obsessing about having wasted ten years
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in this town.

It's okay, I tell myself, I'm really just a

visitor, even a tourist, now.

I slide onto the stool and,

as I'm ordering, the bartender asks me why I look familiar.
It turns out I know her brother.

I threw him out of my

house years ago when he was a notorious drunk.

Once she

places me, she knows the story of my failed marriage and my
escape to college in Colorado.

There's still no anonymity

here. We chat for a minute but there's not much left to say
and she drifts off to talk to the heavily made up woman at
the other end of the bar.
listening in.

I try to be unobtrusive about

They talk about their teenagers and how they

hate their jobs.

I have a teenager, I hate my summer job,

but I have nothing to contribute to the conversation.

I

leave a few minutes later, thinking that I still feel so inbetween here—not an insider, but not really an outsider.
What does that make me then?
I remember standing in the corner of another saloon
in Lander, years ago.

I'm hunched in a corner, watching.

To my left is a long bar, a few people draped over the
stools.

Actually, they're mostly old drunks; men, women,

Anglo and Indian.

Conversation is minimal. Drinking is the

main order of business here.

Occasionally someone stumbles

over the cigarette butts and litter on the floor, lurching
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toward the bathroom, weaving their way through the room to
my right, past the huge dance floor, rickety tables tossed
around its edges.

A bad band pounds out country and western

music at the far end of the room.

Here people dress up in

clean cowboy hats, good boots, tight jeans and fancy
western-cut shirts with piping around the pockets and
collars.

The grins range from happily drunk to desperate.

They reel by me, alone, or in pairs, and it suddenly occurs
to me that I'm the only one in here just watching it happen.
In fact, I'm wondering how I got here, what crack in the
boundaries between dimensions I've carelessly wandered
through.
I think about growing up in Reykjavik, never even
knowing Wyoming existed.
had.

I couldn't have imagined it if I

I feel so far away from the ordered, tidy streets, the

red and green roofs of the houses there and the clean smell
of salt that blows in off the ocean, filling the air, even
inside.

What I smell now is cigarette smoke and the stale,

sour, beer and whiskey breath of the man who has just
hurtled by me in search, I suppose, of another drink before
the next dance.

I think about my grandmother in her living

room full of crystal, lace, china figurines and leatherbound books.

The image hurts me but I allow myself to see
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through her eyes and I'm horrified, as she would be^- to see
me as I am., standing here.

But I can't picture myself

returning to the confines of that living room my grandmother
seldom left.

Where do I want to be?

Why am I standing here watching with such alien
eyes?

At least I'm wearing the right clothes—almost.

No

cowboy boots, but I am wearing the requisite tight jeans and
my shirt is new.

I'm hopelessly inept at what passes for

polite conversation.

Clearly no one is interested in

talking about books. I have learned to avoid talking about
why I've always kept my Icelandic citizenship.

I've given

up explaining, that no, that doesn't mean I'm an illegal
alien, just an immigrant.

I'm not much good at the dances,

and I no longer want to accept the continual offerings of
glasses of beer and whiskey.

I sense a danger I can't quite

define in not knowing the rules here.
In Wyoming I learn to dread the coming of fall and
the yearly ritual of hunting season.

Before living in

Lander I went to college for a time in New England.
fall was a time of joy and life for me.

There,

The sharp snap of

the air and the infusion of wildly excessive shades of
scarlet and gold, orange and purple, made me feel almost as
alive, as much a part of the landscape, as being in Iceland
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always has.

In Lander, life in the fall centers on the

opening of elk season. The men lay in cases of beer and the
women begin cooking and assembling food for hunting camp.
Women have two roles to play—they either participate in the
food preparation or, the hardy few, wash their long
underwear, clean their rifles, and accompany the men.
Usually they are tolerated for their special hunting permit
and frequently allow their husband or boyfriend to actually
shoot the animal.

Since I refuse either role, I have little

to do but resent everyone involved.

Though often grateful

for the meat, I rail uselessly against the incessant talk of
guns, trophies and killing.
My then-husband has been in the mountains for four
days,

He should have been home hours ago.

The others came

back from elk hunting camp yesterday, but he stayed an extra
day.

He sent word that he'd be home by dark. It's 10

o'clock and I imagine him lost, lying in a ditch, his leg
broken. Maybe he'll be snowed in for days without enough
food. Or, worst of all, I imagine he's been shot in some
careless accident.

Several of us play cards at my mother's

house on the outskirts of town and I feel like the others
sit some kind of vigil with me.

When the truck roars into

the driveway, I'm the first one out the door to greet Jon,
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relief flooding into elation.

Though the night is moonless,

the porch light lets me just make out a lumpy shape draped
across the hood of the truck. It doesn't look like an elk.
As the women bring out food for him I struggle to keep my
voice even:

"Why'd you kill a bear?"

But my question is

lost in the din of men clamoring for details.

As they

disappear into the house, I hear Jon describing how
carefully he crawled away when he found the bear pawing at
the elk carcass he'd strung up in a tree.
scare him off", he says.
the bear he has killed.

"I didn't want to

I'm left alone with the shadow of
I'm not shocked, I'm not disgusted,

I'm grieving.
I find myself silently begging forgiveness from the
spirit of the bear and wondering why I'm thinking words like
"spirit of the bear".
anything for years.

I haven't thought about the spirit of

I just know that something terrible has

happened, some hole has been ripped open in the universe.

I

can't look at Jon for days, and the bear haunts me—he lives
behind every thought.

At the dinner table I see Jon's hand

in my plate, slicing through rough brown hair, layers of
fat-

I don't say why I leave the table.

children the bear rears up behind them.

When I talk to my
I alternately tell

myself I'm being ridiculous and wander around thinking I
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should secretly have some sort of ceremony.

Should I go to

the woods, stand in a clearing and .. . But I can't picture
anything beyond this.

I don't even know how to begin.

Eventually I will myself to stop thinking about it.
Now, years later, walking the streets of Lander, I
notice how shabby the town is.

Here and there storefronts

are boarded up and what once was the best women's clothing
store in town is now a pizza place.

The brick building

where, for a time, I hung a sign that read Cat's Cradle: A
Potteryf is still painted orange and a color I
optimistically called eggplant.

Now the sign is cardboard

and reads "Re-cycled Kid's Klothes".

I wonder why I'm so

surprised that the bike shop has added a fake log front
"Trading Post" and it seems like I'm the only one who is
struck by the appalling bad taste, the incredible
discourtesy, of placing a larger-than-life-sized wooden
Indian outside this so-called trading post.
I shuffle through my memory.

Have I always thought

of the groups of people, Indian and Anglo, that inhabit the
Lander Valley as the Euldufolkl

I think I have. The Anglo

people are mainly traditional ranching families and newly
transplanted young professionals—lawyers, writers and
particularly doctors.

At one time this town of 9,000 had 42
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doctors in residence.

These new westerners came here to get

away, to hunt;, fish and drive expensive new pick-up trucks.
Others of us just happened to end up here: old hippies,
carpenters, day-care teachers and potters.

The Indian

people are Shoshone and Arapaho, their traditional animosity
to each other ignored as they are forced to share the Wind
River Indian Reservation, north and east of the town.

Anglo

and Indian people occupying the same space but apparently in
different dimensions.

It's always seemed otherworldly the

way we pass on the street, never speaking, never in my
memory meeting eyes.

I wonder which are the Huldufolk.

The

Anglo people clearly have the economic power but they always
seem somehow transitory to me,
that barely tolerates them.

superimposed on a landscape

It feels like the town is a

prop, a set from a bad Western movie.

And, in fact, many of

the young professionals have recently moved away, back to
the cities where the money is, abandoning houses and stores,
leaving the sets half empty.
I leave too.

Not quickly or cleanly, severing my

family in the process, but I have to go.

I retreat to

Colorado, to school, where I finally unpack the boxes of
china I've inherited from my grandmother.
geography.

I believe in

I know that the land in Wyoming drains me.

It's
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taken all my energy just to survive a land that seems intent
on punishing me for intruding where I don't belong.
Colorado isn't invigorating like New England or Iceland,
rather it's benign, neutral, cool and soothing.

The

farmlands around Ft. Collins don't take my breath away with
their sweep and flow.

Rather they are held in small,

manageable portions of land that ease up to the mountains
and I negotiate my way through them easily.

The Rocky

Mountains inspire a fierce loyalty and sense of belonging in
my older daughter.

Though I recognize that they are

magnificent in all their craggy splendor, they leave me
curiously indifferent. I am glad they're there, and see them
as decoration in what might otherwise be a bland landscape.
But they don't force me to grapple with them, to interact in
any deeply emotional way.

When I return to the Colorado

from excursions to New Mexico I feel no surge of welcome but
neither do I feel the land repulsing my presence.

Rather, I

slip into place undisturbed.
Safe in Colorado I dream about the bear.
slices into my consciousness—a ceremony, a gift.

The dream
I'm in a

hunting camp in the fall, a few yellow aspen leaves
beginning to interrupt the green.
I see anything.

I sense fear even before

The bear lumbers into the empty camp.

searching, I'm not sure for what.

He rears up, rampaging

through the tents, tossing aside chairs, and tables.

In

this dream I'm afraid, hiding from the bear. And I am the
bear.
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INTRODUCTION

The scraps^ patches, and rags of daily life must be
repeatedly turned into the signs of a national culture,
while the very act of the narrative performance
interpellates a growing culture of national subjects.
Homi Bhabha/- "DissemiNation"
If the law is the apparatus that binds and seals the
universality of the political body of a nation, then the
"immigrant'''' produced by the law as margin and threat to that
symbolic whole is precisely a generative site for the
critique of that universality.
Lisa Lowe, Immigrant Acts

Immigration has once again become a focal point in
the ongoing, multivocal, cultural conversation within the
United States.

The conversation surrounding the immigrant

(or alien) has always been a contentious one; the present
one, focused on the southwestern border and its multitude of
Latino immigrants, legal and illegal, is no exception.

A

common trope evoked in this conversation (now and in past
United States history) is one of contamination.
The fear, at times bordering on hysteria, of
immigrant "blood" tainting the national body of the white,
Anglo-Saxon majority, is an unreasonable response to an
illusory threat.

This response implicitly assumes a

racially, ethnically, economically homogenous population
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within, a united set of states threatened by an outside force
which will fundamentally change, or cause to mutate, a
stable national identity with a unified, progressive,
national narrative.
Aliens Within is a voice in that conversation.
Along with many contemporary Americanists, I assume no such
cohesive national narrative. Rather, I follow Donald Pease
who finds that the new Americanists have
replaced the traditional field-imaginary,
overdertermined by romance and constituted
by the separation of culture and politics,
with a new one "predicated upon the linkage
between the cultural and the public . . .
[linking] repressed sociopolitical contexts
within literary works to the sociopolitical
issues external to the academic field^
Caroly Porter argues that the "new Americanists"
must go further to question even whether the "nation itself
is the basic unit of, and frame for, analysis" (470).

While

Porter's argument is compelling, and is augmented by
intriguing work by Americanist and post-colonial scholars,
such reach is beyond the scope of this project, which
-Qtd in Porter, 469.
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interrogates the figuring of the woman, or feminized
immigrant, in texts produced, within the United States, in
times of national dissonance.

In the texts I explore, the

immigrant serves as the rupture in the text which assuages a
contemporary cultural anxiety.
I began this project for multiple reasons, all of
which are reflected in the Oxford English Dictionary's
definitions of the term "alien.""

The first reason is a

personal one, a condition which I believe to be true of all
academic projects.

I am an alien (that is, a citizen of

Iceland, legally residing within the United States) in terms
of the OED's first definition of the word which describes
the alien as "a person belonging to another family, race, or
nation; a stranger, a foreigner."
I am also "one who is a subject of another country
than that in which (s)he resides," and "a resident, foreign
in origin and not naturalized whose allegiance is thus due
to a foreign state." (OED 1992).

Several words strike me as

particularly significant in these definitions: "belonging",
which connotes both affiliation and ownership; "nation", in
Benjamin Arnold's terms, an "imagined community;"

^Hereafter all references to the Oxford English
Dictionary will be to the OED.
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"foreigner", with its echoes, both of the exotic and the
unwanted; and "subject", as in being subject to and the
subject of a state, as well as being a subject, the
variously constructed "self"; and finally, the word
"naturalized", meaning not only now having become "citizen,"
being no longer "alien", but also a word which applies to
any cultural construction so pervasive as to be
internalized, seen as always having been so.
These terms recur, explicitly and implicitly,
throughout this project which examines four texts produced
at key moments in United States history: Rebecca Harding
Davis's Life in the Iron Mills, (1861) Willa Gather's My
Antonia, (1918) director Clint Eastwood's film Unforgiven
(1991) and the science fiction film Species, directed by
Roger Donaldson (1995).

Each of my readings of these texts

is juxtaposed with a central political discourse of its day.
Life in the Iron Mills with abolitionist and pro-slavery
rhetoric on the eve of the American Civil War; My Antonia
with the national debate surrounding the unprecedented
influx of Southern and Eastern European immigrants which
threatened to change the ethnic face of the nation;
Unforgiven with an increasingly trans-national economy which
demanded the re-assessment of America's perceived economic
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and ideological supremacy; and Species with the antiimmigrant rhetoric of the mid-1990s, directed in large part
against Latino/a peoples, a rhetoric best exemplified by
California Proposition 187.
This project does extend the scope of texts examined
beyond the literary to include film as well as novels.
According to Timothy Brennan, it was the novel that
historically accompanied the rise of nations by objectifying
the ^one, yet many' of national life, and by mimicking the
structure of the nation, a clearly bordered jumble of
languages and styles . . . [whose] manner of presentation
allowed people to imagine the special community that was the
nation^
In the nineteenth and early twentieth-century, the
clearly bordered jumble that was (and is) the United States
certainly imagined a nation within the pages of literary
texts.

The first two texts examined in this project are

thus a short, only recently much read,

mid-nineteenth-

century novel, {Life in the Iron Mills) ^ and a "classic"
early twentieth-century novel {My Antonia).

Each was

"See Brennan," for a comprehensive historical
oververview of national form/ation and Western literary
genres, from the epic's concern with foundations to the
"neo-colonial" novel.

groundbreaking in its way; Life In the Iron Mills for its
realism in an age when the novel of Sentiment was the norm
for a woman writer, and My Antonla for its subject matter
and its unconventional novelistic form.

Each made use of

the figure of the woman and/or the feminized immigrant to
intervene in a divisive socio-political issue unique to the
United States, one which (unlike the epic which was never
addressed to contemporaries) was key to the author's
contemporary life.
Davis's Life In the Iron Mills utilizes the figures
of Welsh immigrant workers to subtly explore a far more
explosive issue of her day; the public discourse surrounding
the issue of slavery.

More specifically, in contrasting the

exploited Welsh immigrant with a mulatto slave, Davis, a
self-proclaimed Abolitionist, obliquely offers the argument
(one she will return to throughout her later writing) that
the "positive good" of slavery can be favorably compared to
the plight of the working poor.
Gather's My Antonla, I argue, proposes a third
alternative to a public debate that occupied the early 20thcentury, whether to assimilate or exclude an influx of
Eastern European immigrants which threatened to change the
face of a nation which conceived of itself as male, white
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and Anglo-Saxon.

Gather's novel proposes a personal

solution to an issue debated in legal terms.

Rather than

accepting exclusion for a group of people for whom she felt
genuine affection, or ""^Americanization," complete cultural
and linguistic assimilation, (which she despised), Gather
envisions a pastoral, museum enclave within which the
Eastern European woman can preserve the "common" immigrant
origins of the United States, while the masculine AngloAmerican participates in the project of national expansion.
In the late 20th-century, the American cinema has
become the text most widely distributed and consumed by not
only the American audience, but a global audience as well.
It is American cinema that most effectively and loudly
disseminates the contemporary version of the American myth'^.
Thus, the second set of texts I examine, both produced in
the last decade of the twentiethcentury, are films.
Unforgiven, Clint Eastwood's Academy Award winning
Western, lends itself to scrutiny for a variety of reasons,
not the least of which is its place in the trajectory of the
genre.

The Western, by virtue of its setting and content

has, for much of the 20th-century, been the most
''l use the term myth here in the Barthian sense of a
modern communicative performance in the service of specific
social purposes.
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quintessentially American film genre.

It is a genre notable

for its preoccupation with the problem of masculinity,- with
what Henry Nash Smith once claimed to be the fullest
American ''"'objectified mass dream" ^

The Western endures in

American mass culture not because it is a formulaically
fixed genre, but because it replays its preoccupation with
masculinity, adapting itself narratively and contextually,
reflecting national rather than regional contexts.
Unforgiven is most likely the last great Western of
the 20th-century.

It works because it addresses an issue

still of central concern in the early 1990s, "the collective
response to industrial capitalism" (Mitchell 26).

That is,

while earlier Westerns looked to a West that never really
was to provide a response to a world of "massive
immigration, urbanization, and production-line labor" by
picturing the "premodern world that [Americans] had lost,"
Unforgiven points American masculinity toward a postindustrial age where the packaging and selling of that myth
becomes the goal.
While Unforgiven never resulted in the resurrection
of the Western (as the mass media speculated it might) the

^Quoted in Mitchell, 6.
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1990s saw an explosion of another genre, the Science Fiction
film.

Space, not the West, has become, in Star Trek creator

Gene Rodenberry's infamous words, "the final frontier".
While Species is certainly not an outstanding example of
sci-fi films, it addresses the genre's preoccupation with
the outsider, the other named as alien, in a particularly
interesting way.

Species specifically identifies this other

as feminine, as ruthless in her desire to breed, and as, in
her hyper-whiteness, racially coded.
In his Introduction to Narrating the Nation, Homi
Bhabha describes nationalist discourses as an attempt to
"produce the idea of the nation as a continuous narrative of
national progress, the narcissism of self-generation," and
as a record of the

"primeval present of the Volk."

He

notes Hannah Arendt's view of the nation as a hybrid realm
where private interests assume public significance points to
the essential ambivalence of nationalism and by extension,
national narrative.

That is, if the ambivalent figure of

the nation is a problem of its transitional history, its
conceptual indeterminacy, its "wavering between
vocabularies," what effect does this have on its discourse,
on its narratives that "signify as a sense of ^nationness'"?
(Bhabha 7).
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All of these texts struggle with competing, uniquely
American discourses; none presents a holistic view, none
presents a totalizing concept.

Each text seeks to intervene

in a discourse crucial to the construction of the U.S. as a
nation, as the "imagined community"' that unites its diverse
peoples; "To study the nation through its narrative address
does not merely draw attention to its language and rhetoric;
it also attempts to alter the conceptual object itself" (3).
The feminized immigrant is always doubly an
outsider.

If we agree that the American national body has

traditionally been constructed as white, Anglo-Saxon and
masculine, then the penetration of that collective, if
fictional, by any body significantly differing from this
figuration can serve as a rupture, an opening into an
examination of that created American body.

In the texts I

examine, the feminine aspect of the immigrant body, with its
connotations of weakness, disease, sexuality or hyperfecundity, that is, its excess, is a particularly fruitful
point of interrogation.
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CHAPTER I

I HEAR YOU KNOCKING BUT YOU CAN'T COME IN:

REBECCA HARDING

DAVIS'S LIFE IN THE IRON MILLS AS CAUTIONARY TALE

J came from a slave Stater and the evils that I saw
in slavery made me an Abolitionist . . . but facts
are facts, and to ignore them fatally weakens any
cause .... Don'^t talk to [the Negro] of slavery,
which is dead and buried. Talk to him of his own
laziness, which is a worse enemy to him than any
slave-owner ever was or could he.
Rebecca Harding Davis

The cessation of that kind of property
[slaves], for so it is misnamed, is a
bagatelle which would not cost me a second
thought, if, in that way, a general
emancipation and expatriation could be
effected; . . . but as it is, we have the
wolf by the ears, and we can neither hold
him, nor safely let him go. Justice is in
one scale, and self-preservation in the
other.
Thomas Jefferson {Letter
to John Holmes)
When Rebecca Harding Davis anonymously published
her story. Life in the Iron Mills, in the April, 1861 issue
of the most prestigious literary magazine of her time, the
Atlantic Monthly, she ostensibly wrote against the
literature produced by many women of the time, work
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somewhat dismissively termed Sentimental fiction."

As

Sharon M. Harris notes Life was "immediately recognized as
a startlingly experimental story," and

Harris situates it

as "one of the pioneering documents in American
literature's transition from romanticism to realism" (1).'
Harris and other critics characterize Davis's break with
Sentimentalism as a rejection of a domestic ideal that
Davis personally distrusted.

However, it is important to

understand that Davis is also writing specifically against
Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel. Uncle Tom''s Cabin and
particularly against Stowe's contention that benign, white
domesticity, most particularly in regard to slavery, can
lead to civil polity."

The Wolfe's white, immigrant,

working-class family inhabits no warm, domestic refuge,
their home life is no picture of idyllic domesticity.

^Henceforth in the chapter referred to as Life.
^For a comprehensive discussion of Davis's body of work
and its place in the American literary canon see Pfaelzer,
and Rose.
^However, as Rose (1993)—and other critics—
acknowledge, "Davis's avant-garde realism naturally retains
elements of the earlier romanticism and sentimentalism. In
fiction written by, for and about women . . .
sentimentalism was the dominant aesthetic. Highly
conventional, it upheld traditional Christian values.
Premised on idealism, its narratives were often allegorical
and typological, linking the material world with the
unknown, spiritual one," attributes immediately
recognizable in Life (11).
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Rather they live in a cellar room, ''''low, damp,—the earthen
floor covered with a green slimy moss—a fetid air
smothering the breath" (6).

Even the narrator, writing

from her lonely library,a space devoid of human company,
presents no contrasting picture of pleasant domesticity.
In spite of her half-hearted assertion that she is
surrounded by "homely fragments, in which lie the secrets
of all eternal truth and beauty,"" only inanimate human
figures share her space: a "a half-moulded child's head,"
suggesting some

unformulated maternal feeling at war,

perhaps, with a desire to create, a figure of Aphrodite,
the erotic, not domestic incarnation of love, and the ''"'dumb
woeful" Korl Woman.

In rejecting this discourse of

domestic civility, which critic Claudia Tate calls an
"allegorical discourse of citizenship," Davis writes a
cautionary tale (15).

Indeed, Pfaelzer describes Davis's

fiction as a place where "the family—the sentimental
metaphor for desire and the image of material respite—
emerges as an analogue of economic and gender tensions,
rather than as an alternative social geography" (3).
Concurring with Pfaelzer, I would add that Davis sees her
Northern industrial family as the epitome of very specific
economic tensions linked to wage-slavery.

She contrasts

the space the industrial family occupies with an idealized
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Southern space where a family can find an alternative
social geography; a space "beyond," where the "stagnant and
slimy" river flows south, to a place of "odorous sunlight,-quaint old gardens, dusty with soft green, green foliage
of apple trees, and flushing crimson with roses" (40).
Thus, Davis does not entirely discard the ideology of
sentimentalism.

Rather, in Life, she couples it with

social realism, using her characters as well as the
"language of feeling" to grant her "access to political
discourse" (Pfaelzer 6).

In drawing attention to these

competing geographies, Davis lays the groundwork for
obliquely, but strongly, addressing a circulating
contemporary discourse contrasting actual slavery and wageslavery.

Historian Dorothy Sterling notes that antebellum

free blacks were, according to all demographics, "at the
bottom of the [social and economic] ladder;
disenfranchised, . . . excluded from schools, they had the
lowest incomes and the highest mortality rates in the
North" (86).

Davis's text invites the reader to ask:

If

the industrial North produces a "white" family living in
the abject misery that engulfs the Wolfe family, what will
be the inescapable fate of the free black who comes North?
Davis's story, when closely examined, makes a rather
startling point: Northern industrialism so exploits the
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wage-slave that even relationships of familial affection
and romantic love afford industrial workers no hope.

Deb's

love for her cousin Hugh brings only disaster to them both.
Davis suggests, through the contrasting portraits of two
mulatto women which book-end the narrative, that
paternalistic slavery may well be, if not morally right,
then at least the more benign discourse of American
citizenship; more advantageous both to whites and to blacks
than a relationship based in a purely economic exchange of
labor.®
Davis's gritty story was, to her surprise,
extremely well received and began her long, prolific,
literary career.

She was then a spinster of thirty,

necessarily living at home, helping her mother run an everenlarging middle-class household, and catering to the whims
of a loved, but quite difficult, father.

Under the

circumstances, her grasp of the brutal realities of the

-In fact, Pfaelzer notes that rather than being among
the most degraded of immigrant workers in the mid-nineteenth
century, "the Welsh were not totally impoverished
immigrants. . . .During the antebellum years, Welsh miners
and industrial workers crossed the Atlantic in both
directions, paying their own fares, consciously responding
to the laws of supply and demand." Pfaelzer further notes
that in spite of the fairly favorable circumstances under
which the Welsh emigrated to the U.S., Davis "persists in
dehumanizing and dehistoricizing the Welsh" (37). This
dehistoricization invites the reader to consider her
protagonists as coded figures.

lives of working class immigrants, caught up in the evils
of a burgeoning industrial/capitalist society seems
remarkable.

Equally remarkably, in an age when Romanticism

and Sentimental fiction reigned, Davis's story was so well
received that Atlantic Monthly editor, James T. Fields,
paid $50 for the unsolicited manuscript and offered an
advance of $100 for her next story. Davis's oft-quoted
response to this offer was properly lady-like.

She

modestly declined, saying she preferred to be able to
choose her own subject matter.

She somewhat coyly wrote to

Fields: "I see that the novelty of the scene of the story
has made you overestimate me; another most probably would
disappoint you."

She goes on to refuse the advance in

terms that demonstrate not only her unwillingness to
compromise her artistic vision, but in terms that reinforce
her story's critique of a capitalist economy, saying that
"if I were writing with a hundred dollar bill before me,
the article would be broad and deep just $100 and no more—
dollarish all over" (Olsen 87).
From the beginning then, Davis makes it clear that
economic issues are central to her writing.

Life, begins a

long trajectory of literary work concerning the
relationship between economics, politics and race, a
reflection of her geographic as well as philosophical
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position.

Davis lived most of her life in Wheeling, in

what was then Virginia, a town situated on the banks of the
Ohio river, on the border of the slave-holding South and
the industrial North.

The eldest of five children, Davis

watched the town grow from a small, mostly agrarian
community into a thriving industrial center.

In her

biographical sketch of Davis, Tille Olsen, describing the
multicultural milieu of the town, notes that Wheeling was,
at the time, one of only a handful of steel towns in the
nation:
All her growing years, the slave South, the free
North; the industrial future, the agrarian present,
the wilderness that was once all the past—were
uniquely commingled here.

In the streets, farmers

were as familiar a sight as Irish and Cornish
steelworkers, slaves, free blacks, commercial
travelers, bargemen, draymen, Indians, and rawboned
mountain people in to work at the mills. (70)
Olsen, and those who have followed her critical work on
Davis, have naturally made much of Davis's early exposure
to polymorphous American life, and particularly to her
seemingly liminal geographic and ethical positions.

Her

physical location at the intersection of the slave-holding
South and the industrial North was echoed in her seemingly
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fluctuating ethical positions regarding the rights of the
southern states to secession, her conflicted feelings about
the institution of slavery, and her loyalty to her agrarian
southern roots which was, at times, in direct conflict with
her desire to be accepted by the largely Abolitionist New
England literary establishment.

Pfaelzer writes that in

her early industrial fiction, Davis created "a discourse of
the •^commonplace.'

Here, in the commonplace, she fused the

imaginative and economic, the private and the public" (25).
As her first purely literary work to be published. Life has
commonly been seen to do just that for the lives of the
Welsh iron and cotton-mill workers of Wheeling.
is only half the story Davis tells.

But that

Just as surely as

Olsen's description of the "common" people who passed
through Wheeling conflates workers and "outsiders" of all
kinds—farmers with steel workers, slaves with freemen,
bargemen with Indians, so Davis's story investigates the
ramifications of such conflation.

^°Davis apparently began writing for publication
sometime in the late 1850s, when she wrote for Archibald W.
Campbell of the local Wheeling Intelligencer. None of the
reviews, poems and editorials she seems to have written are
identifiable and Davis dismissed her early publications in
a letter to Fields: "Whatever I wrote before the Iron Mill
story I could not care to see again—See Pfaelzer, 1011 for a more complete discussion.
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As her story opens, an unnamed narrator stands at
the window of a house in which, thirty years previously, a
family of Welsh factory workers shared a meager basement
hovel.

The narrator invites the reader to enter into the

depths of their world, one characterized by hunger, backbreaking work and unrelieved misery.

Deborah, sallow,

pinched and so hunched that she is described as "deformed,"
devotedly brings her cousin Hugh food nightly, after her
own long day of work in the cotton mills.

She does so in

spite of Hugh's obvious preference for young, sweet,
helpless, Irish Janie.

One night as Deborah dozes close to

Hugh, in a pile of warm ashes in the iron mill, a group of
visitors discuss Hugh's crude yet powerful statue of a
woman fashioned of Korl.

This discussion about Hugh's

rights as an artist and human being ultimately hinges on
Hugh's lack of capital—the money which all present agree
could free him, but which none is willing to provide.

This

discussion sets in motion a chain of events which allows
Davis to explore a national conversation which began in the
early eighteenth century.

This public discourse regarding

what was called the "positive good" of slavery establishes
a hierarchy of national values which embeds capitalist
determinations about labor within democracy, and
rationalizes the institution of slavery as being no worse.
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and in some cases better, than the plight of the working
poor.
In HIS, after ratifying the Declaration of
Independence, as the Congressional delegates began work; on
the articles of confederation, trying to deterroane what
sort of nation they were bringing into being, they began by
counting inhabitants and assessing property.

According to

Thomas Jefferson's autobiography, the delegates agree that
"^negroes are property' and as such are no more members of
the state than cattle" (Samuels 485).

Jefferson goes on to

note that "Mr. John Adams observed that in some countries
the laboring poor were called freemen, in others slaves,
but that the difference as to the state was imaginary only
. . . the condition of the laboring poor in most countries
is as abject as that of slaves" (qtd in Samuels 485-486).
Historian Larry Tise concurs that this "positive good"
defense of slavery was not, as is popularly supposed,
unique to the old South but was rather part of an ongoing,
public, political discussion:
There was . . . nothing unique about the
defenses of slavery uttered in the South
during the 1820s, before Garrison.

No one

offered a single argument that had not been
used in substantially the same positive
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language in colonial America, in Britain,
in the West Indies, or even in the northern
United States early in the nineteenth
century. The feature that made them appear
novel was their greater dependence on the
comparative aspects of political economy. .
. Nor were there any new arguments created
by southern proslavery writers after the
emergence of abolitionism. (86)""
Life does not approach this conversation with loudly
inflammatory rhetoric.

Rather the text whispers a somewhat

reluctant agreement with the "positive good" argument from
the edges of a story with a moral with which the reader can
hardly take issue.
In her story about Northern factory workers, Davis
does indeed depict the "commonplace''' she claims to want to
bring to the reading public's attention; however, it is not
her own commonplace.

Davis was most certainly aware of the

proslavery arguments which contrasted the lot of the happy

^^Tise, a professor at the University of Georgia,
studied proslavery arguments quantitatively, examining
ninety-one published defenses of slavery: early American
(1701-1800), British and West Indian (1788-1833), American
(1800-1831),natives of northern states living in the North,
natives of northern states living in the South (1831-1861),
native southerners living in the South (1831-61).
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cared-for slave with that of the downtrodden industrial
worker.

Even her most laudatory critics don't imagine that

a woman in her social position was able to actually be
physically present in the steel or cotton mills, much less
in the basement hovel her characters call home.

Qnder

these circumstances, it seems quite curious that a woman
bent on depicting the lives of the "commonfolk" would
choose to depict those she would have been least likely to
know.

Although it can be said with some degree of accuracy

that Davis was, at the time (and continued to be) concerned
with the deleterious effects of industrialism, as well as
with the plight of mid-nineteenth-century women trying to
balance their intellectual aspirations with their domestic
loyalties, her later work displays little, if any, concern
for the plight of the poor immigrant.
What did concern Davis, writing as she did in the
year preceding and during the year of the outbreak of the
Civil War, was the relationship between the two warring
national factions and the effect it had on her community,
her family and her own sense of what the evolving,
conflicted nation should look like.

While the issue of

slavery, the most pressing issue of her day, may seem
strangely absent from Life, I suggest that this absence is
a revealing silence.

Davis, in her first attempt at
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serious literary publication, was understandably reluctant
to directly address issues of slavery, emancipation, and
the consequences of a mass emigration of freed slaves to
the industrial north. Her subsequent short stories, "John
Lamar," "David Gaunt," and "Blind Tom" do address slavery,
but in them the reader can clearly discern a writer whose
intellectual understanding of the Abolitionist position is
at war with her more readily visible loyalties to a
Southern way o f life whose passing she l a m e n t s . H o w e v e r ,
in Life these loyalties are thinly masked as concern for
the immigrant laborer. Her searing topic acts as a
cautionary tale directed at those who might see the
industrial north as salvation for the emancipated slave, as
well as a suggestion that slavery, if carried out as an
institution based on the reciprocal affection of master and
slave, is preferable to factory slavery.

^"Davis begins Margaret Howth with an omniscient
narrator who begs "do not call me a traitor" for preferring
to be "be cool and silent through the fever of the hour."
This narrator will tell a tragic "story of To-Day" while
asking "if it prove to you that the sun of old times still
shines, and the God of old times still lives, is not that
enough?" (5). Knowing full well the irrevocable presence of
war, and understanding the likely inevitability of the
Abolition of slavery (the story of her own "today",) Davis
still makes clear, in her narrator's voice, a longing for a
past which can never be recovered.
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The Welsh immigrant woman, Deborah Wolfe, and the
feminized immigrant man, Hugh Wolfe, are figures that serve
a mediating function in their own liminal status—as
immigrants, they are the poorest section of white society
and their domestic life is marginal at best—they are
easily conflated with, and paradoxically presented in
contrast to, an idealized portrait of what Davis hesitates
to name openly.

Though Davis sharply critiques the

insensitive, uncaring, profit-mongering industrialcapitalist manipulation of all industrial workers, her
story is by no means a call to action calculated to inspire
labor reform.

While Pfaelzer remarks that Life depicts the

"brutal victory of industrial labor and industrial
consciousness over a craft-based, farm-based and slavebased economy," Davis offers no way out for the victims of
this industrial victory other than a short glimpse of the
only seemingly unfettered and happy figure in the
narrative: the "mulatta" slave in the market (Davis Reader^
xi).

Life's perhaps genuine sympathy for the industrial

worker is so elided by the narrative's pejorative depiction
of that worker ("weak," "brutish," "apathetic," "skulking,"
"filthy," "dumb," "coarse," "vulgar," "savage," "vile")
to create a strange tension in the text.

as
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This ambiguous presentation of the immigrant worker
indicates that the words Davis writes about private
reformers who attempt to help immigrant workers apply to
her own feelings as well.

Her narrator notes that "many a

private reformer, too, who has gone among them with a heart
tender with Christ's charity and come out outraged,
hardened" {Life 5).

Consequently, Davis does not advocate

that workers organize themselves to combat the conditions
that produce their "massed, vile, slimy lives, like those
of the torpid lizards in yonder stagnant water-butt" (13).
Rather, she frames her story with a narrator who stands in
the window of a house whose basement was, thirty years ago,
home to the Wolfes.

This narrator invites the reader to

enter a story she recalls only "fragments" of, as she
stands looking at "smoke everywhere! . . . [and] the slow
stream of human life creeping past, night and morning, to
the great mills.

Masses of men, with dull, besotted faces

bent to the ground" (12).

She then asks the reader to

"hide your disgust, take no heed to your clean clothes, and
come right down with me,—here into the thickest of the fog
and mud and foul effluvia" (13).
But the fog arises not only from the muddy "black"
river but also from the smoke of cannons; the mud and foul
effluvia to which Davis refers is also the prospect of a
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bloody civil war.

Hugh, upon accepting the stolen money

from Deb, recognizes that his "hope for an innocent future
is lost," just as, for Davis, the nation loses its hope of
an innocent future in mandating Northern industrialism for
the entire nation (21).
Davis's refusal to accept an advance from Fields
for her next work has significance not only because it
demonstrates her ability to maintain lady-like decorum
while decisively asserting her rights as an artist, but
more importantly because she hoped that the textual coding
she felt compelled to adopt in Life would not be as crucial
in the future.

Her response to Fields further directs a

careful reader to look to an examination of wage-slavery
versus actual slavery in her future work, and Davis's
narrator orchestrates this contrast,

vilifying the

Northern city while waxing nostalgic for rural life with
its "quaint old gardens, dusky with soft green foliage of
apple-trees, and flushing crimson with roses,—air, and
fields and mountain," home to the plantation owner and his
slaves.

She carefully points out that "the future of the

rural Welsh puddler passing just now is not so pleasant"
(4).

The bygone rural South, idealized as a "dream of

green fields and sunshine" by Davis's contemporary
narrator, looking out on the city she despises, is.
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however, "a very old dream,—almost worn out" (3).

This

longing look back to a rural Eden, echoed in the novel's
final disposition of Deborah, reflects a deeply Southern
sensibility where, according to R.oger Minghull, a
Southerner saw himself as "religious, chivalrous, sensitive
and a responsible steward of his people, white and black."
This self-view contrasted sharply with the Southern
construction of the Northerner as a "mean-spirited,
hypocritical, money-grubbing capitalist, whining about the
poor black slaves while keeping his workers in a condition
worse than slavery" (Minghull 22).
As Life was going to press. Fields wrote to Davis
asking if she could provide a more "taking" title than
"Life in the Iron Mills."

Davis then proposed the oddly

metaphysical title, "Beyond," or, if that title was also
found unsuitable, proposed as an alternative "The Korl
Woman."

Davis suggested to Fields that " 'I would be sure

to read an article with that caption in the hope of
discovering some new race,—of Hottentots perhaps'" (32)
Pfaelzer calls her defense of this title "wry," but I
suggest Davis's response challenges Fields to a closer
reading of her work, revealing her artistic struggle to
represent an ideological stance unpopular with the New
England literary establishment regarding difficult
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questions of slavery, secession and national upheaval.

In

her alignment of the terms Korl Woman and Hottentot (which
in 1861 had long been associated with the most racist
descriptions of all blacks), Davis gives Fields a key to
another reading of her story, should he choose to a make
the connection.
By insinuating that Hugh Wolfe's Korl woman is
"perhaps" a "Hottentot" Davis indirectly invites Fields to
consider her protagonists in a double light.

Initially it

seems that Hugh's Korl woman stands in only for both
Deborah and himself, victims of the North's wage-slave
practices: she is a "white figure of a woman ... a woman,
white, of giant proportions, crouching on the ground, her
arms flung out in some wild gesture of warning" (31).

Her

much emphasized whiteness corresponds to the somewhat odd
description of the Welsh emigrants: "You may pick the Welsh
emigrants, Cornish miners, out of the throng passing the
windows any day ... A pure, unmixed blood, I fancy, shows
itself in the slight angular bodies and sharply-cut facial
lines" (15).

This rather unnecessary gesture toward an

unmixed Anglo-Saxon bloodline foregrounds,in a curious way,
antebellum America's prevailing concern with race.

While

seeming to conflate the Wolfes with the Korl woman, this
gesture, in fact, directs the reader to focus on the issue
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of race, of color, rather than of ethnicity or class.
Indeed, the Korl woman's other physical
characteristics have little in common with either Hugh or
Deborah.

As a group, the Welsh are described as "a trifle

more filthy; their muscles are not so brawny; they stoop
more.

When they are drunk, they neither yell, nor shout,

nor stagger, but skulk along like beaten hounds" (15).

Old

Wolfe is "a pale, meek little man, with a white face and
red rabbit-eyes."

And Deborah "was like him; only her face

was even more ghastly, her lips bluer, her eyes more
watery. . . .when she walked, one could see that she was
deformed, almost a hunchback" (16-17).

Davis, in her

essays as well as in her fiction, often discusses race as
an affliction for blacks, one that produces an inferior
being, but that must, like all other afflictions, be borne
with patience.
Throughout her literary life, Davis equated black
skin with what she considered other serious physical flaws.
Consider the way she continues to conflate blackness with
disease, infirmity and deformity in her 1887 essay "Two
Points of View":
Every man to-day has a weight to carry put
upon him before he was born.

It may be a

dull brain, a diseased body, a hereditary
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tendency to drink or steal; a crooked
spine, or a dark skin. ... at the end
nobody will ask whether his weight was a
broken back or a dark skin, but how far
with it up the hill did he go?

[Reader

421).
In making Deborah hunchbacked, Davis codifies Deborah as
slave.
Much of Davis's work fuses images of chattel
slavery, wage slavery and the lot of women.

In her first

full-length novel, Margaret Howth, Margaret walks home from
her first day of work as a bookkeeper at a factory with an
expression like that of "a slave putting on a mask, fearing
to meet her master" (17).

In Waiting for the Verdict

-^Davis wrote out of a long tradition of equating black
skin with deformity and degradation. For instance, in 1854.
J.H.VanEvrie, M. D. published a widely-read pamphlet
claiming that "the Negro [is] the most subordinated of all
the Races in their organic structure, and therefore in their
faculties. This is fact, unchanging, immovable, everlasting
fact, fixed by the hand of the Almighty" (qtd in Smith 100).
In this pamphlet he makes an oft-repeated claim that the
negro race is rarely able to stand upright. In "AntiAbolition Tract, No, 5 (1866), he asserts that "the negro is
incapable of an erect or direct perpendicular position . . .
the entire anatomical formation forbids an erect position"
(137). It is worth considering that in Virginia there were
far more slaves and free blacks working the iron mills than
there were Welsh immigrants. Davis likewise uses Deb's
stooped posture to indicate that like the negro. Deb and her
family are more closely allied to beasts than to humans.
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(1867) Davis conflates the traditional figure of the tragic
mulatta with the feminized man in her characterization of
the octoroon surgeon, John Broderip, who, according to
Pfaelzer, "achieves selfhood in female terms" (146).
Broderip, a moody, womanly man with a high voice has a
slave father (who is perhaps not coincidentally named
Hugh).

Hugh Wolfe, similarly feminized, is known by his

co-workers as "one of the girl-men:
sobriquet" (10).

'^Molly Wolfe' was his

The emphasis on the Wolfes' physical

weaknesses as well as Hugh's feminization again forces the
reader to look to the physical body, the marker of race,
rather than to any cultural indicator of ethnicity.

Karen

Sanchez-Eppler notes that, from around 1830 to the postCivil War era, the discourses of both abolitionists and
feminists reconfigured cultural ideas of corporeality.
Feminist and abolitionist discourse presented the
"loathsome" body to public sight, revealing the bodily
basis of women's and black's exclusion from any powerful
place within the social body, and in so doing uncovered the
physical attributes of whiteness and maleness implicit in
such power (12-15).
The use of the abstracted concept "man" as a
descriptive term for the national body displaces the notion
of the physical body into a philosophic construct.

As this
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construct linguistically excludes women, and as blacks were
considered less than human, only white men could
theoretically and abstractly fall into the category of a
legitimate component of the national body.

White women and

women and men of color, unable to shed the physical body,
can never become uncorporeal "men."

Hugh and Deborah,

defined by their physical difference from the cultural
norms for white masculinity, find their claim to "manhood"
erased by their very bodies, in the same way that black
skin erases any claim to manhood, in the sense that the
word defines the subject/citizen.
For such people, the deliberately ambiguous
question, centered at the top of the story's first page in
quotation marks which asks "Is this the end/0 Life, as
futile as then, as frail!/What hope of answer of
redress?(11)" begs an explication one, I believe, provided
by Charles C. Burleigh's 1856 anti-slavery tract : "the
question of slavery is undeniably, for this country at
least, the great question of the age" (1).
It is no accident that Mitchell, the pivotal figure
in Hugh Wolfe's life is a "stranger in the city,—spending
a couple of months in the borders of a Slave State, to
study the institutions of the South" (emphasis mine) (29).
Here again, Davis insists on pointing the careful reader to
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the South's most infamous institution.

Davis twice refers

to Clarke, the son of the mill owner not as the boss, but
as an "overseer," albeit one "talking of net profits," once
again linking notions of slavery with capitalism and wageslavery.

Mitchell functions as the prototype of the

Northern Abolitionists, exemplified for Davis by the New
England Transcendentalists, whom she called "memorable
ghosts," who argued for abolition and civil war from their
comfortable physical and intellectual distance.

"While

they thought they were guiding the real world, they stood
quite outside of it and never would see it as it was"
(Davis, Bits of Gossip^ 67).

On her 18 62 journey to New

England to visit Nathaniel Hawthorne, an author she had
admired since childhood, she met Bronson Alcott and
Emerson.

Her description of them might be taken from her

description of Mitchell in Life, who has an
anatomical eye; [and is] a patron, in a
blase way, of the prize-ring; a man who
sucked the essence out of a science or
philosophy in an indifferent, gentlemanly
way; . . . accepting all, despising
^''Considering the publication she writes for. The
Atlantic Monthly^ Davis could surely count on her readership
for an awareness of contemporary social issues and a
tradition of close, careful reading.
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nothing, in heaven, earth or hell, but his
one ideal man; with a temper yielding and
brilliant as summer water, until his Self
was touched, when it was ice, though
brilliant still.
the States.

Such men are not rare in

(qtd. In Pfaelzer 44).

When Bronson Alcott begins to "talk in high, strained notes
of exaltation of a Civil War he has never seen" Davis finds
that his words have "a stale, familiar ring as if often
repeated before."

She finds in conversation with Emerson

that his interest in her opinions regarding the Civil War
is completely apersonal and that "it was not the value of
the individual or the extraordinary events in commonplace
war-zone life that interested Emerson but the ^abnormal
freaks among human souls'" (Pfaelzer, 45).

And, most

tellingly, she describes Emerson as taking "from each man
his drop of stored honey, and after that the man counted
for no more to him than any other robbed bee'" (Harris 8586).

Mitchell, in noting that "Money has spoken!"

depersonalizes (if rightly) Hugh's situation into a larger
economic sphere and turns on Hugh an eye which, like his
soul, is "bright and deep and cold as Arctic air."

He

looks at Hugh "as he had looked at a rare mosaic in the
morning; only the man was the more amusing study of the
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two" (Davis, Life 17).

Although Davis traveled to New

England only after her story was published, she had long
felt Transcendentalism to be a "philosophy that lacked the
baclcbone of fact; its theories were like bubbles blown from
a child's pipe."

Davis also disagreed with their belief in

a "new god" within themselves, considering it an extension
of their male egotism (Pfaelzer 11).
With her Southern loyalties and her preconceived
(if accurate) ideas about the celebrated intellectuals she
was to visit, it is not surprising that her language in
Life returns in her descriptions of Alcott and Emerson.
Hugh's tragic flaw, then, is to wish to emulate this kind
of man.

And Mitchell is everything Hugh aspires to be.

Hugh looks at Mitchell "like a dumb, helpless animal, with
a duller more stolid look creeping over his face, . . .
marking acutely every smallest sign of refinement, . . .
seeing as in a mirror his [own] filthy body, his more
stained soul" (30).

Though it might be argued that Davis

attributes Hugh's distorted perception of himself to his
lack of education and his life of mind-numbing, backbreaking labor, nowhere in the story does Davis credit Hugh
with anything but a brute, instinctive, artistic sense,
consistently maintaining that he and his family have been
born somehow wanting.

These words (his more stained soul)
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coupled with an earlier description of Hugh's "birth in
vice," uttered with no information substantiating such a
claim) indicate an assumption of innate inferiority (25).
Such an assumption owes more to Jeffersonian rhetoric than
to Abolitionist sentimental rhetoric concerning the
"condition" of "the Negro."

Echoing Long's contention that

the Negro "in general" is "void of genius, and seem[s]
almost incapable of making any progress in civility or
science" (353), Jefferson in his "Notes on Virginia" writes
that
blacks, . . . i n memory are equal t o t h e
whites; in reason much inferior, as I think
one could scarcely be found capable of
tracing and comprehending the
investigations of Euclid; and that in
imagination they are dull, tasteless, and
anomalous. (188)
Hugh's sin, one he shares with slaves who would be free, is
to wish to rise before he is "ready" or evolved enough to
comprehend beyond an instinctive yearning, and to compete
with his betters.

For Hugh, any life better than his own

is as a "fairyland to a child."

He errs in thinking that

"a true life was one of full development (read
"indulgence") rather than self-restraint." (parenthetical
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remark mine.)

He cannot make the correct decision

regarding the stolen money because his brain is "greedy,
dwarfed, full of thwarted energy and unused powers" (23).
He spends the hours following his decision to keep the
money which he believes will make him "free to work, to
live, to love!
haunts.

Free! His right!," skulking around his old

He observes the "filth and drunkenness, the pig

pens, the ash-heaps covered with potato-skins, the bloated
pimpled women at the doors" (24).

Hugh behaves like "John

Lamar's" runaway slave, Ben, who isn't "ready" for
emancipation.

Ben kills his "kindly" master "^for Freedom,

Mars Lord' . . . '^Gor-a'mighty, it's for Freedom!'"(Davis,
Reader 50).

He, too, heads not for "true" freedom, but

back to the "torrid air" of his old home in the South, "a
fitter breath than this cold snow [of the North] for the
animal in his body, the demon in his soul, to triumph and
wallow in" (51).
Life clearly makes the case that capital and
"freedom" are of no use to, and create great harm for,
those not yet evolved enough to cope with such heady
responsibility.

Davis reiterates this position in 1885,

discussing the state of the freed Southern "negro."

She

quotes a "shrewd, kindly" old former plantation owner who
contends that money and freedom have made former slaves
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"ambitious and restless . . . their ambition usually ends
in gaudy clothes, and their restlessness in a bitter
antipathy to whites."

Not only do they know less of the

Bible than when they could not read, but now, instead of
reading the Bible, "they read penny song books and the
lowest flash newspapers.

They are more tricky, vain, and

vulgar than they were as slaves" (395).*'
If Mitchell can be read as a prototype
Transcendentalist, both Kirby and Dr. May also have their
corollaries in the national slavery debate.

Kirby,

representative of Northern industrialist, blatantly damns
himself, and thus, by implication, asserts the benevolence
of slavery as a system.

When Mitchell asks him if he

intends to keep Hugh "puddling iron" in spite of Hugh's
artistic skill.

Kirby replies:

I wash my hands of all social problems,—
slavery, caste, white or black.

My duty to

my operatives has a narrow limit,—the payhour on Saturday night. . . . What has the

^^In this same essay, "Some Testimony in the Case,"
Davis continues to characterize blacks as unable to
comprehend and appreciate the proper functioning of a
capitalist economic system.
The freed, black worker has,
"neither reason, nor conscience . . .no, nor even greed.
He would rather sneak off and sleep all day with a nickel in
his pocket than work two days longer for ten dollars" (394).
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man who pays them money to do with their
soul's concerns, more than the grocer or
butcher who takes it?

(16-17)

In his disregard for his worker's social problems, Kirby
mouths the position anti-abolitionists attributed to
industrialists.

In anti-abolitionist rhetoric, conditions

for slaves were favorably compared to the far worse
conditions suffered by wage-slaves.

In 1839, when Calvin

Colton wrote Abolition a Sedition, he published
anonymously, signing his work only "By a Northern Man."
This Northern man chides those who, like Kirby, do not care
for their charges as do slave owners.

Colton maintains

that "American slaves are placed in the midst of a high
state of civilization, where their very bondage has rights
secured by law which would be a blessing in Africa."

He

continues, asserting that "the privileges of the Gospel,
and its blessed and eternal hopes, have been brought within
the reach of a greater proportion of the slaves" (165-66).
Finally, Colton directly addresses the industrial
economic system,albeit the British system: "the system of
American slavery makes it the interest of the master to be
careful of the physical constitution of the slave, that it
should not be impaired, and in this particular makes it
preferable to the more cruel bondage of British
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manufactories" (166).

Kirby's refusal to consider the

plight of his operatives—"The Lord will take care of his
own; or else they can work out their own salvation" (16)—
implicitly gives credence to pro-slavery arguments like
Colton's which maintain that the bonds of affection between
master and slave provide the slave with superior conditions
than those afforded to workers whose transactions with
their "masters" are purely economic.
In contrast to Kirby's indifference. Dr. May's
seemingly altruistic response owes much to portraits of
"concerned" anti-slavery proponents who, according to antiabolitionist rhetoric, could talk a good game yet had no
stomach for dealing with those whom they would free.

May,

described by a mocking Mitchell as a "philanthropist,"
feels that he has found in Hugh "that latent genius to be
warmed into life by a waited-for sun-beam."

This self-

styled sunbeam glows "with his own magnanimity" after
encouraging Hugh with lofty words, telling him that "a man
may make himself anything he chooses"(18).

Yet May refuses

Hugh the economic assistance he needs to further his, as
yet crude, artistic vision.

May's ansv/er to Hugh's plea

for help again makes clear the economic essence of the
wage/slavery debate Davis skirts in her narrative as he
tells Hugh, "why should one be raised, when myriads are
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left?—I have not the money, boy."

Hugh's reply suggests

that the great question which begins Davis's narrative may
well be the question Hugh ask:.

"Money? . . . That is it?

Money?" (18).
Mitchell's voice answers Hugh, and his reply
indicates that there is yet another factor among the great
economic questions that faced the newly industrialized
United States.

Mitchell articulates the portion of the

national discourse which recognized that any disturbance in
an existing economic system invites the possibility of
civil disorder, of rebellion.

Mitchell argues that if

Kirby's "hands" were to hear May's "St. Simonean doctrines
. . . they'll strike for higher wages" (19).
Simone referred to is the Comte de St. Simone

The St.
(1760-1825),

a French philospher and founder of socialism who "advocated
a '^science' of society for abolishing inequities in the
distribution of property, power and happiness."^"

This

invocation of St. Simone's radical ideas, as well as the
conflation of them with notions of labor unrest, indicates
that Life's narrative is intended as a caution against
rebellion as well.

*°Jean Pfaelzer, "Notes to the Fiction," The Rebecca
Harding Davis Reader (470).
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Davis carefully sets her story thirty years in the
past, in 1831, not coincidentally the year of Nat Turner's
rebellion.

The threat of slave rebellions had for some

time permeated the South, producing a not unfounded sense
that, even without the intervention of Abolitionists and a
civil war, the institution of slavery contained within
itself the seeds of its own destruction in the form of a
bloody uprising.

The Korl Woman's arresting figure,

"strong—terribly strong," a figure gesturing like a "halfmad," "desperate" person on the verge of drowning, issues a
warning.
This warning is clearly implied in the actions that
follow Mitchell's discovery of her and are addressed by
Mitchell himself.

Mitchell declines to act on behalf of

Hugh and his fellow workers because he notes that "I am not
one of them."

Mitchell then points to the inevitablility

of violent rebellion when a prevailing economic paradigm is
serously quesitoned, asserting that reform is "born of
need, not pity . . . fermented instead, carried up the
heaving, cloggy mass . . .some day, out of their bitter
need will be thrown up their own light-bringer" (19).

This

passage may well refer to John Brown's abortive attempt to
foment a rebellion on behalf of others, and may function as
a rebuke to those over-zealous Abolitionists who deemed
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John Brown a hero.

Though the reader may not be meant to

like Mitchell, may in fact be directed to dislike his
coldness, nevertheless, his voice is often the most honest,
the most reasonable one.

And it is worth noting that

Mitchell accepts the inevitablity of rebellion; he merely
chooses not to participate in what he does not consider his
own fight, cleverly implying that those who do, merely
patronize the oppressed.
Sharon Harris mentions, only in passing, Davis's
own experience with slave revolts.

Harris notes that

Davis's ''^earliest memory was that of her mother carrying
her to safety when their home in Big Spring was set afire
during a slave revolt, an event that undoubtedly affected
the family's decision to move to Wheeling" (emphasis mine)
(77).

However, Harris mentions the incident only to

demonstrate that as a woman, Davis has a deep understanding
of ^•'enslaved" people's feelings, and dreams and argues that
this knowledge allows Davis to understand why the enslaved
"seek revenge when they are oppressed for generation after
generation" (Harris 78).

The experience Harris mentions so

briefly and casually clearly affected Davis beyond a mere
"understanding" of how oppressed people seek revenge.

It

cannot have escaped Davis that she, as a white woman, will
be an object of revenge in any slave insurrection.

Harris
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astonishingly asserts only that Davis 's childhood
experience later helped her to detect white people's fears
of black insurrection, and to demand that they "open their
eyes to what is," carefully avoiding the much more likely
conclusion that this earliest traumatic memory, Davis's
personal "primal scene," would have instilled in Davis
herself a real terror of black insurrection (77-7 8).

In

dealing with childhood trauma this Freudian approach is
quite useful in examining

a traumatic event which so

disturbs the subject's need to avoid unpleasure, that the
subject will return to the trauma again and again, in order
to bind or master it.

Davis's first literary revisiting of

this trauma is notable for its displacement;
slave, theft for uprising.

immigrant for

Yet the need to master is

evident in the story's dual ending.

Hugh dies and Deb is

rendered even more child-like and dependent upon her
adopted Quaker community, one which might well be read as
a form of romanticized plantation life.
Davis will return to the scene of this trauma again
in "John Lamar."

As the Civil War is then fact, and Davis

has witnessed its horrors first-hand, she no longer needs
to displace her examination of slavery but rather tackles
the issue head on, albeit with brutally cruel
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representations of black ingratitude and mindless notions
of revenge.
Lamar's slave, Ben, cuts his master's throat and
heads South again to "his native air, torrid, heavy with
latent impurity," fixated upon appropriating what has been
his master's property (Davis, Reader 51).

Harris argues

that Davis draws Ben (and her other slave characters) as
people who understand "that to survive, a slave, like a
white woman, must understand
and mask reactions" (79).

power and learn how to lie

Yet Davis describes Ben in terms

of his "white, blubber lips," as he contemplates

his

master's young sister, Floy, "as a gorilla might [think] of
a white dove: trying to think thus—the simple, kindly
nature of the Negro struggling madly with something
beneath, new and horrible" (45).

Maragret Howth's Joe, a

former slave, unable to quell his lingering rage, burns the
factory to the ground.
Life serves as an exemplum, a warning, as first
Deborah and then Hugh propagate their ill-fated rebellion.
That this rebellion hurts no one but themselves,
reiterates Life's message that the oppressed should not
attempt to rise before they are "ready."
Hugh's feminized representation functions on
myriad levels in the narrative.

Not only does it ally him
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with the helpless, more "beast-like" segments of the
population, it also serves as a response to Uncle Tom''s
Cabin, when former slave George Harris, speaking of the
bloody Saint-Domingue slave revolt, (1791-1804) asserts
that the revolt occurred because "the race that formed the
character of the Haytiens was a worn-out effeminate one"
(608-09).

Stowe her suggests that daily interaction with

one's so-called inferiors is a method of contagion.

The

notion that an inability to resist bloody annihilation (the
Saint-Domingue revolt was the only successful slave revolt
in the New World), is corporeal, and so feminine, reappears
in Davis's fiction, most notably in "John Lamar" in the
protagonist (Lamar) who is the most sympathetic character
in the story.

He is "in his lazy way," "kind to his

slaves" (45).

Lamar, whose "fine, white, womanish hands"

mark him as doomed from the outset of the story, speaks for
Davis, as to the "essential" nature of the slave.

As

Lamar speaks to his childhood friend, captor, and Union
officer. Dorr, Ben crouches before them "gaping vacantly:"
There is Ben.

What, in God's name, will

you do with him? . . . The country is
paying in blood for the lie to-day.
Educate him for freedom, by putting a
musket in his hands?

We have this mass of
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heathendom drifted on our shores by your
will as well as mine.

Try to bring them to

a level with the whites by a wrench, and
you'11 waken out of your dream to a sharp
reality . . . reform, to be enduring must
be patient, gradual, inflexible as the
Great Reformer. '^The mills of God,' the old
proverb says, ^grind surely.' But, Dorr,
they grind exceeding slow! . . .Ben's son
will be ready for his freedom.

(44-5)

When Dorr replies that "Ben knows it is his right to be
free.

He will not wait for the grinding of the mill,"

Lamar knows that he must now escape as "death lay in
delay."

But Lamar misrecognizes the direction from which

his death will come because he is "womanish" in his vision,
returning to the picture of his sister Floy, "sitting in
the lap of her old, black, maumer" (45).
Lamar's misrecognition leads him to see the slave
of his childhood, not the newly savage beast created by
Abolitionist rhetoric.

Though Pfaelzer maintains that in

the story "Davis's fusion of gender and race suggests that
all relationships forged without consent are unacceptable.
Hence Ben's violence gives moral purpose to a reluctant
war," Pfaelzer acknowledges that Davis's portrayal of Ben
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as murderer and sexual predator "reinvokes domesticity in
order to point to female vulnerability.

Race slips into

gender to picture a white female as a vulnerable child . .
.a final bond appears between the woman narrator and white
female child, not between the woman author and the slave"
(90-91).

Dorr has the final word in "John Lamar."

His

words are a kind of answer to John Brovm's final speech to
the court before his hanging.

Brown maintained that "the

law of God," had taught him to regard his rebellion "in
behalf of His despised and poor

as not wrong, but right."

Dorr looks at Lamar's dead face and speaks "out of the
ignorance of his own weak, human soul.

'*The day of the

Lord is nigh,' he said: *it is at hand; and who can abide
it?" (53).
Hugh and Deborah's rebellious transgression,
believing that money should be used as a means to freedom,
rather than as capital, is also depicted as a
misrecognition.

They misrecognize the ultimate source of

their own downfall.

It comes, not from their degraded life

in the mills, but from their own economic and, for Davis,
moral ignorance—their attempt to rise before they are
sufficiently evolved.

iife, repeatedly reiterates the

ironic refrain regarding money that Mitchell utters: "^Yes,
money,—that is it,' said Mitchell . . . '^You've found the
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cure for all the world's diseases

(18).

that money will give him power and freedom.

Hugh recognizes
However, Davis

writes a double caution into her tale of a wage/slave's
desperate bid for freedom.
In Hugh's demise, Davis cautions both those who
wish to rise above their status as wage-slave or as literal
slave, and she cautions slave-owners and industrial
employers about the dangers to come if those under their
control begin to want enough money to remove themselves,
even temporarily, from their place as laborers who produce
capital for others.
In November of 1857, Karl Marx responded to a
letter to the Times of London from a West Indian planter
who advocated for a restoration of slavery in Jamaica.
This planter maintained that Jamaicans were now unwilling
to labor to produce profit for him.

Marx noted that

slavery—including wage slavery—is first and foremost a
"relation of domination" based in economics:
They have ceased to be slaves. . . .not in
order to become wage labourers, but,
instead, self-sustaining peasants working
for their own consumption.

As far as they

are concerned, capital does not exist as
capital, because autonomous wealth as such
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can exist only either on the basis of
direct forced labour, slavery, or indirect
forced labour, wage labour.

Wealth

confronts direct forced labour not as
capital, but rather as relation of
domination.
Like the Jamaican planter, Davis and others wrote
at length about the laziness of freed black workers,
focusing on their lack of desire to accumulate, to work for
more than necessity.

As late as 1885, Davis

unquestioningly quotes an Alabama planter as saying that
what he really needs to prosper is "white labor," as the
freed black laborer falls so far short: "Laziness is born
in him" (Davis, Reader 340).
Life, graphically details the miserable conditions
of the factory wage-slave, while simultaneously and perhaps
paradoxically, attempting to reinforce the American
capitalist system, by asserting that the importation of
immigrant labor is the wrong way to pursue the system.

The

story intimates that slavery is, over all, a more benign
form of capitalism and one far more advantageous to the

^^Qtd in Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death: A
Comparative Study (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Press, 1982) 2.
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capitalist.

In presenting the converse of wage-slavery in

sentimental rhetoric, as a benevolent institution, Davis
masks the material reality of slavery asserting, as did
many others, that the paternalism of slavery was preferable
to the disinterest in worker welfare exhibited by
industrialists.
If, following Marx, we agree that money is the end
result of the circulation of commodities and is the first
form of capital, we see that Hugh is punished, not for
theft, but for presuming to take capital out of
circulation.

Marx's simple equation demonstrates two

systems of exchange; one in which commodities are exchanged
for money to buy other commodities; another in which money
buys commodities which will then be sold again, most likely
at a profit.

In the latter system, money is exchanged for

itself, plus some surplus value (the profit made) which
will then be put back into circulation to create even more
money (329-332).

However, Hugh's dream of using money to

buy freedom and satisfy his wants removes money from
circulation.

He wants money, not to produce more money,

but merely to exchange it for those commodities he values;
thus capital falls out of circulation and into mere
consumption which will never generate capital.

The

economic cycle will thus end with Hugh, as he has no desire
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to work for more money, nor does he desire to invest what
he has stolen.

He becomes like the freed blacks Davis

describes in 1885, lamenting that freedom has not educated
these people...it has made them ambitious
and restless...their ambition usually ends
in gaudy clothes and their restlessness in
a bitter antipathy and insolence to the
whites.

The old loyal affection of the

negro to his master, though you may think
the master did not desrve it, was an
ennobling quality in the slave.
(394-5)
Slaving mutely and unguestioningly in the steel mill, Hugh
is noble.

When he aquires capital and the possibilty of

freedom, Hugh becomes savagely angry and inexplicably
bitter, no longer capable of even the crude beginnings of
artistic genius, no longer capable of creating a Korl Woman
(31).
The Korl woman might initially be considered an
idealized figure of the slave (as represented in
abolitionist rhetoric) and of what Hugh and Deborah might
be.

Hugh, the downtrodden slave-like subject still harbors

within himself the seeds of transcendence—his ability to
create, to imagine a stronger body-politic, which, while
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crude, is still suffused with "longing.""

But as Davis's

description of the Korl woman continues, that benign
concept, "longing,"" transforms into a "tense," "wild,"
"eager," "clutching"" one which, when given a face, is "like
that of a starving wolf's" (32).

This description of the

Korl woman's excessive, mutely desiring body, one which
clearly stands in for both the Wolfe family as a body and
the slave body, becomes more beastial and less human.
Davis, while seeming to sympathize with Hugh Wolfe (and
indeed she most likely does sympathize with this "lower"
class) writes him as a man incapable of restraining himself
from theft.

As he imagines life without work in the iron

mills Davis asks the reader to imagine:
What wonder, if it blinded him to
delirium,—the madness that underlies all
revolution, all progress, and all fall?
You laugh at the shallow temptation?

You

see the error underlying its argument so
clearly,—that to him a true life was one
of full development rather than selfrestraint? that he was deaf to the higher
tone in cry of voluntary suffering for
truth's sake than in the fullest flow of
spontaneous harmony?

(46)
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Mitchell's recognition of Hugh's potential artistry, and
the discussion which ensues among Kirby, the Doctor and
Mitchell regarding what the Doctor calls Hugh's

right to

rise," evokes in both Deborah and Hugh notions of
rebellion.

Their collaborative theft, in that it consists

not only of stealing capital but of depriving the mill
owner of a "hand," amounts to a rebellion, albeit a small
one.

But it is quite necessary to Davis's story that the

theft is more than a solitary act.

In taking possession of

himself, of his body, Hugh deprives the mill owner of what
he considers to be his rightful property, the wage-slave,
one necessary to the production of further capital.

As the

initiating agent of this rebellion, Deborah, with her "red
rabbit-eyes," who watches Hugh "as a spaniel its master,"
serves as a warning that even the most seemingly harmless
of animals, when cornered, and in a group (even of two) can
become the predatory Wolf(e), exemplefied byH ugh's feral
nighttime skulking through the dark underside of Wheeling
(23).
When, in 1889, Davis wrote that a Negro's laziness
was a worse enemy to him than slavery ever had been or
could be, she reiterates, more boldly and even more
harshly, the position she takes in Life.

As Hugh Wolfe

stands despairing by his prison cell window, looking out at
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the world his prison sentence has denied him, tellingly, he
sees the market place with its "clink of money as it
changed hands, the busy crowd of whites and blacks shoving,
pushing one another," mirroring the economic nature of the
nation's civil division.

Hugh appears to be

ventriloquizing pro-slavery rhetoric which emphasized the
paternalistic nature of slavery when he envies "a dog down
in the market, walking after his master with such a
stately, grave look!—only a dog, yet he could go backwards
and forwards just as he pleased; he had good luck!" (28).
Not only does Hugh envy the dog who follows his
master, who, though he is owned, possesses more freedom
than Hugh has ever known or will ever know again, but he
fixes upon a "mulatto" woman from his cell window, the next
to the last sight of the outside world he sees.

This

figure presents a sharp contrast to the free "mulatta"
cotton-mill worker Davis serves up at the story's
beginning.

That woman lives a life at least as miserable

as Deb's own, needing a post to steady her at day's end.
The reader is left to wonder whether she clings to this
post as a result of her addiction to gin or because of the
harshness of her day's work.

The mulatta woman Hugh sees

in the market is the emblem of every good thing Hugh has
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never had, nor will ever have. Hugh describes with longing
the
tall mulatto girl, following her mistress,
her basket on her head, . . . she was
laughing; but, when she caught sight of the
haggard face peering out through the bars,
suddenly grew grave, and hurried by.

A

free, firm step, a clear-cut olive face,
with a scarlet turban tied on one side,
dark, shining eyes, and on the head the
basket poised, filled with fruit and
flowers, under which the scarlet turban and
bright eyes looked out half-shadowed. . .
.it was good to see a face like that.

(30)

Although Pfaelzer contends that this first of many slave
figures in Davis's fiction only

appears less oppressed and

degraded than the factory workers" because she grows grave
at the sight of Hugh and hurries by, Pfaelzer overlooks the
way these two contrasting mulatto figures frame the
narrative (emphasis mine)(50).

It is no narrative accident

that the figures are "mulatto" and not black; in their
depiction, Davis makes a statement about the respective
civilizing aspects of the white North and the white South.
The first mulatto woman's partial whiteness only makes her
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fit to be a miserable wage-slave under Northern
industrialism and, has done nothing to "raise her up."

The

contrasting figure at the end of the novel, though still a
slave, thrives on her proximity to whites.

Not only has

miscegenation produced a "clear-cut olive face," the
corporeal representation of the happy influence of
whiteness, but we are to understand that she enjoys a
mobility denied to the factory worker; she walks with "a
free step" as she happily follows her mistress, we might
suppose in order to learn more from her.
As late as 1898, in an essay in which she calls
herself an Abolitionist, Davis, responding to W.E. Dubois
and his "summary of the prejudices of whites and their
injustice to the freedmen during the thirty years just
passed" will write:
There is no mention of the fact that the
Washingtons, the Madisons, the Marshalls,
the patriots and lawgivers whose wisdom and
integrity made this country honored among
nations, the faithful gospelers, servants
of Christ in every sect, were also slave
owners.

There is no mention of the fact

that whatever change had taken place in the
Negro, as he was at his emancipation, from
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the brutal savage who left the coasts of
Africa, was due to the influence of these
slave-ov/ners and their influence only.

Nor

of the fact that when they were freed the
large class of respectable self-respecting
negroes at the South were those who had
been brought into contact with their
masters, while the field hands bore and
still bear too significant a resemblance to
their imported ancestors.

(424)

As if to underscore which side of the wageslave/slave debate she takes in the story, Davis has Hugh's
last sight is of a man, a "good old chap; never passed a
fellow without some joke or other"(30).

Presented as

kindly but ineffectual and finally as unable to hear Hugh's
cry from the window, the chap goes by the name of the
famous labor organizer Joe Hill.

Clearly, in contrasting

these two figures, Davis sees the lot of the free laborer
as far worse than that of the secure slave. As Hugh calls
out "Good-bye, Joe!" the old man listens uncertainly, then,
to Hugh's grave disappointment, hurries on.

In this

depiction of the ineffectualness of organized labor, Hugh's
last words are spoken to Joe Hill's disappearing back: "Oh,
that was the last, was it?" (31).
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Deborah's story ends differently.

She serves her

three years, pays her penance for presuming to rebel, and
is then taken by a kindly Quaker woman to a place which
sounds suspiciously like a description of an Edenic, small.
Southern plantation.

There is real ambivalence in this

improbable ending—a longing for what never really was, or
a gesture toward what the South might have been had neither
industrialization nor slavery existed.

The narrator self-

effacingly addresses the reader, saying "there is no need
to tire you with long years of sunshine and fresh air, and
slow, patient Christ-love, needed to make healthy and
hopeful this impure body and soul" (34).
Life here invokes what critics have called a
"vital, if made up, memory" of the old South, one which was
well embedded in American cultural discourse by the midnineteenth century, and which provided, for both North and
South a nostalgic escape from urbanization and
industrialization.-"

Davis is realist enough to know that

this improbably idyllic conclusion to Deborah's life is, in
fact, flat, lifeless and sterile.

•""For more information on southern nostalgia in
nineteenth-century popular culture, see Glazer and Key,
1-24.
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However, this ending is considerably less
improbable if viewed as part of Davis''s cautionary message.
In the period leading up to the Civil War, Quakers were
well known for their opposition to slavery, and equally
well known for their refusal to take any violent action to
bring the institution to an end. Davis uses the nameless
Quaker woman's kindness in juxtapostion to Kirby, Mitchell
and May's cruelty in inciting Wolfe to rebellion, then
abandoning him to his fate.

After these Northern men have

wreaked havoc with Hugh and Deb's lives, it is up to the
Quaker to show the reader how this salvation business
should really be run.

The Quakers spout no liberatory

rhetoric. Rather they sit in ther meeting-house "in their
grave, earnest way, waiting for the Spirit of Love to
speak, opening their simple hearts to receive His words."
They set the "propei:" example in their lives full of
"sunshine, and fresh air, and slow, patient Christ-love"
(emphasis mine)(33).

In this depiction of how the

oppressed are truly helped, Davis again echoes the kind of
pro-slavery rhetoric which demanded a slow, patient,
infinitely gradual and violence free, eventual end to
slavery.
Looking once again to Colter's Abolition a.
Sedition, it is illuminating to find that he devotes a

small chapter of the book to the Quakers as "a good
example, worthy of imitation in all such matters" (172).
Colter directs those who harbor anti-slavery sentiments
proceed as do the Quakers who he maintains
have generally received credit for being a
peace-loving and peace-making society. . .
. They have always been known as the
opponents of slavery; but their modes of
protest and remonstrance have been
conducted in the spirit of Christianity.
They have never broken the public peace,
directly or indirectly, in this conflict of
principle; they have never outraged public
feeling by obtruding their opinions in a
violent way; they have not sought to raise
mobs against themselves, and thus get the
advantage of a cry of persecution; [nor
have they] sowed the seeds of civil
insurrection and popular violence. ... It
is the silent, insinuating action of
principle on society [that makes] them a
living epistle before the world on this and
some other subjects (170-171).
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Colter's words ring false,- as false as Davis's
unsatisfactory ending.

Colter appropriates the ethics and

actions of a faith which opposes everything he stands for
in order to silence those who would oppose him. Life in the
Iron Mills, might well be read as echoing Davis's own
vacillating responses to the cultural discourses of slavery
and industrialization.

Setting her story in Wheeling, West

Virginia, her own ideologically contested geography, she
appears to create what Mary Poovey calls a "contact zone,"
a space of "colonial encounters, the space in which peoples
geographically and historically separated come into contact
with each other and establish ongoing relations" (11).
However, these relations involve conquest and coercion, as
well as the "interactive, improvisational" mutual
constructions among colonizers and colonized that Poovey
describes.

While Davis recognizes and even emphasizes the

economic dimension of the zone she constructs, making urban
industrial capitalism and, in her coded fashion, the
institution of slavery, central characters in subject
construction, the gaze from the narrator's window travels
in one direction only.

While Davis appears to champion the

cause of the immigrant worker, she instead makes of this
wage-slave the representation of all that will befall the
Southern slave upon any "hasty" liberation. By presenting
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the mulatta slave in the marketplace as the only happy
person to grace the narrative, Davis subtly stakes out a
position that indicates that the skewed relationships of
power under industrial capitalism are such that, for the
oppressed, the allegedly benign paternalism of an idealized
slave system appears as the lesser evil.
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CHAPTER II
WHITE MAN'S (JIM) BURDEN: DOMESTIC COLONIAL DISCOURSE AND
IMPERIALIST NOSTALGIA IN WILLA CATHER'S MY ANTONIA
World problems exist in the Southwest in microcosmic form.
Primitive man,- in New Mexico^ a state three-fifths the size
of France, is living in a stratified society. The few
whites —"Anglos"—on top . . . Indians at the bottom of the
heap. The classes and masses, as in Europe or in a French
or British colony. What is the Pueblo Indian''s relation to
American democracy?
Willa did not ask herself such questions.
Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant,
Willa Gather: A Memoir
A patriot is a citizen trying to
wake
from the burnt-out dream of innocence, the nightmare
. . . the internal emigrant is the most homesick of
all women and
of all men
every flag that flies today is a cry of pain
Where are we moored?
What are the bindings
What behooves us?
Adrienne Rich, An Atlas of the Difficult World

Just as politicians, journalists, jurists and other
institutional figures have helped create narratives that
make manifest their vision of an American cultural identity,
so have American literary figures contributed to
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articulating the ongoing definition of what was meant in the
United States Constitution as "He the People."

According to

Priscilla Wald, as American writers explore "the
relationship between literary production and cultural
identity in the United States," they participate in creating
a community in their "literary response to nationalist
initiatives" (3).

I would like, in this chapter, to

consider Willa Gather's My Antonia (1918) as a text deeply
engaged with the cultural conversation surrounding the
unprecedented wave of immigration from Eastern and Southern
Europe that took place around the turn of the century.

In

so doing, I place Gather's novel within an American
narrative and literary tradition which, according to
Jonathan Arac, "arose from, responded to and contributed to
continental and overseas expansion, racial struggles, and
political debates" (607).

I will briefly look to work done

by Joseph Urgo and Guy Reynolds, both of whom rightly place
Gather in the center of this cultural discussion.

Both Urgo

and Reynolds conclude that Gather celebrates the
indefatigable spirit of the immigrant which exemplifies the
best of

American culture, renewing and invigorating an

essentially American spirit, one actively engaged in
migrating into the future.

However, I read Gather's
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conflation of protagonist and landscape as a more ambiguous
project which attempts to make of both Antonia's farm and
Antonia's body, what Trinh calls "transparent territory,"
subject, if not to outright conquest, then to utilization."^
I regard My Antonia as a national narrative, rather
than as merely an example of "local color" because it serves
much the same function as does Sarah Orne Jewetfs very
regional work.

However, Amy Caplan contends that Jewetfs

work is a narrative of the American nation as a whole, not
merely its regions.

Gather was much influenced by Jewett,

particularly The Country of the Pointed Flrs^ and wrote her
novels "of the soil," Song of the Lark^ O Pioneers! and My
Antonia after Jewett encouraged her to look to her own
region for inspiration.
Caplan sees Jewett's celebration of regional
difference as paradoxically contributing to the process of
nationalization.

Following the Civil War, the nation, was

use the term transparent territory as do Blunt and
Rose, 5-7 who conflate a definition of space and territory.
Transparent space as a term which assumes that the world can
be seen as it really is and that there can be unmediated
access to the truth of objects it sees; it is a space of
mimetic representation (5). They further note that in her
work on colonized space, Trinh names this space as
territory, insisting that transparent space is about
power,knowledge, and control (7).
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still a fractured one; or if it was seemingly politically
unified, this union was at the very least, extremely
fragile.

For Caplan, late nineteenth-century novels attempt

to unite a divided nation, as they "enact a willed amnesia
about founding conflicts, while they reinvent multiple and
contested pasts to claim as the shared origin of a national
identity" (242).

Caplan is speaking particularly of Jewett,

iXIary Wilkins Freeman, and Hamlin Garland's fiction when she
claims that their decentralized literature
contributes to solidifying national
centrality by reimagining a distended
industrial nation as an extended clan
sharing a ^common inheritance' in its
imagined rural origins . . . regionalism
contained the threatening conflicts of
social difference. ... By rendering social
difference in terms of region, anchored and
bound by separate spaces, more explosive
social conflicts of class, race, and gender
made contiguous by urban life could be
effaced.

The native inhabitants of regional

fiction could be rendered, on the one hand,
as ^the folk,' the common heritage from
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which urban dwellers had simply moved,
always available for return.

(251)

This move, national unification presented in the guise of
regionalism, echoes in My Antonia.

In the novel. Gather

responds to divisive calls for Americanization"" which Urgo
explains was a popular stance in American politics at the
beginning of the twentieth century.

Gather, particularly in

her depiction of Antonia, argued that an un-Americanized
immigrant was, in fact, valuable, and could serve America in
ways that "real" Americans could not.
Gather's protagonist is part of a discourse of
domestically embedded imperialist nostalgia for the "good,"
ethnic, woman immigrant, one whose national identity can
never be that of full-fledged citizen, but whose
contributions allow a forward trajectory of nation-building
for the masculine American of Northern European descent.
This is not to say that Gather despises the "Antonias" she
has known.

Gather clearly feels strong affection for her

character and the woman upon whom she is based, a childhood

^°The movement for "Americanization" sought not only to
Americanize immigrants—that is, to force them to speak
English and to lose whatever traces of their originary
ethnic background they retained, but ultimately sought to
keep out immigrants considered unassimilable altogether.
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acquaintance, Anna Pavelka, but this affection is not the
kind bestowed upon equals.
The Antonia we see is Jim Burden's creation, and he
can assign to her the qualities and responses he chooses.
If by convention the narrator stands in for the author, and
considering the autobiographical content of the novel, we
must then assume that Burden, in large measure, stands in
for Gather. The Antonia Burden presents is a carefully
shaped and constructed representation of the Eastern
European immigrant women of Gather's youth.

For instance.

Burden, in asserting that Antonia longed to be like him, and
longed to have a family just like his, claims that when she
was a child "Antonia loved to help grandmother in the
kitchen and to learn about cooking and housekeeping" (22).
However, Antonia's response could as well be read as
desperation to survive; her father is singularly unsuited to
farming and her mother a notoriously poor housekeeper who
"managed poorly under new conditions," who fed her family a
"sour, ashy-grey bread" and mixed her dough "in an old tin
peck-measure that Krajiek had used about the barn"(22).
Gather's portrait of Antonia follows a literary tradition in
which the ethnic Other does not speak for him or herself.
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but is rather constructed according to the discourse of the
Anglo author.

Thomas J. Ferraro notes that:

from, the onset of the great migration,
through at least the early 1920s, the debate
over the ethnic transformation of America
was carried out more saliently by writers
from established Anglo-Saxon families and
their cultural allies of Northv/estern
European descent.

(385)

Burden further describes the "fine, well-set-up country
girls," (all immigrants) in contrast to the insipid "town
girls," American girls from established families of Northern
European descent. He claims that the
older [immigrant] girls, who helped to
breakup the wild sod, learned so much from
life, from poverty . . . Physically they
were almost a race apart, and out-of-door
work had given them a vigour which . .
.develped onto a positive carriage of
freedom of movement ....(127)
creating an idealized portrait of a life of back-breaking
work and harshest poverty.

Burden then

describes the "good

families" these girls have come from, presenting as an
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example Lena's heritage: "If I told m.y schoolmates that Lena
Lingard's grandfather was a cleryman, and much respeced in
Norway, they looked at me blankly.

What did it matter,"

implying that he alone understands Lena's fitness to become
"American" (129).

In this section of the novel, entitled

"The Hired Girls," the country girls are written about in
terms that echo what David Spurr calls colonial discourse
which paradoxically desires
to emphasize racial and cultural difference
as a means of establishing superiority,
[which] takes place alongside the desire to
efface difference and to gather the
colonized into the fold of an all-embracing
civilization.

(32)

Burden separates Antonia into a more acceptable Other,
carefully distinguishing her from the three Bohemian Marys,
by virtue of her father's cultivation, thus keeping her
available for his own uses:'*
There was not a man in Black Hawk who had
the intelligence or cultivation, much less

-^The Marys' indistinguishable and exagerrated
foreigness is emphasized in their naming. Antonia, is like
them but is not one of them, created as a contrast to them
and set apart for Burden's uses.
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the personal distinction, of Antonia's
father.

Yet people saw no difference

between her and the three Marys; they were
all Bohemians, all ^hired girls' (129).
Spurr notes that "the ultimate aim of colonial discourse is
not to establish a radical opposition between colonizer and
colonized.

It seeks to dominate by inclusion and

domestication" (32).
In setting up the dichotomy between country and
town, immigrants and more urban dwellers, (Burden himself
lives but short time on the farm before moving into town)
Gather is well aware that she writes, not for the immigrant
girls like the ones she creates, but for a largely middle
and upper-class, Anglo-Saxon readership.

As Caplan argues,

the hiererchy reproduced in regional fiction where the rural
Other is seen in contrast to the urban narrator, also,
structured the conditions of literary
production for regionalist writers as well,
who were published by a highly centralized
industry located in Boston and New York that
applealed to an urban middle-class
readership; this readership was solidified
as an imaged community by consuming images
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of rural "others" as both a nostalgic point
of origin and a measure of cosompolitan
development.

(251)

Antonia thus assuages a cultural anxiety about the place of
the South or Eastern European Other in the American national
identity for Gather's urban readerhip.

As long as Antonia

remains within her museum enclave she functions as a
nostalgic point of origin, one which serves as a unifying
reminder of "common" rural origins in the face of a rapidly
developing industrial society.
Gather paints the "good" Eastern European community,
embodied in Antonia's fertile body, as a kind of
anthropological subject, one worthy of study and in need of
interpretation by others.
kind of "literary tourism,"

Regional writing operates as a
where "regionalists invent

places as allegories of desire generated by urban centers"
(Gaplan 252). Gather's Nebraska surely qualifies as an
invented place, one far different for the real Anna Pavelka
than is the Nebraska Willa Gather creates from her urban
remove.
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Susan Rosowski calls Gather the first American
writer to "give immigrants heroic stature in serious
American literature" (Voyage 45).

Joseph Urgo finds that

Gather is the American writer who best understood that "the
overarching myth, the single experience that defines
American culture at its core is migration:

unrelenting,

incessant, and psychic mobility across spatial, historical,
and imaginative planes of existence" (5).

Urgo argues that

Gather portrays immigrants heroically and goes on to say
that a much of Gather's importance to the canon of American
literature rests in her recognition that migration is the
cornerstone of American national identity:

"What Gather

creates is a poetics of migration as it is incorporated into
the fabric of the culture," (62) celebrating a migratory
culture, one which is constantly in the process of a
"migration into possibility" (195).

While I agree that

Gather certainly recognized that only in perpetual movement
would the American "Empire" be built, I would add that
Gather also knew the cost of such an enterprise, and
understood that the ethnic immigrant woman could be used to
mitigate that cost to the national psyche.
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However,. I would argue that not only did Gather
recognize migration as "essentially" American, but that My
Antonla is permeated with a longing for home in the midst of
this relentless and essential migration.

While Urgo

maintains that Jim Burden is, in fact, "not and never will
be homesick," it seems quite clear that he embodies a
national homesickness, one that can only be assuaged by
permanently assigning the status of (im)migrant, of otherthan-native, to ethnically constructed woman migrants (55).
These women then, paradoxically, serve as both spatially and
temporally fixed place-holders for the ever-migrating white,
masculine American.

Urgo notes that "Jim's imagination of

Antonia, his possession of her and his transformation of her
into a national icon enables the United States to continue
to expand and incorporate" (73).

But in his celebration of

Gather's writing as a projection of "the vitality of the
empire's voice" Urgo fails to see that Antonia will not be a
fully participating member of this empire (134).

Antonia

and the other Bohemian girls are figures that can never be
"naturalized" into full American citizenship by virtue of
their gender and visibly ethnic Otherness.

Urgo and

Reynolds both conclude that, at least in her portrayal of
Antonia Shimerda and the immigrant communities in the novel.
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Gather celebrates the possibility of a multicultural
national identity, one revived and invigorated by each new
wave of immigrants, even those of Southern and Eastern
European descent. I suggest that Gather's vision is somewhat
less "democratic."
As immigrants of Northern European descent were
viewed much more favorably in the early twentieth
century,than were those of Southern and Eastern European
descent, Lena and Tiny serve a different function in the
novel than does Antonia.

They are allowed to prosper,

fulfilling the American Dream.

Lena Lingard has led "the

most adventurous life," and has "achieved the most solid
success" (192).

She migrates from Nebraska to what was then

the final frontier, the Alaskan Klondike, and through luck,
hard work, and shrewd management of her capital, amasses a
fortune, finally settling in the golden, far-west city of
San Francisco.

Tiny Soderball first establishes a thriving

dressmaking business in Lincoln, and in contrast to Antonia
who "had come home disgraced," Tina had "turned out so well,
and was coming home every summer in her silks and satins,
and doing so much for her mother" (201).

Lena eventually

persuades her friend Tiny to join her in San Francisco. Tiny
keeps Lena well dressed (making sure the American Dream
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looks good) while Lena keeps Tiny's accounts straight.
Gather, neither marries.

Like

Jim Burden, while unhappily

married, has achieved a kind of personal fulfillment in his
work.

According to the novel's anonymous, first narrator:
the romantic disposition which often made him seem
very funny as a boy, has been one of the strongest
elements in his success.

He loves with personal

passion the great country through which his railway
runs and branches.

His faith in it and his

knowledge of it have played an important part in its
development, (emphasis mine) (2)
Several key points are made in this passage.

Burden's

romantic nature, which mirrors Gather's in its alliance with
the "great country," the land through which the train
passes, is not bound up with remaining on that land, nor
with cultivating it.

His faith seems to be in both the

country (as land and as nation) and in his railroad.

He has

put his energy into developing this land/nation with his
work for the railway which branches through the country,
bringing its inevitable changes.
Lena, Tiny and Jim all know what Peter and Pavel
knew as they fled the ravenous wolves of Russia; survival
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depends on constant motion, a knowledge made clear when
Burden first comes to Nebraska and finds:
that the grass was the country, as the water
is the sea.

The red of the grass made all

the great prairie the colour of wine-stains,
or of certain seaweeds when they are first
washed up.

And there was so much motion in

it; the whole country seemed, somehow, to be
running (12).
Burden also knows that in this motion, others must be
sacrificed.

Peter and Pavel sacrifice not only the bride

and groom—emblems of domesticity—but also sacrifice their
ability to ever be at "home."
out of their village."

For their act, "they were run

They live in perpetual exile,

homesickness and guilt, and so "they were always
unfortunate" (40).

Burden absorbs this secret story''s

lesson, guarding the story "jealously—as if the wolves of
the Ukraine had gathered that night long ago, and the
wedding party had been sacrificed, to give us a painful and
peculiar pleasure" (40).

The pleasure. Burden knows, comes

from the adventure of rapid movement, the taboo excitement
of human sacrifice.

The pain comes from exile.
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Neither Lena nor Tiny know this story and so their
lives lack the sense of rootedness Burden knows he must find
in his museum home, Antonia's farm.
to be one of shallow paradox.

Lena'" s life continues

She is both "irresponsible,"

and "level-headed," irresponsible in her private life and
level headed in her business life.

Tiny seeks Lena's

company because "she enjoys things" (194).

Both Lena and

Tiny are rootless; they know the stories about the people
from their childhood in Nebraska, but they no longer return
to establish any physical presence there.

Tiny has become

"a thin, hard-faced woman," redeemed only by her resemblance
to "Mrs. Gardener, for whom she had worked in Black Hawk so
long ago."

But she takes no joy in her wealth claiming that

"nothing interested her much now but making money."
not unhappy:
elated.

She's

"she was satisfied with her success, but not

She was like someone in whom the faculty of

becoming interested is worn out" (194).
This passage ends the "Lena Lingard" section of the
novel and leads into the section entitled "The Pioneer
Woman's Story."

This section of the novel begins with

Burden studying a photograph of Antonia's illegitimate baby,
and deciding, "I must see Antonia again:"

thus Antonia is

again juxtaposed with the Norther European immigrants (195).
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Antonia's story is a painful tale of seduction,
abandonment, disgrace and back-breaking work.

The Widow

Steavens, after recounting Antonia's story for Jim, lightens
any burden Jim may feel upon hearing his childhood friend's
sad tale.

Mrs. Steavens assures him that Antonia loved her

baby from the first and "was never ashamed of it,"
concluding that "Antonia is a natural-horn mother, (emphasis
mine)"

This reference to Antonia's child-bearing and her

"natural" assumption of maternity leaves Burden comforted
and connected to his Nebraska roots:
I slept that night in the room I used to have when I
was a little boy, with the summer wind blowing in at
the windows, bringing the smell of the ripe fields.
I lay awake and watched the moonlight shining over
the barn and the stacks and the pond, and the
windmill making its old dark shadow against the blue
sky (204).
The windmill's shadow echoes the "great black figure [which]
suddenly appeared on the face of the sun," the plough left
standing in the field, "heroic in size, a picture writing on
the sun," the most critically commented upon metaphor in the
novel (156).

Though the shadow in his bedroom is now

diminished, old and dark, it still appears against the blue
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sky, a reminder that though Burden's own connection to the
land has faded, Antonia and her children will preserve
Burden's past, his blue sky,for him.
Gather writes her novel in a country and a time in
which the prevalent concept is that all movement is progress
and all progress is good.

It therefore follows, that the

"place of destination must be valued more than the place of
origin" (Urge 67).

However, the place of origin must also

be valued for its role in the subject formation of this
ever-migrating American whose individualism allows for
Empire building.

That is, origin or home must be valued as

a place that provides the means for nurturing a character
fit for migration:

in American literature this origin has

most often been represented as land and woman's body
conflated.
Robyn Wiegman's American Anatomies asserts that
"national collective identity is constituted in a paternal
relation, . . . [and] Patriarchal paternity, negotiated
across the body of racial [I would add "ethnic"] difference,
heralds ^America' itself.

It is in the context of the

reproductive anxieties propelling American's obsessive
desire for repetition that ... in the symbolic heart of
closely bonded men . . . the generative stakes involved in
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collecting differences into a unified, autonomous, undivided
whole are revealed" (177).

That is to say, the notion of an

American identity has always been bound up in unifying the
fractious potential of women's reproduction.

I maintain

that this is particularly true of ethnically ''^tainted"
women, including immigrant women, whose perceived
reproductive excesses endanger that longed-for, undivided
whole.

I read Gather's novel as a project which makes of

both Antonia's farm and Antonia's body territory subject to
conquest and utilization, specifically because of her
gendered position as exoticized Other.
Jim Burden embodies the constantly migrating
American male who Gather knows must remain in a motion which
"will lead to empire" once, following World War I, "the
great economic facts of American agricultural production are
realized."

Jim forsees that American productivity will

"underlie all the activities of men, in peace and war" (Urgo
88).

Antonia Shimerda, whose maternal body is mapped as a

zone of managed agricultural production (in her model farm
and her fecundity) for early twentieth century America
becomes one of the "folk" who funciton as representatoins of
a common, rural, American heritage.
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II

I designate Gather's discourse in My Antonia as
"domestically colonial" and the novel's relationship to
Antonia as one of imperialist nostalgia, for lack of better
terms, while recognizing the problems inherent in my use of
both terms.

My definition of domestically colonial simply

means that I find Gather's discourse in the novel to have
colonial implications embedded in a domestic context.
Relying on David Spurr's The Rhetoric of Empire, I recognize
that Gather's novel can not be called colonial according to
French anthropologist George Balandier's "classic"
definition (1963,) of a "colonial situation" as being one in
which, "domination [is] imposed by a foreign minority,
•'racially,' and culturally different, over a materially
weaker indigenous majority in the name of a racial (or
ethnic) and cultural superiority" (6).

Obviously Jim Burden

is neither foreign nor a minority, and Antonia Shimerda is
not part of an indigenous population.
However, Antonia is, throughout the narrative, both
materially weaker and a member of an ethnically and
culturally different group of people, one designated as
inferior by multiple cultural discourses of the time.
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In moving my definition of the rhetoric of Gather's
novel into the domestic sphere I adopt Spurr's definition of
a discourse which arises out of a colonial mind-set.
Recognizing the diversity of colonial and post-colonial
narrative Spurr writes:
The problem of the colonizer is in some
sense the problem of the writer:

in the

face of what may appear as a vast cultural
and geographical blankness, colonization is
a form of self-inscription onto the lives of
a people who are conceived of as an
extension of the landscape.

For the

colonizer as for the writer, it becomes a
question of establishing authority through
the demarcation of identity and difference.
iXIembers of a colonizing class will insist on
their radical difference from the colonized
but at the same time they will insist,
paradoxically, on the colonized people's
essential identity with them—both as
preparation for the domestication of the
colonized and as a moral and philosophical
precondition for the civilizing mission (7).
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While Gather certainly celebrates the figure of the
immigrant woman^. her text is inevitably imbricated in a
colonizing cultural discourse.
From the narrative's inception. Burden's
relationship to Antonia is one of imperialist affection for
the racialized Other whose attempt at assimilation is
presented as a "mimicry" of Americanism rather than as an
assimilation into the nation-building project of which
Burden is a part.

As the "Legal counsel for one of the

great Western railways," Burden's form of Imperialist
nostalgia is clearly established as necessary to this
forward moving American expansionist agenda (2).

His

romanticizing of Antonia, and of the land with which he
cleaves her, allows him to successfully develop this land,
using Antonia as both producer of future generations of
labor for the land, and as a place-holder for himself, as
his connection to the nation he builds.
As a woman writer and an Anglo-American intent on
taking her own place in constructing an American national
identity in the early twentieth-Century, Gather's choice to
eschew the traditionally feminine occupation of wife and
mother leads her to associate her pursuit of the life of a
working writer with masculinity.

Sharon O'Brien's
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biographical study of Gather notes that "to be sure. Gather
continued to equate ^male' and ^artist,' . . . but she more
often imagined the artist as a brother than as a father . .
. the brothers were contemporaries." (179)
In constructing Burden as her alter-ego. Gather puts
her work as a writer on the same plane—in the construction
of national identity—as Burden's work with the railroad;
Burden and Gather are "contemporaries" in this project as
are Gather and her heroine in The Song of the Lark where
Thea Gronberg's art rightly supersedes her ties to home and
family.

For Gather, certain pursuits (art, religion,

nation-building) were higher obligations which put the
pursuer above human entanglements.

But in Gather's fiction

only those of Northern European descent are accorded this
imperial privilege.
Antonia is defined by her Bohemianness, and just as
during the mid to late nineteenth century the Irish were not
considered "white," (in the sense that the designation white
was coterminous with "American") during the early decades of
the twentieth century. Eastern Europeans were certainly not
considered "white," and therefore were considered to be
essentially unable to occupy the subject position of
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"American".^"

As African-American essayist Anna Julia

Cooper recognized as early as the 18 90s, there is a clear
link between domestic race oppression and Imperialism.

The

narrative strategy of returning Antonia so inevitably to her
place on a Bohemian enclave within the geography of an
Anglo-America, can certainly be seen as an Imperialist
move.
Gather's novel fixes Antonia (at novel's end)
linguistically, culturally and by marriage, into her
"Bohemianness" thus participating in what Renato Rosaldo has
defined as Imperialist nostalgia.

Rosaldo explains that the

word nostalgia derives from the Greek nosos, "a return
home", and algos, "a painful condition," felt by Greek
-"For further important information regarding the
history of race relations in the United States, see Michaels
on the Supreme Court's decision in Williams v. Mississippi,
(1898) which separated the notion of race from color and
made it rather a function of character: "If the
identification of American with white made Reconstruction
the necessary condition of an anti-imperialist nationalism,
the transformation of skin color into character made the
technology of racism available for a more general and more
radial rewriting of biology as ideology" (191). This legal
decision reflected a desire on the part of large numbers of
the American public to be able to designate those of nonAnglo-Saxon stock as neither white nor American. As
Washington Gladstone put it, the constructive ideas of our
civilization are Anglo-Saxon ideas; see Gossett 137.
-^Qtd in Carby, 262-267 where she examines notions of
violence, empire and sexuality in African-American women's
feminist theory.
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mercenary soldiers away from home, and notes that agents of
colonialism often display a nostalgia for the colonized
culture as it was before their intervention altered that
culture beyond its "traditional" scope.
mourn what they have destroyed.

They paradoxically

Rosaldo's work highlights

the aggressiveness inherent in the seemingly innocent term,
one linked even by its origins to the notion of domination.
In My Antonia, rather than merely mourning the passing of a
culture and way of life. Gather creates for her protagonist
an enclave where the traditional culture of the Other is
maintained.
Gather's nostalgia has often been characterized as a
longing for a return "home," to a pioneer culture that, in
the early years of the twentieth century, has virtually
disappeared, and for the pioneers who settled the country.
In conflating Antonia's body with that "home," she makes of
Antonia and the Nebraska of her childhood a space in time, a
history that can be revisited, a history as geographic
space,

one which Burden's activities as a lawyer for the

railroad (a trope for industrialism and expansionism) will

^''See Urgo, 61. He establishes this cruical point,
noting that in the novel the moment in history being
registered is not historical but spatial, a site to be
revisited, one which engages and vitalizes the population.
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ultimately eradicate.Blunt and Rose's "Women's Colonial
and Postcolonial Geographies" notes that "the association of
indigenous women with colonized land legitimated perceptions
of both woman and land as objects of colonization" (10).
Burden's narrative carefully constructs Antonia as a
traditional pioneer who, by virtue of her unchangeable
ethnicity and conflation with the land can never become a
fully participating member of the national identity (as
originating in Northern European stock) and thus, one who
will always be a space that is, because it will always be
defined and demarcated by Jim Burden, almost, but not quite
"American".
The very language used in one of Jim Burden's final
pronouncements about Antonia—"She was a rich mine of life,
like the founders of early races,"—maps Antonia's body as a
colonized site of production, one which produces, not those
who will shape the course of the nation, but rather those
whose "early" racial status condemns them to perpetual
colonial subjectivity (227).

^^Burden's legal profession puts him in league, not
only with the iconography of railroad as vehicle for
national expansion and continued migration, but also
suggests his potential for shaping the legal discourse
associated with this expansion.

Ill

As I've noted earlier. Gather writes My Antonia at a
time in American history rife with obsessive concern with
the changing demographics of the country.

According to

Roger Daniel's, by 1920, of the total population of 105
million in the United States, nearly one third were either
first or second generation immigrants, and the ethnic
composition of the immigrant population was changing from
predominantly Northern European to a population largely made
up of immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe (125).

As

in the early history of the Qnited States, in the 1880s, 80%
of immigrants came from Northern and Western Europe.
However, by the 1890s Southern and Eastern Europeans were
the new sources of most immigration.

According to Timothy

Smith, public alarm about this change became a "serious
matter in the early 1900s".Expecting a renewal of this
tide of "ethnic" immigrants. Congress passed legislation in
1921 limiting immigration based on nationality:
Not only did Congress, reflecting the views
of many Americans, believe that earlier,
somewhat unrestricted immigration policies
allowed too many immigrants, but also that
For a social history of immigration, focusing on
Slavic peoples, see Timothy Smith, New Approaches to the
History of Immigration in Twentieth-Century America.
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there was an alarming proportion of
immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe.
It was felt that these immigrants, largelyRoman Catholic and who spoke non-Germanic
languages, would displace the dominant
resident population which had its roots in
Northern and Western Europe . . . Fear had
mounted over the potential political and
social ramifications that could arise if the
character of ^foreign' immigrants were to
continue without further limitations.
(Smith 1267)
This public concern with changing demographics
culminated in the 1924 Immigration Act (also known as the
National Origins Act) which limited entry to the United
States by the number of people of that national origin
already residing in the country, a piece of legislation
specifically designed to favor immigration by Northern
Europeans and limit immigration by Southern and Eastern
Europeans.
Ill
Gather's own anxiety regarding her gendered place in
the process of literary nation-building surfaces in the
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narrative structure of My AntoniaAccording to Judith
Fetterly:
Often we forget that we are listening to Jim
Burden—his masculinity . . . has been made
easy to forget—and we assume instead that we
are hearing the voice of Willa Gather.

This

slippage occurs most frequently and most
easily when the subject of contemplation is
the landscap.

(145)

This Nebraska landscape is so clearly conflated with
Antonia's body as to be one and the same.
Gather's "Introduction" to My Antonia begins that
conflation as the description of the landscape leads the
narrators to Antonia.

They are crossing Iowa,

talking about what it is like to spend one''s
childhood in little towns like these, buried
in wheat and corn, under stimulating
extremes of climate:

burning summers when

the world lies green and billowy beneath a
brilliant sky, when one is fairy stifled in
vegetation, in the colour and smell of
strong weeds and heavy harvests; blustery
-^See Wooley, 149-180 and Peterman, 156-62.
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winters with little snow, when the whole
country is stripped bare and grey as sheetiron (1).
This vivid description of the land is riddled with
contrasts; weeds and harvests, green, billowy, yet burning
summers and sheet-iron grey winters.

The push/pull of the

land comes through quite clearly here and Antonia is equated
with it:

"More than any other person we remembered, this

girl seemed to mean to us the country, the conditions, the
whole adventure of our childhood" (2).
As a grown man. Burden finds ''^the deepest peace"
within Antonia's veritable fortress of an orchard.

"It was

surrounded by a triple enclosure; the wire fence, then the
hedge of thorny locusts, then the mulberry hedge . . . The
hedges were so tall we could see nothing but blue sky above
them" (219).

Antonia's maternal body is that place on the

map known as America's breadbasket and in this mapping
becomes one of a plethora of feminized bodies of Others who
are, as postcolonial critic, Indira Karamcheti explains,
"spatially constrained within their own cultures in
geographically specific ways.

In turn, they are usually

objects of literary interest rather than voices producing
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literature:

spoken for, rather than speaking subjects"

(127).
To understand the place Antonia occupies on the map
of the United States, it is first necessary to describe the
space Jim Burden occupies in the novel and in Gather's
version of the American national narrative.
Like Gather herself, Jim Burden's ancestry is an
"original" American one.

By this I mean that, in a country

founded by immigrants. Burden's ancestors seem to have
preceded American independence from England.

His name

indicates an Anglo-Saxon origin and his family, like
Gather's, settled in one of the original colonies, Virginia.
According to Gather biographer James Woodress, "the Gathers
had come to Virginia in colonial times [and] . . . the first
of the Gathers in America . . . was Jasper, who fought in
the Revolution and settled in the Shenandoah Valley" (20).
According to both Woodress and O'Brien, Willa Gather
strongly identified not only with her own father, Gharles,
but with the paternal lineage that made her family truly
"American."

This colonial ancestry is sharply contrasted to

the ethnic identities consistently assigned to the Shimerdas
and to the other "hired girls" whose story forms the bridge
between Burden's childhood and adulthood.
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IV

As a number of critics have remarked. Gather
foregrounds the importance of naming in her Introduction.
When Jim Burden brings his formless manuscript to the
nameless original narrator, it has no title.

Rectifying

this. Burden writes "across the face of the portfolio,
^Antonia'

He frowned at this a moment, then prefixed

another word, making it '^My Antonia.'
satisfy him" (2).

That seemed to

In choosing to designate the space upon

which Burden writes the "face" of the text. Gather
personifies the manuscript, clearly indicating Burden's
inscription of his own mark, not only on the manuscript but
by extension on Antonia's body as well.
Given the emphasis Gather places on naming, it seems
likely that Burden's name has importance as well.

It is,

therefore, almost impossible to overlook the echoes of
Rudyard Kipling's colonialist poem, "The White Man's Burden"
(1899), in Gather's naming of her narrator, particularly in
light of Gather's familiarity with, and affection for,
Kipling's work.

Woodress designates Kipling as "one of the

contemporary writers she [Gather] admired most" (77).

He

goes on to say that she counted Kipling among her literary
idols along with Flaubert, Victor Hugo, Shakespeare and
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others, and that she was consistently pleased with his new
books as they appeared.

Indeed, in reviewing a volume of

his verse for the Ladies Home Journal, she called Kipling
"too much of man to be called a British bard," and "a force
to be reckoned with."-®

During her six-year (1905-1912)

stint as Managing Editor of McCIure's magazine, she once
interviewed Kipling whose work had often appeared in the
pages of the magazine.

Indeed, "The White Man's Burden"

first appeared in the February of 1899 issue of that
magazine.
If we look at Kipling's poem with an eye to
establishing the relationship Jim Burden has to this "wild,"
"brown" young immigrant, one who will come to embody all
women to him, that relationship will appear as that of
colonizer to the colonized.

Antonia's relegation to the

conscripted place of the Midwestern farm, however
idyllically portrayed, signals her status as gendered Other,
particularly in conjunction with Burden's description of her
as an "idea" he will carry with him, as well as in his
appropriation of her story.

Indira Karamcheti describes the

ways in which the female Other is "colonized equally by
^®See Gather, The World and the Parish . .
-®See Gossett, 133.

557.
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geography and by gender" (127).

Jim Burden, clearly

designates Antonia as his substitute, his place-holder; that
is, as the construct which will enable him to participate in
the future by preserving the past as a space:

"I'd have

like to have you for a sweetheart, or a wife, or my mother
or my sister—anything that a woman can be to a man.

The

idea of you is a part of my mind; . . . You really are a
part of me" (206).

Gather, endowing Antonia with an

essential link with the Nebraska prairie, allows that
prairie to remain a part of Burden.

But for Burden to

retain this originary home, Antonia must remin temporally
and spatially fixed.

Antonia proclaims, in response to

Jim's intention to study law in the city:
miserable in a city.

"I'd always be

I'd die of lonesomeness.

I like to be

where I know every stack and tree ... I want to live and
die here" (206).

Antonia's use value as gendered Other is

signaled by this "stasis," one Karamcheti maintains
"construes both the exotic and woman as signs connoting
stillness, timelessness, lack of change" (127).

Further

indication that Antonia functions narratively as colonial
Other lies in Antonia's inability to function "properly"
anywhere but on an isolated farm.
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This narrative turn of events relegates her to a
position Karamcheti describes as constructed for the Third
World "native" woman who "is often physically confined to
limited spaces:

not only the national landscape as opposed

to the international metropole, but the countryside as
opposed to urban center, domestic place as opposed to public
space, and even the individual body because it is not her
own property" (128).

Antonia initially enjoys town life but

is seduced by an overabundance of entertainment and an
excessive display of bodily movement, dancing, into behaving
"inappropriately."

She is finally literally seduced into

leaving the prairie by an inappropriate Other—an Irish cad
who deserts her to work as a "conductor" on the Mexican
railroad when she becomes pregnant.

Antonia returns home to

her "proper" geographic space and her proper function, the
production of an unskilled labor pool; motherhood.
Jim's taking up of the "burden" of nation-building
while allegedly envying Antonia her idyllic country life,
perfectly echoes the tone of Kipling's poem where the
unappreciated white man takes up the thankless task of
leaving home to toil for the foolish "heathen": "Take up
the White Man's burden

Have done with childish days

"
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extols the final stanza of the poem which exhorts the
selfless White Man "to search your manhood

Through all the

thankless years," in service of the "silent, sullen peoples"
who will reap the benefit of becoming civilized in the
process of the Imperial acquisition of capital (146).
V
In 1981, in the The Prairie Schooner^ Paul Olson
wrote that "My Antonia is epic in structure and content
until its conclusion" (88).

He argues that while

traditionally the epic concludes with an old civilization
ended and a new one founded, in MA the quest ends not with
the establishment of a city whose laws will endure, but
rather in what Bloom calls the "patria—the little rural
neighborhood—the emblem of the good society to . - . Virgil"
(39).

However, when Antonia is looked at, not as the

"heroic" immigrant, but rather as the exoticized Other, her
exile to the farm more closely echoes Aristotle's conception
of the place reserved for those who could not lay claim to
full citizenship as "citizenship is a link between
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equals".

Dominique Colas explains that in Aristotle's

ideal state:
Equal rights of citizens in civil society,
in the body politic, are characteristic of
civilized peoples . . . [others] did not
have the psychological qualities, the
virtues, which made men able to live in
cities . . - those who [could] not lived in
"ethne," which can be translated as "a
people" or "a nation."

This term is, of

course, the root of such English words as
"ethnic," "ethnicity" . . . [and is] a
segmentary society, in which kinship is the
main social tie (1012).
While clearly nostalgic for the patrla as ideal for himself.
Burden relegates Antonia to the ethne, to a tribal life, as
a mark of her lesser status.

Gather's work confines

Antonia—and her family—linguistically as well as socially
reflecting late nineteenth and early twentieth-century

^°Cather was well educated in the classics. According
to Woodress, 43, while still at home in Red Cloud she read
the classics of Latin and Greek literature with a family
friend, William Ducker. When she went to the University in
Lincoln she continued her Latin and Greek studies and read
with Ducker during her summer vacations.
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historical theory.

Gossett traces this "racial" theory from

the pre-Civil war period and suggests that it was the
dominant school of thought among American historians.

Many

of these histories, including the influential historian
George Bancroft, who, when defending democracy as a system
of government, relied on race-based Teutonic theories of
origin which claimed that "freedom was the race heritage of
the Germanic peoples, but not of other peoples" (Gossett
88).

According to Teutonic theories of origins, those who

lived in social systems where family is the basic social
structure are inherently inferior:

"Tribes in which

clanship was a predominant feature were inferior to Germanic
peoples who were essentially democratic" (90).

In 1907,

political scientist John W. Burgess asserted that those
"from Teutonic countries are ^people with a conscience, with
a basis for self control . . . prepared for the enjoyment of
civil liberty,"' while maintaining that immigrants from
Southern and Eastern Europe are inclined to anarchy and
crime and are "the exact opposite of genuine Americans"
(114).^^

Gather's readers would certainly have been

familiar with these theories. Antonia^s eventual relegation
^*See Gossett, 114. Gossett quotes Burgess at length
as Burgess exerted an enormous influence upon higher
education in the United States.
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to a social structure which consists entirely of family
carefully signals her lesser status.
VI
Gather further registers cultural stereotypes about
Eastern European Others in fixing Antonia not only
geographically^, but,, as I've earlier noted, linguistically
in childhood and adolescence.

Indeed the final sentence of

the novel emphasizes that Burden and Antonia have missed
sharing any adult life, and instead "possessed together the
precious, the incommunicable past" (238).
Antonia's ethnicity is key to relegating her so
firmly into a past, into a childhood that Burden can migrate
into and, of course, out of.

He is immediately accepted

into the tribe by Antonia's children:

"They were easy and

confidential to me, as if I were an old friend of the
family—and not too old.
(222).

I felt like a boy in their company"

However, the only possibility the Cuzak boys seem to

have of leaving their museum shelf comes in the form of
potential excursions accompanying Burden in childish
pursuits.

He means to take "the Cuzak boys in the Badlands

and up on the Stinking Water.

There were enough Cuzak boys

to play with for a long while yet" (237).
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At the close of the novel Antonia has retreated to
her tribal language, admitting to Burden that "I can't think
of what to say, . . . I've forgot my English so" and her
youngest children speak no English at all (216).

Gather

begins Book V, the book of Burden's return, with detailed
attention to Antonia's Bohemianess.

In the first seven

lines of the Book, Gather manages to make reference to a
"young Bohemian, a cousin of Anton Jelinek"; mention that
Burden has been to Bohemia, to Prague and that he has
visited Antonia's "native village" (211).

Even Antonia's

children are clear in differentiating their subjectivity in
opposition to Americanness.

As they show Burden their farm,

one of her older boys proudly displays jars of spiced plums,
exclaiming that "Americans don't have those."

A few

sentences later. Burden reiterates the family's essential
un-Americanness, commenting on the hollyhocks that surround
the farm house:

"the Bohemians, I remembered, always

planted hollyhocks" (218).
The novel is written at a moment in U.S. history
when there was a serious push for legislating English as the
"national" language, as yet another means of ensuring that
American identity would be essentially conflated with AngloSaxon whiteness.

Reynolds identifies the Americanization
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debate as one in which the question "should the immigrants
adjust themselves to American culture, or should American
national identity redefine itself in the face of a
multicultural population," hinged then, as now, upon the
question of the English language (75).

According to Marc

Shell, English became the predominant language of the United
States, in large part, not because English speakers were
numerically dominant in the settlement of the continent, but
rather because the

commercially dominant plurality of

people were English speakers schooled in the rhetoric of the
British Empire" (my emphasis) (107).Just as Antonia's
initial quickness to learn English elicits Burden's
admiration and points toward the possibility that her
subjectivity will eventually be defined as "American," so
does her linguistic "backwardness" at the close of the novel
signal that, finally, Antonia's identity can never be as
American as Burden's.

This linguistic "failure" on

Antonia's part is part and parcel of her identity as a

^^For a comprhensive discussion of the politics of
language diversity, see Shell, 111. Shell notes that in
1916 it was illegal to teach many foreign languages in
American Schools. He also points to then-President Teddy
Roosevelt's still influential 1917 appeal called "The
Children of the Crucible," which insisted that "we must . .
. have but one language- That must be the language of the
Declaration of Independence."
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farmer, rather than as part of the commercial Empire builder
that Burden has "rightly" become.
VII
Recent critical work points to the gender ambiguity
present in much of Gather's work, (particularly in her
choice of a masculine narrator for My Antonla) and examines
Gather's work in terms of a lesbian sensibility.''''

While I

do not intend here to take up the critical discussion about
whether Gather should be defined by the term lesbian, I will
argue that gender and other parameters of identity are key
concerns in Gather's body of work.

To give but a few

examples, in her short stores, "The sculptor's Funeral,"
"Paul's Gase," and "A Death in the Desert" as well as in her
novel. The Song of the Lark, Gather grapples with what it
means to be an artist, how one assumes that as a "true"
identity.

In My Antonia and O Pioneersl

Gather

interrogates ethnic identity, and in fact decrees that

'•"See, for instance, O'Brien, 132. O'Brien advances
the arguement that if Gather was not a practicing
lesbian(although O'Brien clearly feels there is plenty of
evidence to indicate that she was) she was, at least,
writing with a lesbian sensibility. Also see Fetterly, 153.
Fetterly writes that Joanna Russ's claim that Gather is a
lesbian writer is controversial but hardly startling, once
stated.
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Alexandra Bergson's exotically named younger brother, Emil,
unduly influenced by his French friend, his education and
his "Mexican cigarettes and talk[ing] Spanish" (O Pioneers I
123) die rather than be allowed to pursue an "interracial"
affair with the very Bohemian Marie.

Though the affair is

adulterous, the punishment meted out to the lovers seems
extreme, as does Alexandra's subsequent close friendship
with her brother's murderer. In her later work {The
Professor's House, and Death Comes for the Archbishop)
Gather extends her nostalgia for an originary identity
further back to the indigenous Anasazi who inhabited the
idyllic Blue Mesa in "Tom Outland's Story," as well as to
the Pueblo Indians and Spanish settlers who populate her
vision of an earlier time in the Southwest.
In My Antoniaf Gather clearly focuses on the
question of identity, fetishizing Antonia as the substitute
object in which all manner of desire resides for Jim Burden.
Homi Bhabha, in The Location of Culture explains that:
The fetish or stereotype gives access to an
"identity" which is predicated as much on
mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety and
defense, for it is a form of multiple and
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contradictory belief in its recognition of
difference and disavowal of it (75).
This simultaneous recognition and disavowal creates a
curious tension in a narrative that is hardly action-packed,
or even narratively driven.

From the beginning Burden both

identifies with Antonia—they both arrive as migrants to this
new land—and takes great care to differentiate himself from
her.

He arrives as part of an already established,

prosperous Anglo family which must teach the Shimerdas
everything from the language, to farming, to housekeeping.
He identifies with Antonia''s town life, especially her love
of dancing, but distances himself in terms of gender and
ethnicity.

She is saddled with a dubious reputation for her

after-work activities, while he can indulge himself with the
assurance that he will go on to become at least as
respectable and prosperous as his grandparents have been.
The clearest instance of this simultaneous
acknowledgment and disavowal occurs when Jim cross-dresses
as Antonia in order to thwart Mr. Cutter's planned rape.

In

assuming not only Antonia'^s gender, but her sexuality as
well. Burden acknowledges their similarity, while disavowing
it by violently repudiating her when he later refuses to see
her, saying: "I hated her almost as much as I hated Cutter.
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She had let me in for all this disgustingness" (159).

This

scene in the novel points out most clearly that the scene of
fetishism is also the scene of reactivation and repetition
of primal fantasy, where, as Baba puts it:

"The subject's

desire for a pure origin is always threatened by its
division, for the subject must be gendered to be engendered,
to be spoken" (87).
VII
The reader's first view of the Nebraska prairie,
seen through the eyes of what seems to be a traumatized if
not terrified, newly orphaned, child, one who is now without
concrete manifestations of his origins, predisposes the
reader to view, not just the land, but Antonia herself as an
absence of subjectivity.

Jim Burden's orphaned state

reflects the land as he feels himself to be "erased,"
"blotted out," and taken "over the edge" of the known world.
Antonia's destiny then is to stand in, both for Burden who
must forge a new identity, and for the land which will allow
him to inscribe his own desires upon its blankness.

As

essentially devoid of a subjectivity, Antonia becomes a
blank canvas which Burden will, in time be able to transform
into a "mine of life," for his own purposes.
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Using that canvas. Burden takes what he originally
perceives as "not a country at all, but the material out of
which countries are made," and creates of it, and Antonia, a
repository for an idealized American cultural identity, one
which he can return to and use at will.

We might see

Burden's use of land/body as Terence Martin sees Gather's
shaping of narrative in the novel:
The task of Gather's narrative is to
participate in an original kind of shaping,
to fashion a country from material almost
threatening in its lack of form, to bring
the prairie with the "jurisdiction" of her
narrator's imagination so that the reader
may look out and back with Jim Burden and
recognize the pattern of a beginning (75).
Gather's Burden certainly waxes nostalgic about a
primitivized Antonia.

Remembering their first meeting,

Burden recalls that she was pretty and that her eyes were
"big and warm and full of light like the sun shining on
brown pools in the wood."

This initial description

immediately conflates Antonia with nature rather than
civilization, and is enhanced by his description of her hair
as ^^curly and wild-looking."

Burden's narrative further
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establishes Antonia's difference, her alliance with "
primitive" others, racializing her by repetitively
describing her as brown.

Not only are her eyes like "brown

pools in the wood," but "her skin was brown too, and in her
cheeks she had a glow of rich dark colour."

He hair, not

merely "curly and wild-looking," but again "brown,"
conflates Antonia with "natural" space, the country rather
than the city (17-18).
Gather here clearly participates in a discourse
about the value of nature that permeated early twentieth
century American life.

In her "Teddy Bear Patriarchy,"

Donna Haraway explains that during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, a national "decadence" was feared
to endanger the body politic.

According to Haraway, in

medical and political discourse, "decadence was a venereal
disease proper to the organs of social and personal
reproduction".

That is, to many, class war seemed imminent,

brought about by the "race suicide" of those of Anglo-Saxon
ancestry, not only because of increased immigration but also
because of "the differential reproductive rates of AngloSaxon vs. "non-white" immigrant women.

Anglo-Saxon women,

women in fact like Willa Gather herself, were considered to
be risking their health and reproductive capacities by
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undertaking higher education, while less educated immigrant
women reproduced at a rate which induced a panic about the
serious "dilution"" of "old American" stock""' while Gather
herself vigorously resisted this point of view, she was well
aware of its prevalence. Conflating Antonia with an
"essential" fecundity and then allowing Burden to
appropriate the children. Gather is narratively able to have
her cake and eat it too (278).
In creating her surrogate, Jim Burden, as a
perpetually migrating representative of the railroad, and
Antonia as coterminous with Nebraska's farmland. Gather
registers certain cultural anxieties regarding the machine
in the garden.

Again, Haraway points out that:

Decadence threatened in two interconnected
ways, both related to functioning, energylimited productive systems.

The machine

(remember the iconic power of the railroad)
"•^Haraway, 278. Haraway examines the function of the
then newly created American Museum of Natural History as
participating in the social construction of knowledge during
early twentieth century patriarchal culture, particularly
thorough scientific discourse, explaining: "There is no
boundary between the '^inside' and ^outside' of science, such
that in one universe social relations appear, but in the
other the history of ideas proceeds. Sciences are woven of
social relations throughout their tissues" (281) - My
Antonia weaves a concern with these same social issues
throughout the tissues of its narrative.
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and its fierce artificiality threatened to
consume and exhaust man.

And the sexual

economy of man seemed vulnerable on the one
hand to exhaustion and on the other to
submergence in unruly and primitive excess
(279).
Burden's non-productive and loveless, sterile marriage, as
well as his rootless, restless, and ultimately, it seems,
his aimless traversing of the country, certainly embodies a
kind of cultural malaise, a national, psychic exhaustion,
produced in the service of national expansion.

Gather, too,

seems to feel that this exhaustion has to do with a
separation from the mysteries of "nature."

The Nature

Movement's prosthesis, Teddy Roosevelt felt the promise of
America could only be realized in young men's "virile
defense of democracy and intense emotional commitment to
Nature" (Haraway 239).

While Burden's work for th.e railroad

is essential to the propagation and expansion of capitalism
(democracy) it is certainly by no stretch of the imagination
a "virile" defense.
But neither does Burden succumb to unruly and
primitive excess.
Antonia.

He avoids any sexual entanglement with

While still at "home" in Black Hawk (having moved
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from the fairm to town on his trajectory toward the Ur City,
New York) he flirts with Lena Lindgard, part of the group of
young immigrant women in service in town whom he calls ''''my
hired girls."

His description of her exudes an excessive

and primitive sexuality.

While dancing with Jim, Lena seems

in a "soft, waking dream," and her "violet coloured eyes
look[ed] sleepily and confidingly at one from under her long
lashes.

When she sighed she exhaled a heavy perfume."

To

dance with Lena, he claims, is "like coming in with the
tide," but ultimately, particularly for one as ambitious as
Jim, "one got restless under it, as one does under the heat
of a soft, sultry day" (142).

Antonia warns him not to get

distracted from making something of himself by getting
"mixed up with the Swedes" (143).
As a student in Lincoln, Burden again takes up with
Lena and finds that with her he can, through visits to the
theater, "experience excess and satiety without the
inconvenience of learning what to do with one's hands in a
drawing-room" (175).

He is careful not to succumb to this

excess, experiencing it mainly through the screen of the
theater and even then avoids any possibility of a sensuality
he associates with the primitive, in a marriage, choosing
Lena perhaps precisely because she says she'll never marry.
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When she asks if he is "afraid I'll want you to marry me
some day?" he tells Lena he is leaving Lincoln, explaining
that "I never shall think about much else while I'm with
you.

I'll never settle down and grind if I stay here"

(187).

His subsequent marriage to a woman who "has her own

fortune and lives her own life," ensures that Jim will grind
only in pursuit of national expansion and a proper American
cultural identity (2).
Gather has Burden resolve the paradox of avoiding
primitive excess while making an intense emotional
commitment to nature by containing Antonia and her brood to
a temporal and geographic space, one both accessible and
simultaneously fixed in childhood.

In its insistence upon

Antonia's space of subjectification as belonging to
childhood. Gather's text again registers the prevailing
cultural wisdom of early twentieth-century America, such as
psychologist G. Stanley Hall's belief that Anglo-Saxon or
Germanic "races" were in an early evolutionary stage, like
"arrested childhood" and Social Darwinism Herbert Spencer's
contention that in the "primitive races" childhood intellect
was permanent and their early precocity "is followed by
mental stagnation during their adolescence" (qtd. in Gossett
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155).

The life trajectory Gather presents as inevitably

Antonia's, in fact, follows this paradigm most precisely.
After her initial quickness in learning the new language,
more "civilized" methods of housekeeping, and even learning
to read more quickly than Burden, when Antonia enters
adolescence her learning curve slows significantly.

And

here Gather carefully genders Antonia's intellectual
stagnation by having it coincide with the infamous snake
subduing scene, so amply and ably commented upon by a number
of critics as emblematic of Antonia and Jim's burgeoning
sexuality:
Much as I liked Antonia, I hated a superior
tone that she sometimes took with me.

She

was four years older than I, to be sure, and
had seen more of the world; but I was a boy
and she was a girl and I resented her
protecting manner.

Before the autumn was

over, she began to treat me more like an
equal and to defer to me in other things
^=Hall, who founded the American Journal of Psychology
in 1887 further thought that these childish peoples should
be given tender, sympathetic treatment by their phylogenetic
^elders'. Gossett points out that kindly treatment did not,
of course, imply potential equality of status, a philosophy
I find echoed particularly loudly in the final section of My
Antonia.
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than reading lessons.

This change came

about from an adventure we had together.
When confronted by a huge rattlesnake, Antonia not only
screams and looks to Burden for rescue, she immediately
reverts to childhood linguistically, unable to do more than
"jabber Bohunk," in Burden's dismissive terms (32).
seminal scene several transformations take place.

In this

The

obviously phallic nature of the muscularly writhing snake,
and Burden's mastery of it, indicate his entry into the
symbolic/phallic order, leaving Antonia behind in the
linguistically incoherent imaginary stage.

The close

association of this scene with the Nebraska landscape
extends the metaphor of snake/phallus to the political
scene, the body of the American enterprise.

And as David

Spurr reminds us in his discussion of imperialism,
linguistic incoherence is marked as "a degraded or
inadequate condition of language which signifies a
corresponding degradation in the political and social order
of the other" (104).
Antonia's initial linguistic degradation in her
confrontation with the symbolic order signals the reader to
interpret her linguistic reversion at novel's end as a sign
of her social and political degradation and infantalization.
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However, by novel's end. Burden's secure place in the
economic and political symbolic order, in nationalist
expansionism, allows him to use Antonia's "ethne" as a place
to clearly demarcate cultural differences between the
citizen and non-citizen.

Establishing Burden, from the

first pages, as a successful lawyer for the railroad allows
the novel, as colonial discourse, to plot a trajectory in
Burden's relationship with Antonia which will end by
accomplishing what Spurr insists is the ultimate aim of all
colonial discourse, "to dominate by . . . domestication"
(32).
Antonia and the "rich mine of life" she represents
belong to Burden's childhood, the past, but this past must
be accessible and simultaneously contained, conscripted and
managed (much as "Nature" is managed in the American Museum
of Natural History as Donna Haraway points out).

In

Antonia's child-like husband, Anton Cuzak, that "crumpled
little man, with run-over boot-heels" we are shown what
Burden would have become (or in fact, would have had to be
all along) had he succumbed to Antonia's "natural" "excess."
Cuzak calls his wife "Mama" and is relieved that "she ain't
always so strict" with him (233-34).

Indeed, in 1940, Carl

Van Doren charactered Gather's pioneers (he singles out
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Alexandra Bergson in O Pioneers\, Thea Kronborg in The Song
of The Larkf and finally and particularly, Antonia Shimerda)
as "unreflective creatures, driven by inner forces they do
not and could not analyze [they are] primitive and epic,"
(284).

These qualities ascribed to Antonia make her

necessary to Burden and the nation, while simultaneously
emphasizing her danger to the national enterprise (28 4).
To be part of the "country" rather than the "city" is to be
wild, unruly, natural space which begs to be utilized,
and/or improved.

Raymond Williams, in The Country and The

City, explains that "one of the last models of ^city and
country' is the system we know as imperialism" (6).

Only

truly American men like Burden can qualify as city men, as
nation-builders.

We learn from Burden that Cuzak has "was

still, as Antonia said, a city man."

That is, he prefers

""See Van Doren, 281-285. His chapter on Willa Gather
quotes Gather making use of, appropriating for her own
intellectual use, the stories and lives of the old Bohemian
women who told her about their former homes: "I have never
found any intellectual excitement more intense than I used
to feel when I spent a morning with one of thee pioneer
women ... I always felt as if they told me so much more
than they said—as if I had actually got inside another
person's skin." Van Doren underscores Gather's use of these
women and their stories as repositories for an antiodote to
cultural decadence: "the . . . pioneers survive half as
curiosities in a new order; and their spirits, transmitted
to the artists who are their natural successors, take up the
old struggle in new circumstances."
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the life of the city, of the migrant^ but has been
spectacularly unsuccessful as a city man.

He is. Burden

explains paternalistically just "clever" enough to know that
Antonia is "a good wife for a poor man," and has resigned
himself to his place as biological substitute for Burden,
siring Burden's labor pool and his "little, brown", not
"brothers" but children.
Cuzak's life then mirrors what Burden, the American
city man, would have become had he remained in the "past,"
in the country:

"Cuzak had been made the instrument of

Antonia's special mission.

This was a fine life certainly,

but it wasn't the kind of life he had wanted to live" (23435).

Cuzak, the Bohemian immigrant man, can never take up

the "white" man's burden, that of civilizing from the
city—as masculine Other he is infantalized and feminized,
subservient to the woman Other as well as to the white man.
While he is father to Antonia's many children, Cuzak
is desexualized and the virility of producing sons is
displaced onto Burden.

Cuzak refers to his part in

producing these boys off-handedly, remarking only "we got
plenty boys" (234).

Burden escapes from his own feelings of

sterility and depression by taking as his territory Cuzak's
paternity and sexuality, as is evident in the exchange he
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has with Antonia's oldest boy, Ambrosch.

Burden describes

hating "leave this boy, v/ith his pleasant voice and his fine
head and eyes."

Burden promises to return to take him

hunting—his father has agreed to let him escape for a time
from the burdens of farm work—conflating Cuzak''s transfer of
paternity to Burden's own masculine appearance.

Burden's

description of Ambrosch echoes Burden's own appearance
rather than the appearance of the biological "crumpled
little man" of a father:

"He looked very manly as he stood

without a hat, the wind rippling his shirt about his brown
neck and shoulders".

This transfer culminates in Burden's

appropriation of Antonia's sexuality.

Ambrosch asks "I

don't know what makes you so nice to us boys," blushing when
Burden replies, referring to his own past relationship to
Antonia, "Oh, yes, you do!" (236).
In naming that time/space occupied by Antonia and
prairie as past, maternal, fecund yet blank, empty, and on
the edge of the world, and by placing the men who reside
within that space in the role of actual children (Antonia's
many sons) or as figurative child (Cuzak), Cather makes of
the farm/body that "transparent space," space which Blunt
and Rose maintain "both erases yet depends on marginal
spaces and differences with itself" (57).

Burden, upon his
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return, effectively claims Antonia's farm and its products
as his own territory.

On his final day in Black Hawk he

finds the town "disappointing," with most of his old friends
dead or gone away.

Only out in pastures, "where the land

was so rough that it had never been plowed up, and the long
red grass of early times still grew shaggy over the draws
and hillocks," does he feel "at home again" (236).

In this

final section of the novel. Gather again acknowledges the
tremendous beauty of her childhood landscape, focusing on
the land in its most primal state, land never even ploughed.
This love for an originary landscape is melded with
Burden's dreams of taking Antonia's boys on trips to equally
primitive landscapes, to "The Badlands and up on the
Stinking Water."

He finds, still preserved "within the

pasture fence" a "half-mile or so" of the "old road which
used to run like a wild thing across the open prairie," the
road over which he and Antonia first came to the prairie
(238).

But Burden's mental wanderings still take him back

to the city, the place he now belongs.

Antonia has provided

him with a mediator between the past and the future in the
form of Cuzak:

"I meant to tramp along a few miles of

lighted streets with Cuzak" (237).

However, his dreams of

moving between his two worlds, past and future, are
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exclusive to him.

Antonia is relegated to the

"incommunicable past," as the early road they traveled has
"predetermined for us all that we can ever be" (237-8).
Locked inside her gender and her ethnicity, Antonia, though
she may truly love her farm, has had her choices prescribed
in a way that Burden has not.
VII
Gather allows Burden choices that enable him to
accomplishes what, a few years later, Fitzgerald's and
Hemingway's characters seem unable to do.

As I noted

earlier in this chapter, Walter Benn Michael's provocative
essay, "The Souls of White Folk," examines both Hemingway's
and Fitzgerald's work as they define the "true American,"
the white male, in racialized terms.

However, Michaels

points out that in Modernist literature these terms (white,
male) elide the notion of skin color and focus rather on
temperament and "character."

My Antonia, preceding

Hemingway's and Fitzgerald's work by a few years,
nevertheless, defines Americanness in much the same way,
equating Americanness with "breeding without biology," as do
Fitzgerald and Hemingway.

Michaels makes a convincing case

for Hemingway's and Fitzgerald's equation of "good breeding"
the double sense of the word breeding (which they assume is
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an essential quality in the making of the "true" American)
with Nordic whiteness.

Good breeding is characterized by a

lack of excessive and "primitive" focus on biological
breeding.

This notion of "good breeding" is intended to

mask, if not very successfully, a disdain for other than
Nordic ethnicity, and establishes "good breeding" as
coterminous with true American identity.

When Hemingway

identifies a non-biological "breeding with literal inability
to breed [he] should be taken seriously, as should indeed
the converse identification of literal breeding prowess with
lack of breeding" (Michaels 197).

For Michaels this notion

of good breeding reflects a prevalent cultural racism best
expressed by "racist writer Madison Grant," who wrote that
"^If we continue to allow [immigrants] to enter they will in
time drive us out of our own land by mere force of
breeding,"' contending that whites were the ^slowest
breeders' (197).
After the passage of the Johnson Immigration Act in
1924, Lothrop Stoddard, author of the 1920 The Rising Tide
of Color Against White World-Supremacy, reflected on the
sterilizing effect of previous immigration:
There can be no question that every lowgrade alien who landed prevented a native
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American baby or a Northern European
immigrant baby from ever being born.
Like Hemingway's Jake Barnes in The Sun Also Rises, Jim
Burden is unable to reproduce.

His sterility is not as

spectacularly dramatic as Barnes's, but it is an obvious
gesture toward an event oddly erased from Gather's novel:
World War I, the foremost event of the years in which she
wrote the novel.

According to Stoddard the Great War was a

breeding disaster for the white race since it killed
millions of Nordic soldiers in their breeding prime, and so
"prevented millions more from being born or conceived"
(198).

Burden's childlessness might well have relegated him

to the status of those whose lack of offspring spelled
disaster for the nation.
However, unlike Hemingway who can only lament and
valorize Jake Barnes's sterility. Gather neatly eludes the
issue of Burden's sterility by having him appropriate the
children of the despised immigrant group.Long before

To clarify these assertions it is necessary to
follow Michaels back to the late nineteenth century to two
key pieces of legislation, Plessy v. Ferguson and ffllllams
v. Mississippi, that allowed for a shift in the
classification of whiteness as, but defintion, Americaness.
As Elaine Scarry explains in her Introduction to Literature
and the Body, Michaels shows that the displacement of
biology by culture in the race-free aesthetics of American
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Stoddard worries that the assimilated children of immigrants
are the real "menace to our national life," Gather takes
pains to defuse the idea that these children are a menance,
positioning them as surrogate sons (Stoddard 195).

Antonia

and her brood have withdrawn into their haven and her sons
will apparently be managed by their colonial superior in his
promised return inspections of the folk museum where he can
play with the boys.
But it is precisely Burden's intervention, his
taking the boys on trips away from the farm and even the
Bohemian community, that may be his/the nation's undoingBurden's dream of eternal playmates, contains the seeds of
its own potential destruction.

The very real possibility

exists that in being exposed to Burden, Antonia's boys may
come to resemble what Stoddard so feared:

a presence within

the country of a "vast nondescript mass, with no genuine
loyalties, traditional roots, or cultural and idealist
standards," who will then be fearful in their ethnic

citizenship mimes the displacement of biology by culture in
the Ku Klux Klan where "klan replaces biological clan,
reincarnation replaces physical reproduction, and white soul
replaces the white skin . . . The result is a ^rewriting of
biology as ideology,' an ideology that claims to
"^transcend' color while invoking its biological authority,
in order to borrow its ^immunity to cultural
transformation'" (xxiii).
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invisibility (202).

While their "temperament," and

"character" will necessarily continue to be Bohemian, they
may well learn to camouflage this Otherness in a cloak of
apparent Americanism, a mask they can adopt from contact
with Burden.

Perhaps their camouflage, by virtue of their

being one generation removed from the literal old country,
will in some part enable them to avoid the mere "mimicry"
that appears to have jeopardized what Gather considers to be
Antonia's "essence."
VIII
Gather's novel takes great pains to see that Antonia
is properly punished for threatening her ethnic
authenticity.

As Homi Bhabha points out in "The Other

Question," "an important part of colonial discourse is its
dependence on the concept of ^fixity' in the ideological
construction of Otherness.""®

However, fixing the colonial

subject in cultural, historical and racial difference
necessarily produces a paradoxical representation that
simultaneously connotes an unchanging order, and "disorder,
degeneracy, and daemonic repetition" (66).

Bhabha goes on

to explain that this paradoxical representation of the other

"®See Bhabha, (1994) 66.
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reflects, on the part of the colonizing discourse, an
"Otherness which is at once an object of desire and
derision, an articulation of difference contained within the
fantasy of origin and identity" (67).

That is, the other

must remain fixed as point from which the colonizer can
define his own subjectivity against that of the Other.""
However, as the Other's identity is paradoxically ordered
and disordered, so too will the colonizers origin/identity
become disturbingly ambiguous, allowing for slippage in
subject definition.

The unsettling ambiguity engendered by

this problematic fixity becomes apparent in colonial
discourse when the Other attempts to take on the identifying
characteristics of the colonizer.

The kind of domestic

imperialism I suggest Gather employs in My Antonia, might be
termed assimilation.

However, it much more closely

resembles Bhabha's term "mimicry.""

Mimicry emerges as a

elusive and thus very effective tool of colonial knowledge
and power as it springs from a desire for a "reformed,
recognizable Other, as a subject that is almost the same^
but not qruite" (86).

But in the production of this Other,

See Spurr, 32 who notes of the European imperialist
subject, that their role in colonial territories depends on
the clear demarcation of cultural and moral difference
between the civilized and the non-civilized.
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who is almost the same, colonial discourse recognizes the
slippage into excess, the gesture which exposes the
contradiction, the "in" attached to the appropriate,
inherent in the qualities the Other "mimics".

When

performed by the colonial subject, mimicry can be a
powerfully subversive and disruptive move, one which is at
once "resemblance and menace," the menace clearly residing
in the excess of the resemblance (8 6).
In the opening portions of the section of the novel,
"The Hired Girls," Gather's discourse appears to valorize
Antonia's mimicry/assimilation, a process which has begun in
old Mrs. Burden's house.

Antonia stands beside the older

woman "watching her every movement" (22).

Antonia learns

English, manners, proper farm management and housekeeping
from the Burdens.

When she takes a job as a hired girl in

Black Hawk she, and the other "ethnic" hired girls, are
conspicuous in their vigor.

The novel initially celebrates

these "vigorous" qualities in the immigrant girls,
particularly in their acquisition of child-care and
housekeeping skills.

However, in their love of dancing, of

sensual excess, they prove themselves not quite the same as
the "American" girls Burden's narrative has seemed to
disparage.

They "were considered a menace to the social
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order"' and three of them, the "three Bohemian Mary's" were
considered as "dangerous as high explosives to have about
the kitchen, yet they were such good cooks and housekeepers"
that they never lacked for work (130).
In their mimicry of "American" behavior, not only do
they misrecognize properly gendered behavior (it's fine for
the town boys to stay out late dancing with them, but not
fine for the young ladies of "good families" to do so), but
they also mimic the worst of masculine behavior.

When Jim

Burden' grandparents forbid him to go the dances he
reluctantly acquiesces out of respect for their values.
Conversely, when Antonia is forbidden to attend the dances
by her employers, Mr. and Mrs. Harling, she leaves a
comfortable, kindly, family space to take a job with the
worst, though wealthiest, element in the town, the Cutters.
In so doing she emulates the behavior of the wealthy young
town rake who tries to kiss her on the night before his
wedding to one of the American girls.

Gather then proceeds

to demonstrate that this ill considered and unruly "aping"
of American behavior is Americanized yet not truly American.
This distinction emphasizes that the "national" is not what
Bhabha call "naturalizable" (87).
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While the Scandinavian hired girls, Toni and Lena
also transgress the boundaries of behavior considered
acceptable for American girls, as immigrants of Northern
European descent the consequences they suffer at Gather's
hands at least enable them to become part of the American
capitalist expansion.

In so doing they "forfeit" the so-

called joys of marriage and motherhood, much as did Gather
in assuming her place in the literary marketplace.
Conversely, the "three Bohemian Marys" reproduce
"illegitimately," a fact mentioned humorously, in passing,
as a prelude to Antonia's own disgrace.

When she attempts

to "marry white," to an Irish railroad conductor she is
impregnated, abandoned and disgraced.

Though her

"miscegenation" crosses ethnic boundaries, her Irish beau is
only, historically, very recently "white".

While he is a

step up on the national/expansionist social order
represented by the railroad, by virtue of being a conductor
rather than a laborer, he still skirts the boundaries of
Americanism, ultimately escaping into the "chaos" of Mexico.
Yet even this slight move outside her ethnic boundaries ends
poorly for Antonia, and she is only redeemed by marrying
within her "tribe" and incorporating her illegitimate child
into the ethne.

By focusing the Bohemian girls' disgrace in
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pregnancy. Gather reiterates the place of the body in
discourse regarding the woman native.

Spurr notes that

under colonial eyes,
the body is that which is most proper to the
primitive, the sign by which the primitive
is represented.

They live ... in their

bodies and in natural space, but not in a
body politic worthy of the name nor in
meaningful historical time (22).
In making Antonia's initial pregnancy the circumstance which
moves her from the linguistic/symbolic sphere of the city
(she follows Larry Donovan to Denver, the site of her
disgrace), into the imaginary/maternal (back to the Nebraska
landscape), Gather removes Antonia from the possibility of
participation in the body politic and places her in the
marginalized body reproductive.
Gather's treatment of Antonia's brief attempt at
assimilation is what Spurr calls a "distancing gesture"
which emphasizes Antonia's poorly executed "mimicry," one
which "holds out the hope of civilizing while pointing out
the impossibility of actual assimilation,"

By presenting

Antonia in this light. Gather is able to "repel the
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challenge to ascendancy," posed by the influx of Eastern and
Southern European iinitiigrants (Spurr 85).
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CHAPTER 3

TERMINAL VISIBILITY IN THE REPRODUCTIVE ZONE: SPECIES AND
THE CALIFORNIA/iyiEXICO CONNECTION

The story of the alien is always the story of
borders and of the institutional forces that try
to control those borders in the name of a certain
political economy. Michael LeMay
Laura Baker: ^^She was half us, half something
else. I wonder which was the predatory half?"'
Preston Lennox: "The dead half.
hell out of here." Species'"

Lefs get the

The current resurrection of science-fiction as a
culturally viable phenomenon, one avidly consumed by the
American public in the form of television programs and
films, suggests a contemporary concern, or even anxiety'^.

Speciesf directed by Roger Donaldson, stars: Marg
Helgenberger, Natasha Henstridge, Ben Kingsley, Michael
Madsen, Alfred Molina and Forest Whitaker.
''"While science-fiction as a genre has never entirely
disappeared from at least the big screen, there is no doubt
that recently sci-fi has become not just a venue for "B"
movies but an extremely popular and lucrative vehicle. I'm
thinking not only of Species, but of the mega-smash hit of
summer 1996, ID4. According to Entertainment Weekly,
several sci-fi features are currently in the pre-production,
or production stage. I am also thinking of the ever
increasing success of Fox Television network's The X-Files,
which has spawned not only a plethora of would-be clones in
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Communism (and with it the Cold War,) the specter that
haunted the American imagination for decades, has crashed
and burned; so why are we still afraid?

In the words of

the Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Services
office in New York City, William 3. Slattery, "by the early
1990s, many have come to believe that the aliens have taken
control.""^

The aliens most often referred to currently in

the press and in public discussion are Hispanic immigrants,
perceived as flooding the United States from an
increasingly permeable, uncontrollable southern border with
Mexico.
Part of the postmodern condition, as Frederic Jameson
identifies it, is a difficulty in coming to terms with late
capitalism's "bewildering new world space of multinational
capital" with its "effaced frontiers," and the
"disappearance of the individual subject" (86). Implicit in
Jameson's figuring of the disappearance of the individual
subject as a current source of anxiety, lies a parallel
figuring of the multiply constituted subject as a source of
cultural concern.

the fall 1996 television season, but also a glut of "alien"
related consumer goods.
"'Qtd in Suarez-Orozoco.
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Within this cultural context. Species, a sci-fi film
released in the summer of 1995, is of interest as a text
which tropes the woman's body as a locus of concern
regarding permeable boundaries as well as such multiply
constituted subjects.

The alien woman's body portrayed on

the screen is fearful, standing in for the Latina immigrant
woman's body; as such, it is constituted as a multiple
subject, one which (re)produces Others yet more multiply
figured."
Of course, what I allude to but have not yet named, is
the specter of a racism currently, specifically and
particularly directed at people of Latina/o ancestry.
Native American author, Leslie Silko, writes that
"Immigration," like "street crime" and "welfare fraud," is
a political euphemism that refers to people of color.
Critic Ed Guerrero, writing about "Slaves, Monsters and
Other Things" in film, points out that science fiction is a
medium that lends itself particularly well to such a
textual reading of racism:
^^Throughout this chapter I will refer variously to the
alien/immigrant woman I maintain is being represented by
SIL as Latina even though the sources I quote refer to the
Chicana woman. I use the term Latina to refer to any woman
of Mexican, Central American or South American descent.
The term Chicana, as I understand it, refers particularly
to women of Mexican descent.
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So the social construction and representation of
race, otherness,• and nonwhiteness is an ongoing
process, working itself out in many symbolic,
cinematic forms of expression, but particularly in
the abundant racialized metaphors and allegories
of the fantasy, sci-fi, and horror genres.

This

practice can be explained by several mutually
reinforcing factors including these genres'
dependence on difference or otherness in the form
of the monster in order to drive or energize their
narratives.... these themes give free
associative reign and symbolic play to the pent-up
energies of society's repressed racial discourse.
(57)
However, in the mid-1990s, with attacks on immigrants, both
legal and illegal, escalating, this (no longer quite so)
"repressed" racial discourse, so highly cathected, finds

"''in his discussion of the social construction of race
in the ''"•horror," "fantastic," and "sci-fi" genres points
out that these genres are potentially powerful vehicles for
discussing this issue because they are so popular,
"accounting for over a third of Hollywood's box-office
income during the 1980s". Guerrero's chapter, includes a
discussion of the way in which the mogwai. Gizmo in Joe
Dante's Gremlins (1984) is "framed by its filmic content
and the social concerns at its historical moment of
production as an Asian immigrant" (61).
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one form or expression by displacing hostility onto the
figure of a half-alien, half-human woman; one so glaringly
white that she can easily be read as standing in for the
Other.
Speciesf one of a number of contemporary sci-fi texts
which utilizes the alien's

difference" to explore

cultural, racial discourse, will be examined in this
chapter by means of several terms of analysis.

The first

section of the chapter reads the film's representation of
reproduction as an essentially alien enterprise.

Section

two examines the alien as emblematic of disease and
contagion while the third focuses on the alien as
repository of historical, economic alienation.

The fourth

section looks at the importance of visual mastery, which
leads to the fifth section which is concerned with the
perceived dangers of alien assimilation.

Finally, the

chapter returns to the trope of dangerous reproduction.

''^Freud explains that anxiety creates repression, not
the other way round. These repressed ideas, emotions,
etc., then often find expression in dream work when the
conscious gives over control of the ego to the unconsciousIn this process, the residue of repression, the censor,
still allows the repressed impulse satisfaction through
hallucinated fulfillment; hence the hallucinatory nature of
dreams (or films.) A part of this process involves
displacement," where highly cathected affects of ideas are
displaced onto something else.
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demonstrating that Species views any alien reproduction as
driven, not by human sexual desire, but rather by a
calculated, alien instinct for cultural and biological
domination.
Species conspicuously genders current immigration
discourse, malcing the one alien posing a treat to the
entire world a female bent on reproducing other aliens-

As

anti-immigrant legislation increasingly targets medical
care, education and social services to immigrants, single
mothers in this group are often marked as the most
egregious drains on "limited" American resources.

Species

clearly, at times, satirizes the contemporary hysteria
surrounding Latina/o immigration by foregrounding the way
that fear is often focused on women and children,
reproduction and multiplication in part by pointedly
juxtaposing human terror of the alien woman (SIL) and her
reproductive potential with SIL's own attractively
implacable effect.
Paradoxically, a curious tension between such
revelation, and recuperation, prevents Species from being
merely an amusing send-up of"hysterical" attitudes towards
alien women.

While the character representing Science and

the State (Fitch) is variously portrayed as stupid.
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arrogant, callous, hysterical, and incompetent, as the film
progresses, audience identification is eventually shifted
away from the alien (represented as half human wom.an and
half monstrous alien,) toward those who pursue her.
Finally the alien appears so entirely monstrous that the
audience must side with those who annihilate not only her,
but her offspring, in spite of their very human flaws.
^^Species is ostensibly an entertaining, no-brainer,
summer release about a creature who initially appears to be
a sweet, young, vulnerable, very blond, blue-eyed human
girl created in a U.S. laboratory from a combination of
"alien"" and human DNA. When the scientists (and presumably
some agency designated only as "the government") who
"created" her begin to fear, not only her accelerated
growth rate, but more significantly her dreams, they decide
she must be terminated.
Fear of annihilation and a driving desire to reproduce
allow "her," the creature named/designated SIL, to escape
and make her way to Los Angeles. The project leader, who
is referred to as Mr., rather than Dr., Xavier Fitch,
(Kingsley) assembles a team: Dan Smithson, an empath,
Stephen Arden, a Harvard expert on cross-cultural behavior;
Preston Lennox, a trained killer; and the only woman on the
team, Laura Baker, a molecular biologist.
SIL eludes detection by having fully matured into an
impossibly beautiful woman on her train journey west. As
the team tracks her, she searches LA for a suitable male to
impregnate her, growing increasingly adept at assimilation,
ultimately becoming pregnant by a member of the team
(Arden) after gruesomely dispatching a couple of unsuitable
potential mates. Although SIL and her male "child," (who
grows even more rapidly than she) are finally hunted down
and destroyed in the underground labyrinth of LA's sewer
system, we are left believing that she may have won after
all. The final scene lingers on a rat that has ingested
pieces of alien body snares its prey with a mutated body
part; the long and lethal tongue SIL's child used to feed
itself, the same alien tongue she used to dispatch those
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SIL's "whiteness," her hyper-Anglo-Saxon looks, serve
as screen that reflects the fearful otherness of the
Mexican immigrant woman.

Aside from the obvious conflation

of the term "alien" as representing both creatures from
outer space and those not born in the United States, I find
it significant that the actor hired to portray SIL, Natasha
Henstridge, is a young Russian model making her acting
who stood in her way.
This ending is also consistent with a development in
the narrative structure of the sci-fi film itself,
according to Andrew Tudor's systematic investigation of the
genre of the horror film. Monsters and Mad Scientists: A
Cultural History of the Horror Movie. Tudor explains that
early sci-fi films, particularly those which feature
invaders from outer space, demanded a return to order, to
the stability of the social system under attack; eg. the
original ending of The Invasion of the Body Snatchers
(1956) which had the pods taking over was re-written to
satisfy a need for narrative closure. The released film
ends with victory over the pods assured. By the late
1970's narrative closure seems to be less necessary.
However, a common gimmick ending in which order seems to be
restored until the final moments of the film works to let
the viewer have both; it appears to give narrative closure
with its conventional satisfactions while tantalizing us
with the formal possibility of a continued threat. In The
Return of Count Yorga (1971) in the final shot we see that
one of the central characters has become a vampire;
Alligator (1982) has the beasts vanquished but then ends
with a shot of another baby alligator being flushed into
the sewers. In 1995 Species provides yet another such
gimmicky ending but with a
significant deviation. The threat to order has been
vanquished but the threat continues in a mutated form.
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debut in this film.'^"

To have made the character overtly

Latina would have opened the film up to charges of racism.
However, in the America of the mid-1990s, where class and
economic stratification continues to open the gap between
the very wealthy and all others, the specter of the
•'^parasitic" immigrant easily takes the place of the Red
Menace looming on the cultural horizon as the "other" to be
blamed for all ills.

As such, the transference of

hostility from the Russian body to the body of the
immigrant, is one already easily made in the minds of many
audience members and the casting of Henstridge with her
hyper-white look and whisper of Russianness, neatly serves
a dual purpose.
The transference is completed in a short interaction
that takes place in a store in Los Angeles where SIL
purchases new clothing.

A pregnant Latina sales clerk

"in our consumer culture one indication of this
conflation surfaces in a growing selection of alien"
clothing and artifacts presented for sale in numerous
clothing and accessory stores which target a young
adolescent audience. The aliens depicted have a large,
domed head, huge widely set-apart eyes and long, asexual,
slender bodies. One slogan found on t-shirts carrying a
variation of this logo asserts the wearer to be an "illegal
alien forever." Another bears a picture of the "alien"
glowering from behind bars, circled by the words "illegal
alien association." The word "Xvisitor" appears on the
back of the shirt.
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assists SIL in negotiating currency foreign to her.

One

alien assists another in assimilating properly in order to
escape detection.

SIL's own desire to reproduce is

conflated with the clerk's obviously pregnant body in a
brief but significant point-of-view shot from SIL focuses
on the woman's belly and then immediately cuts to a
reaction shot of SIL's face.

A brief look of silent

understanding passes between the two wom-en and the viewer
is asked to identify/conflate the two women through their
own looks of mutual recognition.

This mirroring and

resulting recognition is not a case of Lacanian
misrecognition and loss.''®

Rather, this look serves, in the

Bakhtinian sense, as a form of mutual authoring, a
dialogical intersection of the frontiers between selves.
This "conversational" topography, this "time-space," what
Bakhtin calls a chronotope, includes audience in this
intersection as well.'^^

Ironically, Species relies on

narrative strategies of dialogical intersections to
''^See Lacan (1982) for a discussion of the mirror
stage.
''®For Bakhtin, a chronotope (or "time-space") in
fiction is a spatiotemporal structure that is correlatable
to a historical world but not equatable with it; rather it
is a space mediated by art. Though, obviously, Bahktin did
not write about cinema, his work is certainly useful to the
discussion of cinema and cinematic viewing relationships.
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facilitate the viewer's visual transference, insisting upon
a recognition of this co-mingling of selves in order to
situate the viewer in opposition to it.
More importantly, this co-mingling, this dialogic
subject production, is particularly fearful for a nation
founded on (and which continues to valorize) notions of the
subject-as-individual.

The mutual recognition scene

reminds us that dialogic subject production is inevitably
linked with the mother-child bond.

Rebecca Benjamin's work

in The Bonds of Love, provides a model quite different from
Freud's model of the mother-child relationship which posits
merely a physiological dependence which will, and must,
eventually be severed.

For Benjamin, a child's development

depends on intersubjective interaction, which she
characterizes, not as a subject in opposition to its
object, but rather as a "dance of interaction," an
"affective mutuality."
Acknowledging Benjamin's view of the mother-child bond
inscribes any child as a figure which reminds us that all
of our biologic origins emanate from a multiply dialogic
process, one which teaches not individuation but
interrelation.

The child of the Other, (and particularly

one that is also partially, genetically "us") subsequently
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becomes particularly fearsome in it's evasion of
categorical individuation.

What holds true for the

individual holds true for the state.

At stake in Species^

is never just the individual subject, fearing
multiplicity.

Rather, extrapolated from a fear of an

uncategorizably individuated subject lurks a fear of an
unindividuated nation, one which lacks a coherent, selfdefined national identity with well demarcated borders.
The tension surrounding reproduction remarked upon in
Species is necessarily at least twofold, encompassing both
anxieties; those described by Freud and those by Benjamin.
While mothers (and particularly alien mothers) invoke a
fear of cohesion, Freud reminds us that birth is the
original model for the anxiety condition because we also
fear separation/individuation from the mother.

Any

representation of reproduction invokes a memory of this
traumatic moment (one which also encompasses individuation
from past cultures and isolation from present neighbors)
which creates the anxiety that leads to repression.

But

the repressed, of course has its ways of escaping the
influence of the ego (or the state) and finds its way into,
for instance, film.
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This scene with the Latina sales clerk should also be
read as a reminder that our initial look at, our
identification with SIL has been a look of misrecognition.
Much of what fascinates about Species is its implications
of the psychological and social dangers of scopophilia—
pleasure in the eroticized look at the other.

SIL'S

whiteness and her virtual muteness allow her beauty to
become a screen which absorbs the viewers pleasure in
looking, a pleasure that, beneath the surface of the
screen, transmutes into a darkness and monstrosity which
emerges with each erotic encounter.
Psychically we are reminded that it is a mistake to
think that Others are like "us", particularly if that other
occupies a feminine and potentially reproductive space.
Socially the film points out the dangers to the dominant
culture in being lulled into a "false" sense of security
toward Others who appear harmless—culturally "younger,"
less "advanced".
Overarching both psychic and social concerns, the film
reminds us that beneath the surface of an apparent
innocence there lurks a deadly, mutating invader and a
reminder that within the appealing young alien lies an
adult waiting to wreak havoc upon an unsuspecting society.
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In a move that mimics dream-work itself^ the fears of the
American cultural unconscious are displaced onto the dreams
of the human-appearing (indeed she is partially human)
alien.

However, the repressed finds ways to slip past the

censor (the super-ego or State) when the (social)body,
desirous of an absence of outside stimulus, seeks a form of
oblivion—sleep.

In SIL's dreams the threat is soundless

and never clearly defined.

In their very visual and

explicitly non-linguistic representations of danger, these
dreams slip past the censor allowing SIL, and the audience,
access to an ocular means of decoding the threat, one as
yet only imagined by Fitch's team.
The first of SIL's dreams to be visually available to
the audience occurs as SIL sleeps in a boxcar heading west,
again serve to disorient the viewer.

The single eye of a

train's headlight rushes toward SIL as she stands on the
track.

The screen goes black and the next scene opens upon

fibrous tentacles floating through sea-blue fluid, which
then cuts to a medium close-up of a writhing, amorphouslooking mass; the image variously gives the impression of
being a snail, perhaps a lobster, certainly an octopus.
Space, that final frontier, becomes oceanic/amniotic fluid,
that first frontier or rather, border crossing.

Freeze
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frame:

the mass is, in fact, the head and upper torso of a

woman drawn to the fantastic proportions of the evil
temptresses of comic books.

From each side of her head

grow snaJce-like horns and her torso is overwhelmed by huge,
pointed breasts adorned with eye-like nipples.

Within the

alien body, sexual maturity, while visually appealing is
simultaneously, in its essence, demonic.

The tentacles

float past in a close-up which begins to tip and open up
revealing what looks to be an insect crawling out of a
flower.

This then morphs into a close-up of an evil

grinning mouth, tongue between gold teeth, which appears to
be eating the camera.

Cut to SIL waking up startled by the

mouth, an orifice attached to a derelict, leering down at
her.

Quick camera movement which shows him bouncing off

the opposite wall of the boxcar indicates that she has
thrown him to his death—he falls, chokes and gurgles and
dies, blood spurting from his mouth.
The message is clear.

First, don't try to feed from

this monstrous mother. More significantly, both the leering
mouth and the frightening tentacles will reappear in the
guise of SIL's lethal, phallic tongue.

This scene shows

the fearful power of the medusa/octopus as a kind of
horrific maternity that has the power to freeze "us" in
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place as a culture while she/it takes over in her quest to
re-populate the earth.

This power is both overtly phallic

in the thrusting, lethal tongue that turns each erotic
encounter into a death warrant for every male whose phallus
SIL appropriates, and also clearly fetishistic. The fetish
as "denial of that open wound,"

in it's simultaneous

recognition of and disavowal of the woman's castration
insists on a recognition of contradiction, one reflected in
current fascination with and aversion to both women's
reproductive bodies and the southern border femininely
figured as open wound.

II
''''Illegal" immigration breaches the boundaries of a
discrete national body in a way that parallels concerns
about the invasion of disease into the

individual" body.

Indeed, the trope of the immigrant as an invasive disease
has been a recurring one in the United States, and public
discourse on immigration in the 1990s is no exception.

In

a mimetic discursive move, the current rhetoric which
polarizes the country into "us" and "them" (illegal
immigrants—though increasingly the rhetoric is spilling
over onto all so-called aliens) mirrors the discourse that
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laments the again disappearing boundary between "human and
Misease'".*"

Returning to the forefront of national

concern, antibiotic-resistant bacteria are demonstrating an
ability to adapt and evade medical intervention and the
AIDS virus provides new metaphors for the dangers of
infections that mutate, that is, adapt, to escape
annihilation.
Species emerges from culture that has repeatedly troped
immigrants in terms of diseases infecting the national
body.

In California, a state which has become almost

synonymous with Immigration, the passage of Proposition 187
in 1995 reflects some central anxieties afflicting many
California residents regarding Immigrants.'*

They are seen

=°See Fraiberg, 112-147.
^'California Proposition 187, passed in November of 1994
but still held up in the California Court of Appeals,
begins by stating that "The People of California declare as
follows: That they have suffered and are suffering
economic hardship caused by the presence of illegal aliens
in this state. They have suffered and are
suffering personal injury and damage caused by the criminal
conduct of illegal aliens in this state." As reported in
California School District Administrators Speak to
Proposition 187, Prop 187 has a number of extensive and
complicated provisions which generally fall into one of
three categories. First, the proposition prohibits
undocumented immigrants from obtaining public services,
including education (elementary, secondary and postsecondary,) non-emergency health care and other social
services. Second it requires certain public agencies
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as placing a burden on the economy and overwhelming
pressure on the welfare state, as well as contributing
disproportionately to rising crime rates.

A nationwide

Time/CNN poll reported that 30% of those polled felt "least
favorably" about migrants from Latin American and the
Caribbean.
Characterizing Mexican immigrants in language of
disease and blight has a long history in American social
discourse on immigration.

A 1930 volume. Aliens in Our

Midstr variously refers to aliens, particularly Mexican
migrant workers as a "creeping blight," (44) as "diseased
and ignorant," (81) as carriers of bubonic and pneumatic
plague and amoebic dysentery as well as being riddled with
venereal disease.

In 1971, John Myers wrote:

The tragedy for the United States is that the
giant communities of a foreign nation function as

(including schools, law enforcement agencies, public and
private hospitals and other social service agencies) to
verify the citizenship and immigration status of their
client populations. Finally, these agencies are required
to report suspected undocumented immigrants to the Attorney
General and the United States Immigration and
Naturalization Service. That is, educational, medical and
social service agencies are required to act as arms of the
INS by verifying and reporting those they have reason to
suspect.
^^Qtd in Suarez-Orozco, 54.
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a parasitic growths attached to this country and
infecting it with poisons . . . the health rate
goes down when wetbacks move in.

Coming from

communities without public health programs, they
are carriers on a large scale of communicable
diseases.

Tuberculosis, syphilis, gonorrhea and

dysentery are the most common, but some of the
infections they bring into America are more dread
than these.

(43)

Indications of the conflation of anxieties regarding
illegal immigration and increasingly virulent diseases
emerge in current discourse:^" Carola and Marcelo SuarezOrozco report that "people's image of industrious
immigrants pulling themselves up by their bootstraps has
been replaced with the image of parasitic aliens abusing
public aid" (29).

Opponents of Proposition 187, citing

concerns about public health should illegal immigrants be
denied medical care, insist that "viruses, unlike laws, do

^^According to Staigner, as far back as the "social
hygiene" movement of 1906, the racial!zed "other" has been
troped in medical terms that equate otherness with disease,
particularly sexually transmitted diseases. The social
hygiene movement, in order to bring about public discourse
on issues of sexuality deemed this public discourse
necessary in order to save its Anglo-Saxon heritage from
the (projected) ravages of venereal disease.
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not discriminate"' (30).

And a headline in the March 27,

1994 edition of The New York Times, referring to the plight
of homeless children forced to live in the drainage tunnels
between Nogales, Mexico and Nogales, Arizona, declares:
"Border City Plagued by ''Tunnel Rats' from Mexico.
Director Roger Donaldson's treatment of the opening
sequence of Species immediately establishes the conflation
of the late twentiethcentury American cultural anxieties
surrounding immigration and disease.
After intratexutal titles announce that the telescopes
scanning the skies for Alien signals are part of a project
called "SETI; Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence,"
the camera abruptly cuts to a very brief shot of the
outside of a QS government lab in Dubway Utah—then, even
more abruptly cuts to an extreme close-up of what might be
a desert terrain, a vast expanse of flesh that becomes the
bridge of a nose and a closed eye.

The sound of breathing

gradually becomes louder and a sharp intake of breath
becomes audible as the eye opens and it too begins to scan
upward.

As the eye scans, exhibiting a hint of fear, the

^""The final scenes of Species might well be a
reference to this unfortunate metaphor. SIL, pursued into
the sewers beneath LA, gives birth to a son whose final
representation becomes conflated with that of the rats
which inhabit the tunnels.
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camera pulls back to show that the eye belongs to the face
of what appears to be a young girl.

In conflating the

mysterious landscape of deep space with the cipher-like
terrain of the girl's (soon to be woman's) body, that body
itself becomes a site of mystery and a place of origin for
any alien blight.
The camera cuts to a shot of what now is plainly
visible as a blond young girl who looks to be about ten or
eleven (clearly pre-pubescent,) dressed in what seems to be
a white hospital gown, lying on a narrow white bed resting
upon a white grid inside what appears to be a clear
capsule.

Her youth, her fear and her seeming isolation

mirror the disorientation the camera has created for the
audience.

A medium long shot confirms that she is inside a

transparent dome bisected with metal struts, v;hich is
somewhat dwarfed by the large, sterile room within which it
sits. We also see figures in isolation suits monitoring her
and the capsule; the camera pulls back further to show an
observer on a deck above the dome. Although not clad in a
white coat, it is immediately apparent that this observer
must be a scientist who is somehow responsible for whatever
experiment is taking place within the dome.
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Several key elements of the film are established in
this scene.

Initially the scene leaves ambiguous the

nature of the experiment. The young and apparently innocent
girl inside the bubble appears either to need protection
from any contamination, or, she is a point of potential
contagion.

Though her isolation suggests she might be in

danger, the locus and severity of the threat of contagion
first begins to surface when the figures in isolation suits
begin attaching canisters of cyanide to the outside of the
dome.

They are clearly acting on orders of the scientist.

Fitch (Kingsley,) and in spite of his obvious distress at
what "must" be done; he is shown in close-up with one tear
sliding down his face as well as mouthing the words "I''m
sorry" to SIL, just before he nods the order which fills
the chamber v/ith poisonous gas.

Her mimetic repetition of

his words from inside her bubble, sets a precedent for
seeing SIL as both other and screen reflection of key
subjects.
This interaction/mirroring induces a kind of
misrecognition in the viewer who is asked to, at least
initially, assume the scientist is an ethical man; he looks
compassionate while also firmly resolved upon the necessity
of SIL's destruction.

However, since the victim is a
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child, a frightened girl child at that, and as much of this
scene is shot from SIL's point of view, viewer
identification is clearly split.

Over the course of the

film, the viewer will be led away from this dual
identification, this fragmented subjectivity, toward a
demonization of SIL as Other.

As she becomes more fully

"self," i.e.; more fully other, her interface with humans
will take on the nature of increasingly violent
transactions and will no longer be presented from her point
of view.

Not coincidentally, her increasing violence

carefully coincides with her sexual maturation to the point
that she first kills as she emerges from her sexual
metamorphosis.
Subtly, but unmistakably, the initial scene indicates
SIL's potential deadliness.

The only diegetic sound, SIL's

muffled whimpering and, most noticeably, her sharp intakes
of breath,

are echoed in the hissing of the cyanide gas as

it fills the dome.

SIL's "creator" moves from direct

observation of her to watching what he assumes will be her
demise on a television screen, furthering viewer
identification with his point of view.

The camera moves in

for a close-up of his eye as SIL disappears from view into
the deadly mist.

The trope of "seeing as knowing" has been
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established throughout the first minutes of the film but is
about to be subverted.

With a sound of shattering glass, a

fist breaks through the dome and SIL launches herself
through the air out of the opening.

SIL's transformation

into deadly contaminant begins here; the cyanide
penetrating the lungs of a choking human in an isolation
suit makes clear that her presence will infect the world
outside the dome.
In a series of shots reminiscent of newspaper and
television photos of undociimented migrants attempting to
cross the Mexican-American border, searchlights, dogs,
military trucks and helicopters, pursue SIL across the
compound as she escapes over the steel fence.

The

overdetermined display of military might employed in
pursuing one small girl, inevitably invites comparisons to
the military might of the world's only remaining superpower
arrayed against unarmed, desperate migrants attempting to
cross into the United States, an image reproduced in the
signs dotting the Southern California Highways warning
motorists to watch for fleeing immigrants crossing the
road.

This warning sign identifies those in danger (and

themselves the source of danger for drivers) as a
silhouette of a family; a man and woman, holding the hand
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of a girl child, running.

Recently, stores catering to the

adolescent fascination with all things "alien," have begun
carrying posters of this sign with recognizably
ichnographic alien heads resting atop the human bodies.
However, although the audience is directed to begin
identifying with Fitch, this early in the film the audience
may still find it amusing that no isolation, no barrier is
strong enough to contain this "plague" let loose upon the
United States.

No condom can keep it in, no antibiotic can

destroy it just as no transparent (or even steel)'"' wall can
prevent its penetrating action.
Popular discourse on antibiotic-resistant bacteria
characterizes these bacteria in much the same way that
Species characterizes SIL.

Newsw^eek magazine's cover

story, "The End of Antibiotics," for instance, refers to
bacteria as "rogues," "no more threatened by the antibiotic
than an urban gang by a pop gun." (50).

SIL is certainly a

rogue organism roving the Southern California landscape and
her accelerated growth as well as her ability to pass on
her lethal DNA to another species (rats) after her brutal
annihilation by fire might well be described in the terms
refer here to the steel walls being erected by the
National Guard at the Arizona-Mexico borders towns of
Douglas and Nogales.
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Newsweek uses to describe bacterial resistance to new and
improved antibiotics: "The drugs pounded the microbes into
submission once again.

But the bacteria regrouped and

mutants capable of fending off the latest drugs appeared"
{Newsweekr 50).

SIL's imperviousness to medical

intervention is again demonstrated in a scene which takes
place well into the film.

She is brought to a hospital for

treatment after having been hit by a speeding automobile.
Just before she is thoroughly examined by a physician who
will be able to identify her as alien and so potentially
dangerous, SIL remarkably heals her own broken scapula
before the doctor's astonished eyes and leaves the
institution (both edifice/hospital and medical profession)
which might have identified and so contained her.

Since

SIL has never evidenced such abilities up to this point,
and as her facial expression shows her to be pleasantly
surprised at her own self-healing skills, it seems likely
that this ability is one that has evolved with her
maturation and assimilation.^®

Newsweek, in the

^®In an obvious reference to the television series
"Star Trek - The Next Generation," whose universe
annihilating aliens, the Borg, claim that "resistance is
futile," a New Scientist (Oct. 12, 1996 vl52, pp 32-36)
article on antibiotic resistant bacteria is titled
"Resistance is Useless."
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aforementioned article makes much of the resistant
microorganisms ability to evolve and refers to this
evolution as "Darwinian"; "They are indeed wise especially
in the way of evolution," and refers to their accelerated
growth as "fast-forwarded.'""
However, the most striking figuration of SIL as a
deadly microorganism is expressed by Stephen Arden speaking
about her reproductive ability.

He frets that "her

biological clock must be in hyperdrive," and goes on to
speculate that:
If she manages to have a child our problems are
just started.

If her offspring's male . . . it

could be capable of reproduction in less than six
months.

God knows how many females it could

impregnate.

You see, when a predatory species is

introduced into a closed ecological system, the
extinction of the weaker species is inevitable.

^"it is also worth noting that although she heals
herself, an Anglo man must still assume responsibility for
her hospital bill; for putting the bill on his credit card,
he is ironically rewarded with a gruesome death by
tounging.
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Characterization of the immigrant/alien as a hyperreproductive predator"" allows the state to destroy her in a
Darwinian protection of the closed system of the current
social order.
The initial thrust of SIL's menace appears to be her
seductive capability and her resulting impregnation; but
what ultimately ensures the survival of her DNA is its
ability to mutate into compatibility with rat DNA.

The

similarity of this process to Newsweek's description of the
mutating process antibiotic-resistant bacteria undergo is
striking:
The mutants pass on their resistance genes to
their progeny—one bacterium can leave 16,777,220
offspring within 24 hours.

Even more insidious,

the mutants gladly share their resistance gene
with unrelated microbes.

In one version, a

microbe exudes a come-hither chemical, attracting
another bacterium; when the two touch, they open
pores and exchange a loop of DNA.

(58)

""Fitch's team is initially inspired to participate in
SIL's destruction in part because they recognize her (and
themselves) as a predator because her eyes are in the front
of her head.
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In fact, much like a microbe, ultimately SIL successfully
"reproduces" in spite of her male offspring's destruction.

Ill
Robin Wood's seminal work on the genre of the horror
film has been key in formulating an approach to critical
work on science fiction films that positions the alien
figure as representative of the other.

For Wood, some of

the most fearsome figures of the Other are the proletariat,
the sexual woman, other cultures, ethnic groups within the
culture, and children.

Even the most cursory contemplation

of SIL reveals her overdetermined otherness according to
these criteria.

Repression, and thereby that which then

must inevitably return, is inextricably linked with what
Marx calls alienated labor.In the America of the mid
1990s, corporate downsizing, chronic worry about lack of
job security if not actual unemployment have produced a
population that can most emphatically be described as
alienated labor, a term I here use in its Marxist sense.

^®See Wood, 8. Wood asserts that ''^the most
immediately obvious characteristics of life in our culture
are frustration, dissatisfaction, anxiety, greed,
possessiveness, jealousy, neuroticism".
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Marx, in Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, maintains
that.
Since alienated labour . . . alienates man from
himself, from his own active function, his life
activity, so it alienates him from his species . .
. A direct consequence of the alienation of man
from the product of his labour, from his life
activity and from his species life is that man is
alienated from other men.®°
The need to displace anxiety about alienation from not just
labor, but also from an economic system inevitably
producing this current state of affairs, has found its
subject in the undociomented immigrant

woman, represented

in Species, by SIL.
After assembling his team, Kingsley explains SIL's
genesis as being rooted in a response to a signal sent out
into space in 1974.

The response, according to Fitch,

comes from "an unknown source", in 1993.

The first message

contains the formula for a "superior catalyst for methane"
which provides the U.S. with "the potential to produce an
infinite amount of energy."

®°Qtd in Bottomore, 12.

This first message convinced
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the project directors (mistakenly) that they were dealing
with a friendly intelligence.

The second message was "a

new sequence of DNA with some rather friendly instructions
on how to combine it with ours."

To the careful reader,

this scenario resonates remarkably well with the message
the United States sent out to Mexico during the labor power
shortage brought on by WWII.

When Mexico declared war on

the Axis powers in 1942 the migration of Mexican laborers
was part of a plan worked out by the governments of Mexico
and the United States to import and employ Mexicaa
laborers, particularly in agricultural California, as a
form of seemingly infinite laboring energy.

Knowa as the

bracero program, this informal understanding was modified
yearly and became part of a joint war effort.
(Significantly, the term bracero literally means "arm,"
bringing to mind the long, groping arm-like tentacles of
the "real" SIL).

However, by the 1990s this labor pool had

mutated, changed; having escaped the management of the U.S.
government, this "rather friendly" labor agreement had
become a flood of "undocumented" immigrants.®^

®^This metonymic method of subject identification
parallels the way women's bodies are often represented,
particularly in the media, as fragments or "parts".
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When the war ended, the bracero program, which had some
of its operating costs financed by the U.S. Treasury, was
deemed no longer necessary by the U.S. government.

However

when steps were taken to end the program, agri-business, as
well as the laborers themselves did not want the agreement
terminated.

In the same way that SIL's rapid growth

frightens her creators, the U.S. Congress and the American
taxpayer were frightened by the rapid growth of this
bracero population which swelled from 30,000 laborers in
1944 to over 110,000 by 1954.

What disturbed many

taxpayers who were bearing the costs of this program

was

that the program seemed to them a government subsidy of
agri-business.

®^Though volumes have been written about the bracero
program in the U.S. a most comprehensive and useful
overview of it can be found in Galarza. Californians have
had a long history of involvement with both technology and
imported labor. Unlike homesteaders in other parts of the
country, Californians farmed, not with crude tools, not
within a family system, but rather approached farming like
a business. According to Galarza, ''^the size of a farm to
his [California farmer's] way of thinking, should be the
product of a man's labor multiplied not by that of his
family but by the cash investment in technology, machines
included"' (13). These agri-techno-businesses had depended
on cheap Mexican labor since the war between Mexico and the
U.S. ended in 1848 and the treaty of Guadalupe left the
majority of the workers on the Mexican side of the border
and the capital and best land on the U.S. side of the
border. From 1900 to 1942 a large, Mexican labor pool
lived in rural communities aptly called "colonias" as a
"fringe culture" and a "sub-society" (14).
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Although the bracero program officially ended in 1964,
California agriculture was still dependent on this cheap
source of labor, and undocumented immigrants continued to
cross the border between California and Mexico.

Under an

informal agreement between the INS and California growers,
these immigrants were tolerated as seasonal laborers who
were assumed to be "sojourners."

That is, they were not

"settlers" who brought their families across the border;
rather they labored, sent money home, and returned to
Mexico and their families whenever possible.

Just as in

Species (in a clearly referential and tongue-in-cheek
moment) Fitch infoinns the team that SIL was created female
because the project directors assume "it" will be, in
Fitch's words "more docile and controllable," Mexican
laborers were infantalized and feminized as being ideal
workers because they were deemed "tractable, obedient,
cheerful and eager workers" (Galarza 54).

In a response

appropriate to both erroneous assumptions, Preston Lennox
responds wryly, "You don't get out much do you."
By the early 1990s, these allegedly tractable workers
have escaped the bounds of any friendly agreement between
governments.

As California's formerly booming economy slid

into recession and thousands left the promise of California
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for greener pastures," the steady stream of immigrants,
mostly perceived as "illegal," became a convenient site for
displaced hostility. From March of 1993 to early May of
1996, the most prominent national newspapers. The New York
Timesf The Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal, and
The Christian Science Monitor, have printed no less that
187 articles and editorials concerning immigration from
Mexico, most focusing on the difficulty of securing the
border between Mexico and California.

IV
A preoccupation with visual identification of the
"illegal,'' the person troped as excessive, and taboo, (in
Mary Douglas's sense of the taboo as matter out of place,)
and of the state of California as the place where this war
against the "illegal" will take place, surfaces in a number
of places in Species.

As SIL arrives in LA a voice

announces: "This is the terminal stop for the Desert Star;
all passengers please disembark, " which can be read as a
reference, both to the increasing number of undocumented

"The influx of Californians (and their inflated ideas
of property values) into Colorado has prompted such
billboards as DON'T CALIFORNICATE COLORADO to spring up
along roadsides outside of Boulder, CO.
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aliens who perish in the desert crossings into the U.S.,
but more particularly an acknowledgement that Los Angeles
is the final destination for so many immigrants.

Indeed,

Los Angeles has become cinematic ichnography for matter out
of place.

Ridley Scott's, 1984 Blade Runner depicts an

apocalyptically Asianized Los Angeles, Escape from Mew York
(1981) becomes Escape From LA in 1996.

Virtual reality

threatens what little stability is left at the end of the
millennium in the LA of Strange Days (1995) and Charlie
Sheen's character travels from LA into the heart of Mexico
to track down those pesky aliens who look just like
Mexicans in the 1996 film The Arrival.
Stephen Arden, the cultural anthropologist on the team,
articulates the fearsomeness of LA as a place where visual
identification of the "legal," the non-taboo [falls apart]:
of course LA is perfect for her. It's the city of
the future; anything goes, totally mobile
population and lots of strangers.

Very little in

this town is taboo or unacceptable; whatever she
does, no-one's going to notice.
Fitch reinscribes LA as the crucial topography for the
conflict between those marked as legal and those marked as
not, by announcing to his team that "Los Angeles is where
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the battle's gonna be fought."

Though Fitch optimistically

adds "... and won," by film's end it is apparent that
just as high intensity lights, steel walls and fluorescent
powder are not stopping the "spread" of undocumented
immigrants, neither are blowtorches or bullets going to
stop "the alien" in spite of the government's decision to
abort its experiment.
SIL's ability to conceal her difference is depicted as
fearful in a number of ways.

It takes only a strange

screeching sound emanating from her sleeping form and a
series of twitches and rapid-eye-movements to instigate
the termination of her existence.

Dan (the empath,) when

confronted with a video of this fairly innocuous behavior
immediately deduces that "she's hiding something, something
inside."

This difference, apparently willfully concealed

in what appears to be a non-threatening form, is presented
as paradoxically, doubly threatening.

The mere implication

of its presence is enough to inspire a terror of what is
unknown; at the same time this difference is so clearly
"known" that it is immediately, intuitively and
"essentially" apparent to all who see even the "trace" of
it.

It is frightening enough to induce an attempted

abortion of the project, precisely because this hidden
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something whose trace appears on the video tape is what
Derrida calls the "piece of the opposite that lingers in
and allows for the definition of its opposite" (41).

The

fear seems to be that we are more like, are in fact defined
as/by, the hidden alien, rather than by the outwardly
innocent girl.
Species returns, again and again, to an examination of
the conceptual difficulties inherent in issues of
(Miss)recognition. Recognition, identification of the Other
(and of the virus) is, of course, key to isolation and
expulsion.

Hence, the ability to assimilate, long

advocated for and prized in other immigrant groups in the
U.S. is now characterized as a rouge quality in the
Latino/a population, much as the AIDS virus is demonized
for resisting extinction through its ability to mutate.
Reports of vigilante citizen groups accosting travelers at
LAX who "look" Hispanic, demanding proof of citizenship
have become commonplace.
Such insistence on the necessity for visually
identifying the Other are seen both in the scene when SIL
leaves the train in LA and in routine stops made by the
Border Patrol within the U.S.

SIL walks past men in

military uniforms, carrying guns, roughly herding young.
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blond, frightened girls and their families into a group for
inspection.

SIL avoids the sweep because as a fully mature

woman she no longer fits the physical description of the
young girl, the illegal alien, who escaped.
This attempt to identify the person marked as illegal,
as operating outside the law (the Lacanian Law of the
Father as well as the Law of the State) visually is much
like the scenarios commonly enacted on the roads of the
Southwest.

Writer Leslie Silko, a Laguna Pueblo Indian,

who currently resides in Tucson, Arizona, comments on the
practice of routinely stopping people who "look like" they
might be Latino/a, in spite of the demographics of the
region.

Making the point that since the 1980s not only

have border checkpoint increased but travel within the Q.S.
borders of the southwest has become increasingly
restricted, she tells of being detained in Truth or
Consequences, New Mexico despite a valid Arizona license.
Two other Chicano men were also detained despite their
valid identification while other vehicles carrying "white"
passengers were waved through the checkpoint.
Silko's experience, and the scene in the railway
station, illuminate the uneasiness engendered by the
difficulty of constructing a stable, visually identifiable
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identity by which to designate an Other as either
legitimate,, acceptable or not.
Species, while only one of a number of current sci-fi
films preoccupied with the invasion of the alien, is worthy
of such intense scrutiny, in part, because of its curious
tension between the repression of racial discourse and its
eventual foregrounding.

By film's end, when SIL is

completely demonized and destroyed, as she is hunted
through the sewers of LA, she retains no visual vestige of
the beautiful, innocent Anglo.

The act of procreation

appears to have fixed her scopic identity into that of
monstrous alien.
While the film appears to elide/erase the consequences
of such reliance on visually distinguishing the Other by
making SIL a solitary representative of a social body until
she reproduces, there is, in fact, a recognition of adverse
consequences for Others categorized as legitimate, legal.
As SIL arrives in LA, she walks by the group of young
girls.

She hesitates briefly to exchange looks with one

girl who glares at SIL as if she knows SIL to be the cause

°'This tension makes the film far less easy to dismiss
than, for instance. The Arrival, where the aliens are
demonized by their very Latino/a pseudo-human appearance
and their origin in Mexico.
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of her own unfair circumstances.

The group of blond, pre-

pubescent girls is being detained as part of the search for
SIL.
This exchange, while much shorter than the exchange
with the Latina sales clerk, is significant in_ its echoes
of the situation created for many Latino/as in 1986 with
the passing of Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA).
This Act, among its other provisions, mandated fines for
employers for hiring undocumented immigrants and could jail
repeat offenders.

IRCA created numerous circumstances,

documented by U.S. Congress General Accounting Office, of
discrimination against what the GAO termed "eligible
workers."

Some employers were refusing to hire qualified

Chicano and Latino job applicants who are QS citizens and
legal residents but who may, "in their perception, ^look
foreign'" (Chavez and Martinez 57),
Of course, it would be easy to read the film's focus on
SIL's deceptive appearance as an indictment of the danger
of the Other as "passing" for white/Anglo. Scenes of her
passing are certainly numerous—in fact, until the final
scenes of the film, her entire appearance might be taken as
an instance of passing. However, in the context of the
material circumstances of the production of this film, the
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concern of the film is with the process of assimilation not
passing.

That is, through cultural assimilation an Other

will be absorbed into the cultural community, conjoining
and thereby contaminating and eventually replacing the
dominant culture with its own culture.

SIL's doubly

constructed identity (a dangerous multiple subjectivity,)
both human and alien, represents a fearsome "binationality
Unlike other films where the alien has assumed control
of a human form and can therefore be distinguished from it
(eg. Invasion of the Body Snatchers, and Alien,) this lifeform is genetically composed of the DNA of both species.
Rather than seeing SIL as merely or even necessarily
representative of an individual body intent on concealing a
racialized identity, I read her as representative of a
social body, troubling in its very multiplicity, an
essential multiplicity; assimilated yet visually and
culturally different. That she is not visibly different
until she attempts to procreate indicates a fear of a
second generation, one not likely to return "home."
SIL's status replicates not only that of the mestizo
but of the "bi-national" Latino family described by Leo R.
Chavez and Rebecca Martinez as a multiplicitous family that
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"consists of U.S. citizens by birth, legal immigrants, and
undocximented immigrants" (37). In such circumstances, even
that social body known as the nuclear family can be
multiply categorized to the point that siblings can be
variously documented, with some, born in this country
designated as citizens and others, foreign born, legally
constructed as "illegal."

If, as Michael Beeler notes, the

alien defines our boundaries, the bi-national status of
these families not only creates enormous difficulties for
those who live within them, but, more to the point of this
film, creates difficulties for those who seek to identify
the alien as outsider.

V
Justina, a new arrival from Mexico states, in an
interview, "Immigration was like being born again—I had to
learn to speak, I had to learn to eat and I had to learn to
dress," SIL, who has been twice reborn in the course of the
film—first when she breaks out of her artificial womb and
again when she emerges from the cocoon

carefully absorbs

the lessons of assimilation by channel surfing on the
television in her motel room and from watching others
(Chavez and Martinez 72).

However, her facility for
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learning, initially portrayed as somewhat (condescendingly)
humorous, rapidly begins to seem more evil and frightening.
She learns the aggressive sexual moves and appropriately
seductive dress necessary to procure a mate from a woman at
a singles bar who edges her out of a conquest.

The woman's

reward for this lesson, as well as her punishment for
thwarting SIL's desire, is a gruesome death when SIL
punches through a stall in the women's bathroom and rips
out her backbone with a tentacle-like arm.

SIL learns how

to escape detection by dyeing her hair from a television
commercial that advises her to "CflANGE!" and uses this
altered appearance to seduce Arden.

She learns how humans

mate from a porno movie and is able to devise a complex
plan for faking her own death, one which involves eliciting
sympathy from a single woman and then cheerfully mutilating
and murdering her, merely by watching a few seconds of what
appears to be a cop show.
SIL's ability to quickly process and use cultural
skills might be read as admirable in an ''''alien."

In fact,

much rhetoric demonizing Mexican-origin immigrants refers
specifically to their refusal to learn "the" language, take
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out citizenship and assimilate into Anglo culture.®''
However, in Species^ SIL's ability to learn to drive, for
instance, becomes part of her fearsomeness.

Automobiles

are certainly aesthetically and metonymically linked to an
extremely mobile American social body, perhaps best
represented by the gridlocked freeways of Southern
California. In learning to drive, SIL literally navigates
that social body

and uses her mobility, her easy

access/assimilation into the various portions of that
social body, to wreak havoc on those who seek to contain
and destroy her.
At first she masters the mechanics of driving by
careful observation, but misses the nuances, simply
abandoning a vehicle as useless when it runs out of gas.°®
However, in keeping with the depiction of SIL as an
organism that grows and absorbs information at a speed not

""SIL's lack of linguistic facility, indeed her
reversion to speechless screaming at the end of the film,
might well be read as exemplary of the Latino/Latina
immigrant's silencing in current political discourse on
immigration.
°®SIL also initially misses the nuances of dressing
for successful assimilation. However, she seems
"instinctively" to know how to dress for symbolism by
choosing as her first independently acquired garment a
white dress from a bridal shop which she then
inappropriately but stylishly belts.
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only abnormal but horrifying, only a day later she has
enough facility with automobiles to enact a complicated
plan which involves two vehicles, and a staged accident
which involves crashing one of the cars into an electrical
transformer.
Now consider a popular "truth" which repeatedly
surfaces in sociological discourse on assimilated alien
children.

The more assimilated they are, the further they

are from their roots as the "docile" and malleable bracero
laborers who were recruited in the 1940s.

This

construction of the dangerously enculturated child is
succinctly stated by a "teacher with long experience in
[California's] conflict-ridden schools [who] noted a grave
paradox: ^They become more disrespectful as time goes by.
They are more rebellious as they become more American'"
(Suarez-Orzoco 7).

And David Hayes-Bautista notes that

For Latinos that assimilation process appears to
erode the strong qualities that make the Latino
population a desirable addition to California.

It

is the highly assimilated third-generation Latino
who is at risk for unemployment, welfare, broken
families, poor health and higher drinking, smoking
and drug use. (45)
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While demonstrating the undesirable effects of assimilation
on aliens, these data also makes clear the implicit
undesirability of becoming more "us" and less "them."
Conversely, in Species, SIL becomes more visibly "them" and
less visibly "us" as she continues to adapt.

Since the

catalyst for this visual change is her sexual maturation,
the film indicates that in the female alien,

assimilation,

coupled with procreation, poses the greatest threat to
" us
SIL

also acquires the means to reproduce another

alien/human entity, one which exhibits an even faster
growth rate and hence will be more horrifically violent.
This sociological discourse, paralleled in the film, can be
read as lending a specious legitimacy to legal actions like
Proposition 187 which specifically target denying immigrant
children an education which would allow them to assimilate,
or at least participate in, U.S. social discourse, a
discourse they might then begin to shape.

VI
In fact, SIL's ability to assimilate is portrayed as
increasingly

more dangerous, is graphically associated

with her sexual maturation and reproductive capability, and
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plays a crucial part in shifting viewer identification away
from her.

When she arrives in L.A. she has killed twice;

once, clearly to protect herself but the second time she
kills the black woman conductor who has been kind to her.
This woman, another woman of color, is stereotypical
presented as excessive in both size and maternal concern®".
SIL's transformation into a sexually mature being is,
clearly, linked with the fearsomeness and deadliness of
woman's reproductive capabilities.
Upon opening the door to SIL's compartment, the
conductor finds herself visually assaulted by the sight of
the refuse left from SIL's orgy of food consumption.

The

compartment, strewn with trash, looks like an army of
teenagers has had an after-school feeding-frenzy.

SIL's

excessive consumption, the prelude to her metamorphosis
into adulthood, emphasizes the gendered aspect of her
Otherness.

Julia Kristeva identifies the ways in which the

woman's body has been figured as representative of the
abject as excess in its capability for
reproduction/maternity.

This entire scene, and its

°'The two Latina women in the film are agents of
reproductive disaster. The sales clerk is the catalyst for
SIL's obsessive search for a mate, and a Latina hotel maid
provides SIL with entry into Stephen Arden's room where the
impregnation occurs.
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aftermath, when it is discovered by Fitch and his team,
explicitly figures SIL's sexual maturity as doubly abject;
SIL transgresses the boundaries of humanity/alieness,
girl/woman in a scene where consumptive excess initiates
the transformation and the corpse/cocoon left behind
produces a nauseating stench.®®
The cocoon in which SIL metamorphoses looks, again,
amorphously like a pulsing, brown, organism.

It's

presented from a point-of-view shot as the concerned
conductor enters SIL's sleeping compartment and confronts
the horrifying spectacle.

Though the cut to the cocoon is

too swift to be immediately identifiable, a video freezeframe reveals that the cocoon resembles a vaginal opening
with what appears to be a head emerging.

Suddenly, a hand

reaches out, grabbing the conductor by the throat.

As

she's pulled, screaming toward the cocoon the scene cuts to
°®See Kristeva, 3. Kristeva emphasizes the horror
produced by multiple subjectivity as the abject that is
expelled in the form of, for instance food, is a figure for
unacceptable portions of the self: " '*1' do not assimilate
it, ^I' expel it. But since food is not an ^other' for
^me,' who am only in their [mother, father, super-ego,
state] desire, I expel myselfr I spit myself out, I abject
myself within the same motion through which ''I' claim to
establish myself' (3). Kristeva's words provide an
extremely useful lens through which to view SIL's
metamorphosis in terms of a social body expelling that
which it tropes as excessive in terms of gender and
ethnicity.
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a side shot of the train speeding through the night in a
blatantly Freudian sexual reference.

The following shot

then clearly shows a pulsing, brown vulva-like organism,
topped with hairy cilia, expelling a now fully-grown,
meconium covered, SIL.

The close-up of her perfect breasts

leaves no doubt that we are to focus on both her sexuality
and her potential reproductivity.

The message that women

of color are frightening in their sexuality is reinforced
by a shot of SIL's bloody legs straddling the conductor's
lower torso as she's splayed on the ground, her skirt hiked
up, slip showing.
This representation of woman's blood/bodily fluids as
fatally contagious, capable of transmitting death,
resurfaces later in the film when Laura Baker finds
evidence of SIL's menstrual blood and so deems her fully
capable of reproducing another creature as deadly as
herself.
When confronted by the remnants of SIL's
transformation, the team finds itself overwhelmed by the
stench, one which from visual evidence might well be
thought to combine elements of excrement and blood.

When

SIL becomes "all that she can be," her transformation
combines all the elements that make her so fearful, all
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troped in the bodily excesses associated with women.
Kristeva provides a way to understand why this particular
combination might be deemed so shattering to notions of
personal and national identity:
Excrement and its equivalents (decay, infection,
disease, corpse, etc.) stand for the danger to
identity that comes from without:

the ego

threatened by the non-ego, society threatened by
its outside, life by death.

Menstrual blood, on

the contrary, stands for the danger issuing from
within the identity (social or sexual). (71)
Thus SIL's multiple menace is clearly articulated in this
pivotal scene.
After seeing this evidence of her second kill, Smithson
makes one of his (often ludicrous and painfully obvious)
pronouncements regarding SIL, claiming that ^^she kills when
she's frightened," adding more ominously "she has no
remorse about it."

But as SIL becomes more adept at

navigating L.A.'s foreign culture, she also begins to
remorselessly kill in order to further her almost
robotically relentless need to procreate.
Laura Stoler notes that colonial, cultural critique
often invokes "Freudian notions of a repressed, sublimated.
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and projected sexual impulse" to explain why the colonial
other has been the repository for the West's displaced
instinctive desire, repressed by a civilization that forces
sublimation of it (170).

Stoler goes on to say that this

explanation assumes the existence of an ahistorical,
apriori, instinct that is always sexual in nature: "for
Freud, cultural conventions arise out of the psychological
contortions of the individual at war with her or his own
subliminal desires" (170).

However, SIL, representing

alien woman, is denied even the allegedly basic, human
sexual drive/desire.
from even such

The Other is completely dismissed

elementary humanity and is instead invested

with only a fundamental need to procreate for biological
conquest.
SIL has no apparent sexual desire; rather she selects
mates for their genetic purity, rejecting and killing a
potential breeding partner for his diabetes—a condition
she is "instinctively" able to recognize"®.
is entirely given to those who hunt SIL.

Sexual desire

Much of the

subtext of the film involves Stephen Arden's fruitless
lusting after Laura Baker who, in turn, has eyes only for
®®In so doing, SIL simultaneously displaces the
disease metaphor onto another while camera action in the
scene serves to reinscribe the metaphor back onto her.
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Preston Lennox.

When Arden becomes aware of Baker and

Lennox's mutual attraction, his frustrated and now random
sexual desire eventually leads to his demise (and the
possible demise of civilization as we know it).

He, unable

to recognize SIL, ironically impregnates the very alien he
falsely believes he has helped destroy.

In stark contrast

to SIL's amoral and then deadly glee at having achieved her
goal, Arden's part in this impregnation emanates from what
is presented as a very vulnerable and human need for sexual
contact.

The impregnation scene is also a very pointed

comment that it is precisely those naive, incompetent,
sexually frustrated academics who advocate for
understanding and including other cultures who will bring
about the inevitable end of "us."
Representing SIL as increasingly dangerous and
remorseless (and therefore amoral) as she adapts to the
mating habits of Los Angelinos is reminiscent of discourse
extolling the horrors of immigration in the 1930s.

The

Chairman of the Immigration Committee of the House of
Representatives, Albert Johnson asked how we might apply
rigorous self-restraint "even to ourselves" if a "steady
stream of individuals of lower standards of life, mentally
and morally, seep in among us from overcrowded and
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distressed countries" (10).

He goes on to call immigrants

an ever-recurring new foci of infection, implying that once
established they will reproduce and spread.

This is

precisely how Species presents SIL, and this infection is
significantly, specifically gendered female.
SIL's "species," at least initially, appears to be
ambiguously figured within the narrative, although after
she has reproduced, she remains consistently, visually
alien, with no reversion to human form before she is
killed.

Her gender, however, is never called into

questions; as alien or human she's consistently,
"biologically" female and ferociously reproductive.

SIL's

overdetermined reproductive status resonates on a number of
levels with cultural points of dissonance in the U.S. in
the 1990s, two of which bear closer examination.
Species introduces SIL as, from her own genesis,
implicated in issues regarding new reproductive
technologies.

Initially SIL is focused on as a product of

an "unnatural" reproduction, a trope reinforced by the
electronic monitors—suggesting fetal monitors—she wears
on her forehead inside her artificial womb.

This image is

further fixed when the camera pulls back to show a chord of
some sort, clearly meant to be an umbilical chord, which
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emanates from SIL's mid-section and reaches to the top of
the "womb."

In documenting shifting constructions of

motherhood, E. Ann Kaplan characterizes the post-modern
mother as discursively situated as focal character in
debates about alternative contexts for child-bearing and
rearing.

New reproductive technologies which allow for

surrogate mothers, genetic manipulation, same-sex couples
rearing both adopted and biological children, in vitro
fertilization as well as safer, legal (for now) abortions,
give rise to "anxie[ties that] emerge just because there is
a ^question' as to whether or not woman should mother, and
if so, how to reproduce" (Kaplan 26).
SIL's artificial inception seems to echo these concerns
as she is created without a biological mother, in a
laboratory (the male scientist is represented fictionally
as "monstrous mother" as far back as Shelley's
Frankenstein).

She is also the angry fetus resenting and

resisting termination, wreaking her revenge on those who
sought to abort her as a failed project.

However, the

strategy of using the human cell as surrogate mother to the
alien DNA shifts the onus of unnatural reproduction to SIL
herself and this will then remain the focus of the film.
The question being asked then becomes, as alien/alien, and
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determinedly single mother at that, how should SIL
reproduce?

The answer, of course, is not at all.

The shift in focus from SIL as unnatural creation to
unnatural creator is crucially linked to her (and her
child's) repeatedly emphasized rapid growth.

This emphasis

is analogous to the rhetoric used not only by the popular
media but by much of the discussion of the Latino/a
immigrant "situation" in the late twentiethcentury.

Many

of the most repeated facts in the various analyses of
Latino/a immigration concern the rapid growth and youth of
this population.

Suarez-Orzoco report that by the early

21st century Latinos will outnumber African-Americans, and
that by the year 2025, the United States will have the
second-largest population of Spanish speakers in the world
because of their high fertility rates and continued
immigration.

They also note that the 1990 Bureau of Census

report calculates that during the 1980s the population "of
Hispanic origin grew at a rate substantially higher than
the population as a whole . . . at a rate more that triple
that of the entire population." (Suarez-Orzoco 3).

More

specifically, Leo Chavez and Rebecca Martinez report that
between 1980 and 1990, while the total U.S. population grew
by 9.8 percent, the Latino population grew by 53 percent.
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California accounts for 42 percent of Mexican origin
Latino/as in the U.S. Susan Baker Gonzales reports that the
youthfulness of the Latino/a population is a built-in
demographic momentum for further population growth with a
"significant share of the Chicano population at or
approaching child-bearing age" (9).
Even Gonzales's choice of words, "child-bearing,"
explicitly genders the source of the population
"explosion." While earlier sci-fi films had as their locus
the threat of invasion by impregnation, (cf. I Married a
Monster from Outer Space (1956) where aliens come to breed
with human women and Children of the Damned (1963)) Species
appears at a social juncture where, according to Chavez and
Martinez, "many more Mexican women are crossing the border
as both legal and undocumented immigrants . . for example,
women made up 43.9 percent of the legal immigrants from
Mexico in 1988" (12). Another change in the immigration
patterns of Mexican women, correlates to the gendered
threat presented in Species; Mexican women are not only
immigrating to join husbands working in the U.S., but they
are increasingly migrating for economic reasons as single
women with family in Mexico (often including their
children) dependent on their wages.

Many of these women.
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more typically than men, migrate only once or at the most
twice, either establishing families in the U.S. or
returning to Mexico to fetch their children to live with
them as their employment opportunities, often domestic
work, are more frequently year-round.

VII
Species, nevertheless, like any artifact of popular
culture, is not merely a container for the ideologically
determined hysterical current discourse encompassing the
question of Latino/a immigration, particularly into
Southern California.

The narrative is not so seamless; it

articulates several sites of rupture that allow for a
questioning of the coherence and viability of the
represented ^''self"' as the social body set in opposition to
the alien Other.

According to Annette Kuhn, sci-fi has a

preoccupation with narratives involving masculine mastery
over nature that manifested in stories involving the
"birthing" of human substitutes by corporations (Cf. Alien
(1979) and Blade Runner (1982)) rather than by the
Frankenstein/mad-scientist villains of earlier films.
these

In

corporate "birthing" narratives power is constructed
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as "invisible but all pervasive, institutional rather than
personal" (Kuhn, 11)
By 1995, when Species hit the summer movie market,
power is presented as no longer all-pervasive, masterful or
even corporate.

Fitch, whose status is allied more closely

to the institution of the State rather than the institution
of Medicine (he's Mr. rather than Dr. Fitch,) serves in a
rather ambiguous capacity—perhaps as the government
representative of SETI, a position that conflates corporate
and governmental power.What becomes

foregrounded in the

film is not Fitch's power but his increasing inability to
cope with a situation clearly out of his control.

He

initially underestimates SIL's strength; he arrives at each
"crime scene" too late to avert any disaster; he is duped
by SIL's staged death; and he takes a wrong turn tracking
her in the Los Angeles sewers.

Finally, he's too slow to

notice the air bubbles that indicate she is tracking him
under water and dies as a result of his inability to

^°I assijme a corporate component to the structure
conducting the experiment as a main consideration for
initially assuming SIL to be a benign entity is the alien
formula for an endlessly renewable and cheap source of
power. The implication here is that
various fuel industries are providing funds for the
experiment.
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sustain the kind of scopic mastery he exhibits at SIL's
inception.
Scopic mastery and the lack of it is a motif repeated
throughout the film.

Fitch's visual inadequacy, his

impotence, are most evident in a scene that portentously
takes place at the center point in the film.

Fitch and his

team have assembled in a lab in L.A. to produce a "pure"
alien specimen, one untainted by human DNA.
The trope of the screen figures prominently as the
others watch on a television screen as Laura Baker
manipulates tweezers that will penetrate a cell locked
within a chamber, behind a glass that separates the team
from the room that houses the chamber.

Baker increases the

magnification as she explains what she's doing: "When I
pierce the cell, the foreign DNA will be introduced."

At

the crucial moment, before they can tell if the DNA has
penetrated the cell, the camera recording the procedure
fails.
This scopic inadequacy harks back to Fitch's watching a
screen, a representation, rather than watching SIL directly
when she makes her initial escape and scopic mastery and
the lack of it, is a motif repeated throughout the film.
The camera here fails and Fitch isn't aware that the cell
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has, in fact, been penetrated.

Later, the video

enhancement of SIL entering the motel office, the only
likeness available of her as an adult female, is inadequate
for accurate identification.

A Polaroid picture taken of

her and an enamored suitor reveals only the back of SIL's
head.
As Fitch loses visual mastery, SIL gains it; in the
first instance where SIL outwardly displays alien
characteristics, the metamorphosis begins with a close-up
of her innocent-looking human eye becoming a cruel,
reptilian, alien eye.

She watches the team's movements

from various vantage points and uses their lack of
awareness of her scrutiny to set the scene for her staged
death.
Fitch, and the corporation/state he represents,
completely abandons any pretense of mastery after Baker and
Lennox enter the chamber to replace the defective camera.
Close up shots of Fitch's face show him to be alternately
extremely agitated and frightened.

He rubs his face with

his hands; he squeezes his eyes shut so as to block out the
sight of the volcanic-looking, tentacled mass they've
grown.

He gnaws his finger, bites his lip, cannot decide

whether to burn Baker and Lennox in the chamber or to let
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them, out of the room.

As Arden and Smithson shout at him

to open the door for Baker and Lennox, Fitch variously says
"I can'^t let them out of the room . . .1 can't do that" and
mumbles "something's gotta stop that growing in there,
something's gotta stop it growing."

He's finally reduced

to staring fixedly at the scene before him repeating
fearfully, "I have to follow protocol, I have to follow
protocol."

Arden takes control of the situation at the

last minute pressing the button that releases Baker and
Lennox.

As they escape the flaming room. Fitch whines "I

hope you realize I had no choice; there's a protocol . .
Fitch, as representative of the seeming incoherence of
late twentieth-century, post-modern, decentered capitalism,
is exemplary both of the impotence inherent in coping with
a lack of center, and the fear-inducing structural
fragmentation of the topography where the "battle will be
fought," epitomized by Los Angeles.

This geographic space,

defined by James Rosneau as the California-Mexico "overlap"
or "connection," encompasses the region between Mexico and
an area somewhat north of Los Angeles, (and also including
the non-contiguous political space of Washington D.C.).
This unfamiliar political terrain is itself an agent of
disruption much as SIL is.

This topos, notably,

"[is] a
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geographical space not bounded by a sovereign state, that
does not embrace an integrated economy, that does not
partake of a common culture, [and] that does not consist of
a formal international relationship."

Nor does it have a

single authority structure for decision making on behalf of
the multiple populations it encompasses.
With the growing impotence of governments, new social
movements, pervasive authority crises and the globalization
of national economies, the seemingly centrist topography of
the nation has given way to what Rosneau describes as
intensified decentralized tendencies and transnational
links:

"The map of the world's

political wilderness has

become an endless array of unfamiliar ties among
disaggregated units that do not conform to established
historical boundaries" (5).
Preston Lennox serves as the antidote to the political
wilderness.

His mission is never ambiguous, he's never in

doubt as to the course of action to take.
his key attribute.

And action is

Tellingly he is the one who offers to

assist Laura Baker in repairing the visual link to the
disastrous lab experiment.

In reply, she coyly says: "Ah,

a man of action—I like that."

Lennox replies with no

trace of sarcasm "yeah, that's me."

He leads the
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expedition into the sewers to destroy SIL,- and is the agent
of her final demise.

In a scene reminiscent of the re-

scripted final scene of Fatal Attraction, where the
monstrous working woman, destroyer of domesticity,
apparently dead and submerged in a bathtub, rises out of
the water to attempt murder yet again, SIL, thought dead,
rises from a flaming pool of oil to grasp the hapless
Smithson's leg by a tentacle.

Lennox leans over Smithson's

head, commands SIL to "Let go, motherfucker," and promptly
blasts her reptilian head into pieces.

In effect, he's the

terminator, or more accurately, the cowboy, the
intruder/redeemer figure of the old Westerns who restores a
social order into which he can never assimilate because his
willingness to use violence in this restoration must
necessarily fall outside of the law as well as outside of
conventionally "moral"" behavior.

He acts outside of the

social order in order to restore it.
However, the social order Fitch recruits Lennox to
restore appears, upon close inspection, singularly
unappealing and sterile.

Horror films of the late 70s and

80s identified a family under stress, even locating the
family as the site of monstrosity (cf. The Brood and Ifs
Alive,) its biological product.

In these films, as Robin
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Wood notes, "normality itself is monstrous" (43).

By 1995,

in Species, the family itself has virtually disappeared.
Not only is each member of the team childless and
unmarried, none of them appear to have any significant
relationship.

The family structure is likewise absent from

other encounters in the film.

All of SIL's, and therefore

the team's, exchanges take place with conspicuously single
people, just as alien chasing Fox Muldur and Dana Scully in
Chris Carter's enormously popular sci-fi series, "The XFiles" are both determinedly single.
In Speciesf Los Angeles is represented by a seedy
motel, an impersonal hospital where SIL is taken after
wandering in front of an oncoming car, and by a noisy,
tawdry, meat-market of a single's bar.

SIL's other

'-It is interesting to note, that in yet another return
of the repressed, the family is making a come-back in scifi; not the troubled family of the 80s but the allegedly,
nostalgically, ideal family of the 5Gs. In the blockbuster
hit Independence Day, (summer 1996) the President's wife is
punished for her independence (she's killed off) and the
hapless heroes (played by Will Smith and Jeff Goldblum)
marry and form legitimate families before going off to
destroy the evil aliens. Chris Carter, creator of the XFiles, introduced a new series in the fall of 1996
("Millennium") in which a man relentlessly devoted to his
sweet, supporting wife and his relentlessly cute daughter,
battles to save his family (and incidentally the world)
from the increasing evil permeating the world, spawned by
the approach of a new millennium.
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significant contact is with a single woman who takes pity
on SIL when she's forced by the team's pursuit to flee a
sexual encounter in a hot tub, leaving her naked, but
certainly not defenseless.

This woman's isolation appears

complete enough to allow her to befriend a strange woman in
strange circumstances and is enhanced by the mise-en-scene
of the interior of her home, shot to reveal only a bed in a
bedroom and a glimpse of a dim hallway.

The outside of the

home is shot in daylight and eerily echoes the only other
home shown in daylight.

Preston Lennox stands outside his

deceptively domestic abode where geraniums bloom on the
windowsill.

But this scene of apparent domesticity

shelters a hired killer whose detachment from relationships
requires him to entrust his key to an elderly woman who
appears to serve only as his designated cat-feeder.
The only human/human sexual relationship in Species
takes place between Baker and Lennox, the culmination of a
flirtation possible because of Laura Baker's clearly stated
indifference to Lennox's profession of hired assassin.
When they leave the sewers at film's end, they leave as
partners with no indication that their relationship will
continue.

Baker and SIL meet (Baker does not recognize

SIL) in a women's bathroom at the hotel where each has her
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sexual tryst.

SIL, who initially has her eye on Lennox as

a prospective father, borrows Baker's perfume, asking if it
works on her boyfriend.
repellent."

Baker replies, "yeah, as a

In this scene, shot in front of a mirror as

they speak to each other's reflections. Baker and SIL are
clearly presented as mirror images of each other, with
Baker the tightly buttoned up, non-reproductive, sanitary
alternative to the alien.Unlike SIL's earlier
interaction with the Latina sales clerk, shot in close-up,
with shot-reverse-shots that accentuate the participant's
connectedness, here the camera maintains a distance,
shooting both Baker and SIL from above and behind.
In accentuating the singleness and non-reproductivity
SIL encounters in Los Angeles, Species echoes current
sociological discourse which indicates that the rising
population figures for the Latino population are occurring
at the same time that large numbers of baby boomers, mostly
^"The casting of Marg Helgenberger as Laura Baker
reinforces Baker's representation as SIL's dopellganger.
Helgenberger is best known for her portrayal of K.C., the
entrepreneurial sex worker of the television series that
looked back on the Vietnam War, "China Beach."
Helgenberger's association with monstrous mothering in that
role is even more resonant in that K.C. abandons the child
she has in Vietnam to continue her life as an entrepreneur,
and the final episode of the series features K.C.'s
daughter's looking back at the mother she's spent her life
trying to understand.
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Anglo, are aging beyond reproductivity.

Hayes-Bautista

goes so far as to suggest that Californians should be glad
of this "rejuvenation": " the aging baby-boom generation
will become dependent on young workers to fuel the economy
. . .[the] Latino population is bringing an injection of
youth at a critical time" (133-34).

As older Anglos grow

more dependent upon younger Latino's the fear of that
dependency can almost surely lead to the kind of
demonization of the Other evident in the final scenes of
Species where both alien mother and child have been
entirely divested of any visual evidence of humanity.
However, as California's population becomes
increasingly stratified by age and ethnicity, with the
older generation largely Anglo and the younger largely
Latino, the stratification is clearly economic as well.
Demographic trends in the Chicano/a population indicate
that only around 4 4 percent of all Mexican origin persons
in California aged 25 years or older had completed 4 years
of high school.

In 1991 fewer than one in ten Chicano/as

worked in managerial services (vs. one in four nonHispanic, white workers) and median Chicano/a earnings fell
nearly $10,000 below those of non-Hispanic, white workers.
As immigrants of Mexican origin are far less likely than
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other immigrants to become U.S. citizens,they in turn have
less access to the political process than others.'-^

By-

insisting that immigrants claim exclusively U.S.
citizenship in order to participate in the political
process, the state ignores the complex psychic, social and
political status of those who live within the CaliforniaMexico connection.

Alfred Arteaga eloquently demonstrates

just a part of this intricacy when describing his own
relationship to multiple subjectivity :
These matters of subjectification affect me
personally in the manner in which I conceive
myself in regard to nation
myself as a Chicano.

and ethnos.

I define

I was born in California and

am a citizen of the United States, but my relation
to that nation is problematic.

U.S.

Anglo-

American nationalists define their nation to the
exclusion of my people. . . . that I am rendered
alien by U.S. jingoism remains a quotidian fact.
My nation is not Mexico, yet I am ethnically
Mexican and racially mestizo.

But my people exist

'^Indeed it is precisely because of their complex
relationship to various portions of the California-Mexico
geography that many Latino/Latina's are less inclined to
declare exclusive allegiance to the United States.
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in the borderlands that traverse the national
frontiers of the United States and Mexico.^''
Although Species barely acquaints the viewer with SIL's
child before he's destroyed, a question nevertheless
arises; though in the final analysis he is rendered
visually alien, what is his relation to the nation—aftf=^r
all his mother is half-human and his father is entirely
human and he is born (i.e., he is physically given birth
to) in California.
The aforementioned demographics then indicate the
creation of a large, young, under-educated, underclass
which will not be well served by Proposition 187's stated
intent of denying many of them even an elementary
education.

Perhaps what Species ultimately asks its

audience to consider is the price to be paid for attempting
to destroy Others, particularly young women and their
children, by forcing them into the topos of the
under/ground/class.

If sci-fi is indeed also about the

return of the repressed, when the repressed returns in the
form of a rat, with its inevitable resonances with plague
and famine, (and the earlier mentioned "tunnel rats,"

^'^Qtd. in Bautista, 34.
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children living in the tunnels beneath Nogales) the
question can then be asked—which reflected/screen image
returns in rodent form—SIL/Fitch, SIL/clerk, SIL/Laura
Baker?

As aliens are denied a human face—and basic human

rights such as education, health care, and access to the
political system, will a radically, doubly-tiered society
inevitably devolve into the barren above-ground Los Angeles
of Species, a culture mistakenly assuming it has
successfully repressed what has merely mutated?
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CHAPTER IV

CASTRATING CAPITAL: IMMIGRANTS, PROSTITUTES, AND THE
FORMATION OF A WESTERN CAPITALIST IDENTITY IN CLINT
EASTWOOD'S UNFORGIVEN
Jews, Injuns, Chinamen, Italians, Huns—the rubbish of
the earth I hate—I've got some Winchesters and when the
massacring begins, I can get my share of ^em, and what's
more, I will. . . .Our race is full of sentiment. We
invite the rinsins, the scourins, and the Devil''s lavings
to come to us and be men—something they haven't been, most
of them, these hundreds of years . . .
Frederick Remington.
As a matter of general theory it is useful to recognize
that means of communication are themselves means of
production. It is true that means of communication, from
the simplest physical forms of language to the most
advanced forms of communications technology, are themselves
always socially and materially produced, and of course
reproduced.
Raymond Williams, Problems in Materialism and Culture

I
In the years since the 1992 appearance of Eastwood's
"revisionist" Western, Unforgiven, a film which was thought
to herald a revival of a fading, yet quintessentially
American genre, critical attention has focused on
Eastwood's re/visioning of the history of the American
West.

Unforgiven was a startling film in that it appeared
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at a time when Westerns seemed a forgotten genre, yet it
struck a chord with American film viewers by seeming to
question that most American of genres.
After decades of fairly unabated popularity, the
Western began a decline in the 1970s that led many to
believe it was no longer a viable genre.

However, the

enormous success of Unforglven^ which culminated in an
Academy Award for Best Picture in 1992 (it was the first
Western to do so since Cimmaron won in 1930),

points to

its significance as a cultural artifact although it did not
lead to the expected resurgence of Westerns as a viable
commodity'®
Film critics and historians variously consider the
American West (and its representation in the genre of the
Western film) as an expression of America's "objectified
mass dream," {Smith, Henry Nash 6,) an ''''ideological terrain
reinvented with each generation of hopes and fears"

I am not considering Kevin Costner's 1989 Dances
With Wolves a Western although it is a Western period piece.
There was some attempt capitalize on Unforgiven's
success, for instance the very derivative and incredibly
bad. Bad Girls, starring, among others, Sharon Stone.
However, filmakers have increasingly turned to the new
frontier of Space as witnessed by the plethora of sci-fi
fare available on the big and little screens.
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(Mitchell 6,) and "America's foundation ritual" (Schatz
47).

Will Wright, addressing the perennial popularity of

the Western, asserts that in cinema the Western myth "has
become part of the cultural language by which America
understands itself"(12).Richard Slotlcin's three-volume
study of the historical development of the Myth of the
Frontier in American literary, popular, and political
culture demonstrates that examining the myth of the West—
that is, the West as ideological space—provides crucial
insight into times of crisis or dissonance in American
history:
At moments of cognitive dissonance or '^discontent,' the
identification of ideological principles with the
narratives of myth may be disrupted and a more or less
deliberate and systematic attempt may be made to
analyze and revise the intellectual/moral content of
the underlying ideology. . . .While the play of
continuity and revision in the grand structure of a
myth/ideological system cannot be described in its
totality, indications of the balance of change and

" For a comprehensive overview of the Western, a
bibliography, and filmography, see Cawelti. For a look at
the genre approach to film criticism, see Schatz.
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continuity in the system can nevertheless be followed
by examining developments within particular forms or
genres of expression.

(19)

I would like, in this chapter, to suggest that
Unforgiven not only re-envisions the ideological West, but
does so in a manner specific to an early 1990s redefinition
of American masculinity within a now transglobal
capitalism. More specifically, Eastwood sets his film in
the late nineteenth century in order to impose the future
triumph of American "postcolonial imperialism" over British
"old world" imperialism. In doing so, he posits the
necessity of a masculine control over the construction of
narrative, or the telling of history.
Unforgiven utilizes the conventions of the Western
genre to reinscribe the strong, violent, and adaptable,
white patriarch as leader of a new America, one whose
influence rests in the dissemination of an American
narrative. By inserting marginal figures into the film's
narrative at strategic moments, Eastwood reinforces the
uncontested leadership of the white American male. The
figure of the absent woman; feminized immigrants;
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ethnically marked prostitutes;

English Bob, whose

garrulous, dandified presence bisects the film's action;
the silent, feminized Chinese circling the periphery of the
screen/scene; and the black former gunslinger, Ned, all
contribute to Unforglven's emphatic insistence on the
adaptable, and ultimately triumphant, white American
masculine figure.
Eastwood's direction uses all the cachet of his
cinematic history and presents the new American media
cowboy with a revitalized and distinctly modernized
masculinity. For instance, in the conventional Western, the
gun-for-hire is marked by his willingness to employ
violence as a means of restoring order to frontier
communities.

Simultaneously, however, this "violent

justice" also precluded his membership in that same
community. Eastwood inverts and reimagines this trope.
No longer an aimless drifter, Eastwood's gunslinger parlays
his past as a gun-for-hire into venture capital.

In the late nineteenth century it was the young and
the poor who worked the brothels, saloons and cribs of the
frontier. The majority of these women were first-generation
daughters of immigrants who migrated West when urban Eastern
centers offered little or no economic opportunity.
Daughters of Irish immigrants made up the largest group,
then the English and some Danish prostitutes found their way
West as well.
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William Munny's transformation from has-been to
successful capitalist begins when he stops trying to
•cils€.vow his violent past via an excessive logorrhea, and
begins to silently manipulate that narrative. This move
corresponds with Eastwood's own exertion of his enormous
global influence by manipulating film narratives-

Indeed,

Eastwood lives the film's message that "real men" make
money, glorifying a mythic "American" way of life (and
death).
An exemplary instance of narrative manipulation or,
more precisely reinscribing an existing narrative, is the
film's positioning of the story that circulates about the
"cut-up whore".

We have seen her wounded, her face cut.

When the Scofield Kid tells the story to Munny as a means
to incite Munny's killer eyes and killer nerves, the
Scofield Kid mutates the story and the crime becomes, in
linguistic excess;

"Cuttin up a lady . . . they cut up her

face, cut out her eyes"—which directly contradicts the
audience's own viewing of the event.

Munny himself then

uses the story to entice his old partner, Ned (Morgan
Freeman), into the venture. Like the Scofield Kid, Munny
adds further gory details until every bit of the woman is
slashed; "they cut up a woman, her face, eyes, cut her
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fingers off, cut off her tits, everything but her cunny I
suppose."

This exagerration prompts Ned to respond that he

guesses "[the assailants] got it comin' then," in a verbal
gesture foreshadowing Munny's later statement to the
Scofield Kid, that "we've all got it comin."

These

utterances, these references to "us all" serve to implicate
the audience in the transaction of exchanging capital and
violence, an exchange just as evident in the 1990s as it
was in the late nineteenth-century. Further, the
manipulation of this narrative is expressly intended to
provoke men to action, and thus use "the story" as a means
of control.
However, although the women do attempt to use the tale
of Delilah's mutilation in order to write their own
narrative—a narrative of justice through revenge—their
ability to control the story is ultimately futile. It is
Strawberry Alice, Delilah's friend and fellow prostitute,
who must report the details of the cutting to the
proprietor of the "house". Skinny. Alice's voice stands in
for Delilah's, who, significantly, never speaks for
herself; she never negotiates for the purchase of revenge;
she doesn't even speak when she is offered the "best pony"
in recompense for the disfiguration which has transformed
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her body into an unwanted, thus unmarketable, commodity.
Alice, a woman marked by her profession, appears to be
given a voice, albeit one doomed to incessant silencing.
Although it is Alice who sets the filmic narrative into
play once she disseminates the story of Delilah's
mutilation, and purchases Munny's masculine prerogative to
act and seek revenge, she quickly loses control both over
Munny and the actions which ensue.
Her failure to manipulate the symbolic, the marketplace
(to conflate Marxist and Lacanian notions) is evident in
her attempt to manipulate both story and capital.

Trying

to play with the big boys, to use capital to purchase
power, she is doomed to failure as her position as
commodity precludes her access to the realm of manipulating
commodities.

Not understanding that the day of actual

violence as power is fading and being replaced by the
manipulation of images of violence, Alice uses her body to
purchase revenge against the corporeal body.

Alice fails

to recognize that she and the other prostitutes are
operating in an economy that is moving away from the body
and toward non-bodily reproduction; that is, reproduction
through representation.

The vengeful prostitutes might

well have been better off using their capital to "prosper
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in dry goods" as we believe Munny to have done by film's
end.

n
Unforgiven, set in 1881, depicts a time following the
catastrophic bank; panic of 1873.

This panic produced the

worst depression in American history and twenty years of a
seriously troubled economy in which

the vast landed

reserve, twice as large as that which Jefferson thought
sufficient for a thousand generations, was seemingly
approaching exhaustion after only three or foui:"' (Slotkin,
Gunflghter Nation 18).^®

Moreover, following the events of

1873, three simultaneous crises were agents of a
transformation of American mythology urban "class warfare"
which began with the Tompkins Square riot of 1874; the
breakdown of Reconstruction and the threat of a race war in
the South; and the failure of federal policy in the West,

^^Slotkin's Gunfighter Nation, the third volume in his
three-volume series examines the Western myth in light of
the twentieth-century. His first volume. Regeneration
Through Violence, looks to the year 1600 and the beginnings
of the mythological frontier, taking his exploration up to
1860. His second volume. The Fatal Environment, looks at
the economic crisis of the 1870s as producing a major
transfiguration in American mythology.
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specifically the federal government's failure to contain
exploitation of the West by the railroads.
The foremost agents for this transformation were "the
proprietors, editors, and journalists of the great urban
newspapers which had developed . . . into a medium for the
nationwide circulation of information and opinion."

Each

crisis arose from conflict "between the wills and desires
of a ''lower'' human order or class (Indians, Black and
immigrant laborers, urban wage-workers) and the imperative
requirements of the new industrial system," as defined by
the new capitalists (Slotkin 18-19).
In 1992, Eastwood's film emerges from a strikingly
similar set of historical circumstances.

Democrat Bill

Clinton defeats the Republican presidential incumbent by
always remembering that "it's the economy, stupid," while
the middle and lower classes see jobs disappearing and the
economy stagnating as the rich get richer.

Immigrants from

all portions of the so-called Third World are perceived as
placing an unbearable strain on an already floundering
economy, and race relations are so poor as to make a "race
war" quite possible.California, once the golden land of

®°While public hysteria concerning the permeable
southern border of California would climax in the passage of
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opportunity, finds itself financially overburdened and
ecologically exploited, with its infrastructure in
disarray.

Other Western states fight for water rights and

battle dismal economic prospects as formerly booming fuel
industries slump. These crises are relentlessly paraded
before the American people by a national media that is as
much an agent of this dissonance as it is a chronicler of
disruption.

Eastwood, perhaps better than any other

Hollywood director, knows the efficacy of film as a medium
for constructing seemingly "natural" categories,
particularly those concerning a strong, white, American,
male body, one which stands in for the national body
politic.

His adroit manipulation of both the Western

genre, and his own iconography as hypermasculine figure in
Unforgiven, demonstrates his understanding of the global
impact of his chosen media form..
Much as the dime novels, maligned yet foregrounded in
the film, contributed to a fashioning of the West as

Proposition 187 in November 1994, concern about immigration
in the years following the passage of the 1965 Immigration
and Nationality Act, focused on the influx of Asian
immigrants. The 1965 legislation opened American borders to
many of the hundreds of thousands of Asians dislocated and
dispersed by the Vietnam war. These immigrants arrived in a
nation with a long history of exclusionary practices aimed
at Asians.
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mythic,- masculine space, so does Eastwood's film itself
fashion a new mythic west, this one Hollywood-based.
Unforgiven, the medium is very much the message.

In

America's

major export is, now more than ever, its image, the America
constructed by the entertainment industry.

With

information dispensation and management becoming the global
industry of the future, Unforgiven's insistence that
control of information—control of "the story"—must be
backed by a willingness to employ, or at least exploit,
violence.

And, as the particulars of this filmic narrative

suggest, control of the story is best not left to
effeminate writers, upstart immigrants, or women, but
rather to our aging yet serviceable heroes.
Unforgiven recognizes, even flaunts, the constructed
nature of history and explicitly marks it as a commodity
that circulates, not only in William Munny's world, the
West of 1881, but in Clint Eastwood's early 1990s American
West. As Paul Smith notes, the film is "produced for profit
under the particular conditions of a specifiable stage in
the history of U.S. capitalism" (xxi). It seems almost
superfluous to mention the heavy-handed naming of
Eastwood's protagonist as money (Munny), a gesture
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sardonically given future significance in his daughter's
name (mentioned only once), Penny.
From its earliest scenes, Unforglven interrogates the
absent/wounded representation, women, not as individual
subjects, but as, quite literally, circulating coinmodities
in a changing capitalist culture.

Delilah, the "cut-up

whore,'-' Strawberry Alice (Frances Fisher), her principal
defender, the other, seemingly more peripheral prostitutes,
and Munny's dead wife Claudia are all merely
representations, and thus radically lack agency and serve
only to perpetuate male agency.

As Budd Boetticher remarks

what counts [in the Western] is what the heroine
provokes, or rather what she represents.

She is

the one, or rather the love or fears she inspires
in the hero, or else the concern he feels for her,
who makes him act the way he does. In herself the
woman has not the slightest importance.®^
Eastwood's film not only acknowledges this traditional
figuring of woman in the Western, but recycles it in
remarkably innovative ways which force us to focus on that
emptied feminine space.
As I earlier described, a scene of vicious mutilation,
one which is echoed in scenes of one-on-one brutality
throughout the film, drives the narrative.

®^Qtd in Tuska, 224.

In a dimly lit
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hotel room, a prostitute who we later come to know as
Delilah, commits the apparently unpardonable sin of giving
a "teensy little giggle" at the sight of her client's
teensy little penis.

In contrast to the deliberately

stylized violence that closes the film, this initial act of
violence is quickly and chaotically shot.

The scene lasts

approximately 20 seconds and involves, not incidentally, at
least 16 cuts, with camera movement slicing the scene as
the cowboy/client slices Delilah's face.

This conflation

of violent cinematography with the act represented, points
out the power and potential for violence in the medium
itself, a gesture which the film continues to insist upon
in later scenes.
An initial over-the-shoulder shot shows a blond,
clearly of Scandinavian extraction, dressed in white,
thrust into a corner, held down by one man while another
slashes a bloody line across her face.

The editing of the

scene insists that this is about the man, not the woman.
The camera only shoots her face twice while giving at least
six shots of his face.

Rage contorts his features as he

marks his inadequacy onto her.

He stops only when the

brothel owner. Skinny, asserts his superior position,
cocking a gun to the cowboy's head.
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The story is, as I've already discussed, a form of
capital, circulated into the economy of the film by
Strawberry Alice.

The essentially economic nature of all

exchanges in the film generates from Alice's insistence
that Delilah did nothing to provoke the cowboy: she "didn't
steal nothin' . . . didn't even touch his poke," the word
"poke" emphasizing the conflation of money and masculine
identity.
In his ability to erase her economic viability (minute
though it may have been) the under-endowed cowboy points
toward a system where his mark, a vicious form of ecriture
upon her face, masquerades as masculine authorship, as
visible product, and translates into a kind of use value.
Delilah's laughter, her short-lived foray into the world of
narrative-as-commodity, ends with this mark.

Henceforth

she is silent, speaking again only in her scene with the
similarly marked William Munny.
In this exchange with Munny, an exchange which follows
Munny's recovery from his own violent marking as a result
of Little Bill's beating, her speech is as hesitant and
considered as is his, and it is the last time she speaks in
the film.

For Delilah, a representation of feminine

Otherness, silence is a kind of death while, for Munny,
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silence is strength.

Eastwood's Munny, from this, and the

scenes that follow, loses the feminized, out-of-control
speech patterns which characterize his initial incarnation
in the film.

Susan Jeffords notes that at the beginning of

Unforgiven Munny seems to have become the kind of man
Robert Ely's "men's movement" called "soft men", men who
have become "what women wanted them to be" (181).

The

Munny seen rolling around in the abjectness of domesticated
filth at the beginning of the film is, if not castrated,
then at least made flaccid by his wife's insistence that he
give up the "drinkin' and wickedness' which had made him a
force to be reckoned with.
As if to underscore Munny's frequent references to his
now dead wife, Claudia's civilizing influence, Ned tells
Munny that "if Claudia was alive you wouldn't be doing
this."

However, Sally Two-Trees, Ned's Indian wife, does

not have the power to stop Ned from accompanying Munny.
Paradoxically, had Claudia lived, she would have prevented
Munny from moving into the up-and-coming merchant class in
San Francisco.

In contrast, Sally's lack of influence,

®-See Jeffords for an investigation of constructions of
masculinity as reflective of popular and political
perceptions of a national identity in the years of the
Reagan/Bush presidencies.
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evident in her stoic silence, contributes to Ned's death.
Thus iyiunny's eventual success is enabled by the sacrifices
of two of America's Others.
Munny's early rambling to Ned during which he disavows
his violent past, the "old days" when Munny "killed
everything that walked or crawled, including women and
children," are shot to make him look weak, pathetic and
unreliable.®"

As he obsesses about his past victims and

former colleagues (often one and the same), Munny, in
contrast to Ned, who appears to lie comfortably on the
ground, sits hunched by the fire, clutching a cup, darting
sideways glances at Ned.

Ned epitomizing the image of the

strong, silent cowboy, is visibly uncomfortable with
Munny's garrulous whining, several times responding simply
"well, you ain't like that no more."

The audience is left

yearning for the virile, taciturn Eastwood characters it
has come to know and love.

Munny's excessive speech is

®^Although Munny so describes himself in a fit of selfloathing, the audience participates in this loathing only
for the weakling Munny has become. Eastwood's own career
has been one in which characters he's portrayed have also
killed everything that walked or crawled. Eastwood has
publicly disavowed these characters to some extent, calling
Unforgiven a film made to repudiate violence. However, it
is quite evident in the film's final, cathartic scene, that
Eastwood, the film maker, is astute enough to know that this
is the Eastwood the audience wants.
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here indicative of the feminization and domestication which
have so reduced his cultural and economic status.®''
Jeffords claims that Munny's foundering homestead was a
"peaceful place" surrounded by a more hostile world and
that he leaves for his killing mission for the paternal
reasons he so casually throws out.
the kids can get a new start."

He allegedly goes "so

However, Munny's concern

for his children is minimally manifested in a few rote
litanies about the "spirit of your dear departed mother
watch[ing] over you," and admonitions to separate out the
sick hogs—a superfluous exercise as they all appear to be
sick.

Jeffords maintains that Munny's rumored success in

dry goods is a triumph for the "domestic," but in the
voice-over which imparts this piece of narrative, the
children are not mentioned except as absences when their
grandmother belatedly comes looking for them.

^'^Steve Neale explains that the image Eastwood emodies
is one "marked not only by emotional reticence, but also by
silence, a reticence with language. Theoretically, this
silence, this absence of language, can further be linked to
narcissism and to the construction of an ideal ego. The
acquisition of language is a process profoundly challenging
to the narcisssism of early childhood. It is productive of
what has been called "'symbolic castration'" (12) , Thus
Eastwood's character resurrects Munny (money) not by
employing language. He redeems the isolated "ideal" ego of
the traditionally figured Western American male by
understanding the value of manipulating narrative.
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In Over Her Dead Body, Elisabeth Bronfen argues that
since the feminine body is, in western culture, constructed
as the superlative site of alterity, "over representations
of the dead feminine body, culture can repress and
articulate its unconscious knowledge of death which it
fails to foreclose even as it cannot express it directly .
. . the interstice between death, femininity and aesthetics
is negotiated over the representation of a dead feminine
body clearly marked as being other, as being not mine"
(Preface xi).

Clearly Bronfen here marks culture as

masculine, and the death that fails to foreclose it is not
just corporeal death, but cultural death as well.

What

Eastwood then articulates, in choosing to frame his
narrative with representations of a dead woman, is an
examination of an anxiety that refuses to be repressed,
regarding the death (or potential death) of a masculine
culture, one represented by the narrative circulated in the
genre of the western film.

In giving the audience not even

a beautiful corpse, but only written and verbal
representations of that corpse, as well as markers that
stand in for the corpse, (the grave and gravestone) which
already stand in for something else,

Unforgiven insists

upon the connection made between femininity and death.
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While ostensibly entirely peripheral figures, the
Chinese men who circle the edges of public gatherings in
the town playfully named Big Whislcy are, in fact, crucial
to the story of American expansion in their alignment with
the other (similarly feminized) immigrant figure in the
film, English Bob.
Edward Said's "Orientalism" is a term used by Western
institutions to construct an "ontologically stable" body of
knowledge about a civilization from its prime to its
decline.

''^The object of such knowledge is inherently

vulnerable to scrutiny," argues Said, "... to have such
knowledge of such a thing is to dominate it, to have
authority over it, to create this culture and define its
limits (97).
In its construction of the Oriental as a subject race,
dominated by a race that knows them (and what is good for
them) Britain, represented by the Crown, and by the weight
of decades of institutional "wisdom" about the
characteristics of the Orient and its people. Orientalism
justified colonial rule in advance.

As Said makes so

abundantly clear, the depiction of the "Oriental," from at
least as far back as the early nineteenth century, first in
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Europe and then in the U.S. was of people, "gullible,
devoid of energy and initiative, much given to "fulsome
flattery, intrigue, cunning" as well as being "inveterate
liars."

Susan White, in her article on Kubrick's Full

Metal Jacket, notes that Asianized sexuality has long been
figured as a feminized, homoerotic sexuality which must be
expelled (233-254).

The Chinese in Unforgiven, in fact,

function very similarly, as figures of Old World
corruption.

Further, by being allied with English Bob, the

Chinese symbolize a failed British imperialism which must
give way to a quintessentially American capitalism.
In the nineteenth century, male Chinese laborers were
brought to those Western states which did not allow slavery
as a cheap form of labor.

They were essential to the

nation's expansion, but were denied even the most basic
legal and social rights.

In fact, many came as indentured

servants whose situation was virtually indistinguishable
from slavery. In 1870, Congress denied Chinese immigrants
the right to become "naturalized" citizens because of their
"depraved" and "debased" Mongolian blood.

That is, their

visible, "blood" difference, according to Congress, made
them incapable of ever assuming an American identity, of
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infusing their blood into the national body.®^

In 1882

the Chinese Exclusion Act prevented Chinese from
immigrating to the United States entirely, a situation not
fully rectified until 1965.

Although denied further entry,

the Chinese residing in the U.S. were still a necessary
pool of cheap labor and thus were not deported.
English Bob, (Richard Karris) whose foreignness is
accentuated in his very name, is first introduced in a
scene that cuts directly from William Munny's self-pitying
dialogue with Ned. The camera lingers on a close-up of
Munny's sad, uncertain, anxious face, lit by firelight,
looking entirely unlike the static, expressionless face of
the Dirty Harry and Spaghetti Western films that have made
Eastwood's career.

English Bob, in contrast, sits

comfortably, explaining to a group of men riding a train
with him, that "oh no sir", it wasn't "one of them John
Bulls" who attempted to assassinate president Garfield, but

°^Not coincidentally, in 1868, Congress declared, in
the 14th Amendment to the Constitution that all male
citizens, regardless of "race, color, or previous condition
of servitude" could legally vote. The Chinese were
particularly singled out for non-inclusion during a time of
the inclusion of Black and Native American men into the
category of "citizen," albeit second-class citizens. Ned,
Munny's black partner, ultimately has no real place in an
American industrial future.
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rather, he believes, a "French ASSasssin".

Speaking in an

exaggerated, upper-class British accent. Bob is then
careful to disassociate himself from any plebeian John
Bull, and associate himself with the Queen.

Grizzled,

sporting a pony tail. Bob ventures to suggest that "this
country should select a king—or even a queen—rather than
a president.

One isn't that quick to shoot a king.

majesty of royalty, you know."

The

His opponent in ths debate

declares that "this country don't need no queens
whatsoever.

Matter of fact, what I heard about queens . .

.. " He is interrupted by another man who suggests that
perhaps he's arguing with a character named English Bob who
"works for the railroad, shootin' Chinamen".
Several key issues concerning English Bob's pivotal
role in the film are introduced in this scene.

Bob's pony

tail, and the American's emphasis on the word "queen,"
coupled with Bob's accent and dandified appearance, all
signal the contemporary audience to associate Bob with
feminized homosexuality.

The association of the feminine

®®Although the railroad companies certainly used and
exploited the Chinese laborers they hired to lay track, and
although the Chinese v/ere the subjects of violent attacks
from any number of people (and groups of people) in the late
nineteenth-century, there is no record of the railroad
companies hiring killers to dispose of Chinese laborers.
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with death, evident throughout the film, suggests that Bob,
and thus the queen and Britain herself, are a dying, if not
dead, form of politics.

Moreover, the reference to English

Bob's shooting Chinamen can be understood as an indirect
allusion to British imperialism in China at the time,
specifically the Opium War It is worth noting that the
Opium War was a contributing factor to the demise of
British Imperialism.®"
English Bob's subsequent arrival in Big Whiskey, and
his confrontation with Sheriff Little Bill (Gene Hackman)
further advance the notion that those who are destined to
survive, and even prosper, are not imperialists in the
British sense.

Bob drives by two Chinese men wearing

"black pajamas" (perhaps a reminder, for the audience, of
the Viet-Cong) and points a pistol-like finger at them,
pretending to shoot them, uttering a soft "pop, pop" sound.
Later, Bob expounds on the "majesty" of royalty versus the
ordinariness of a president to the town barber.

He

®'Opium use was, and is, indelibly associated with
perceptions of "Oriental" depraved sexuality. See, for
instance Robert Altman's stunning McCabe and Mrs. Miller
(Warren Beatty and Julie Christie) in which Mrs. Miller's
penchant for the opium dens of the grubby frontier town
renders her unable to extricate herself from the business of
prostitution and from preventing McCabe's death.
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pontificates, "why not shoot a president," maintaining that
in contrast, "if you were to point a pistol at a king or a
queen, your hand would shake as though palsied".

Moments

later, confronting the "real-thing," the notorious Little
Bill, former gunslinger and current town sheriff, it is Bob
who almost shakes in fear, and his "biographer," the dime
novel writer he travels with, is so frightened at having a
gun pointed at him that he loses control of his bladder.
When Bob receives his vicious beating from Little Bill,
the camera circles the crowd of on-lookers, pausing longest
on a shot of a porch where Alice stands silhouetted at the
rear-right of the scene.

A young Chinese man, holding what

is clearly a laundry basket, dominates the scene from the
lower-left-front portion of the screen, emphasizing yet
again the association between British imperialism, and
orientalized, feminized, tainted, sexuality.

By

foregrounding the gaze of these Others at this scene of
English Bob's "beating" the triumphant, masculine violence
of the American West is unmistakeably imprinted in the
viewer's imagination.
English Bob is subsequently jailed, humiliated,
deserted by his biographer (thus losing any possibility of
participating in the construction his own legend) and is
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finally run out of town.

Unforgiven glorifies an early

version of Social Darwinism and, through the figure of
English Bob, contrasts it with a more "effete" British form
of Social Darwinism, one demonstrated as being unsuited to
life in these United States, then and now.

The depiction

of Bob's multiple defeats repudiates one of the two
competing versions of Social Darwinism prevalent in the
late nineteenth-century:

Lamarck's theory regarding "the

physical inheritance of acquired characteristics rather
than the kind of variation in adaptation to environment
which Darwin relied on" (Williams 91).

Lamark thought that

good breeding produces a lineage, a physical inheritance,
in which aristocratic families, preferably those in
possession of family property, are the continuation of the
strongest and best species.
In contrast, William Munny is a classic Darwinian
example of adaptation.®®

When push comes to shove, he can

become a killing machine again, a perfect example of

®®Williams explains that Thomas Huxley's Evolution and
Ethics (1893) clarifies Darwin's concept of what "fittest"
means: "The whole confusion has arisen from identifying
fittest with best." Williams continues: "^Fittest', after
all, in the Darwinian sense, although not in the Spencerian
sense, had meant those best adapted to their environment"
(emphasis mine)(96).
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eugenics—where the Angivj-Saxon race «as thought to be
"the vigorous stock, the survivor in the competition
battle, inheriting a certain natural right to mastery"
(Williams 93).

Ned, perhaps because of his race, can adapt

to the agrarian way of life (which is swiftly being
displaced by the industrial age) but ultimately dies
because he cannot

see what is necessary to survive in the

current cultural climate.

He's unable to become a killer

again when necessary and is captured as he flees.

His

inability to manipulate narrative results in his capture—
he's tracked because of a "story" told about his flight—
and his inability to sustain and control his own fictional
narrative leads to his death by torture at the hands of
white, Anglo-Saxon men.

Williams explains that "you get an

interesting variant of this [Darwinian adaptation theory]
in the North American theory that an even more vigorous
hybrid of the Anglo-Saxon race happens to have established
itself in the United States, and its turn will come" (93).
Munny's ability to again become the killer and his
ability to create a narrative out of that violence plays
out Von Moltke's argument that
war is the supreme example in human history of the
Darwinian struggle for existence, because here.
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under the most intense conditions, men are set
against one another, and the strongest survive,
and it is right that it should be so, because only
if the strongest survive can the future of
humanity be assured. (Williams 93)
Unlike English Bob, who is thrown out of town still spewing
ineffectual threats, Munny translates his violence into a
short, compelling revenge narrative, detailing the violence
he will return to inflict if his wishes, that the
prostitutes not be harmed and that Ned receive a proper
burial, are not carried out.

The audience has no reason to

doubt that this narrative has a force and a life of its own
which will continue to affect the town long after Munny has
become a prosperous California merchant.
Munny eventually succeeds in joining the new wave of
capitalism that will bring profit to the West.

In his

first incarnation as psychopathic killer, he has sold
violence, in the form of his fetishized masculine body, as
a commodity.

When that economy begins to collapse he

attempts, obviously as a result of his wife's influence,
and clearly too late, to join a fading agricultural
economy.

And yet, his wife's death revitalizes his

innovative ability to read and adapt to new cultural
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narratives,and leads to his ultimate prosperity in a new
industrial economy, profiting from goods produced by
others.
The film begins and ends with writing: the written
words, superimposed upon the visual, frame the narrative as
well as providing internal narrative structure.

Behind the

words we see a lone man on the horizon, a fairly standard
convention for the opening sequence of a western.

However,

Unforglven begins subverting tradition immediately. Rather
than a silhouetted rider traversing a magnificent landscape
we see a man digging a grave. The words superimposed upon
the screen tell us this is William Munny's wife's grave.
The film opens, in other words, with a narrative of
female absence, a woman's corpse.

However, Munny's wife is

not granted even that much corporeality.

She is always

only representation, a chanted litany of stellar
attributes, a briefly glimpsed photograph, a few shovelfuls
of dirt from the hole we assume will swallow her body.
When she transforms from the Americanized, Westernized
"angel of the hearth," to the angel of death who visits her
husband's sick bed/barn she is still merely representation,
a story, a narrative circulated as a filmic commodity, much
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as women's bodies, other narratives and violence circulate
as commodities in the film.
Thus the film foregrounds the ways in which culture
"connects femininity and death (Bronfen xi).

Bronfen goes

on to say that since
death and femininity are excessively tropic, they
point to a reality beyond and indeed disruptive of
all systems of language; they evoke the referent
that texts may point to but not touch.

Death and

femininity both involve the uncanny return of the
repressed, the excess beyond the text, which the
latter aims at stabilizing, (xii)
Once the feminine is clearly troped as non-linguistic, and
as emblematic of death, those portrayed in Unforgiven as
not only feminine, but feminized, are also, in various
ways, dead—or soon to be.
In an early scene, Munny, the former gun-slinger, is
more absence than presence, abjectly wallowing in pig
excrement, playing "mommy," and sniveling about how the
love of a good woman has changed him.

His "regeneration

through violence"—his beating at the hands of Little Bill- takes him to death's door, where he sees death as not
just a woman, but as his wife,the mother of his children.
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She no longer appears to him as the hearth angel he has
memorialized.

Munny's allegedly beloved Claudia has become

a grotesque, rotting, worm-infested, deadly repudiation of
all that is in any way feminine.
IV
Perhaps the most potent scene of the narrative's power
to generate "reality" is Ned's death at Little Bill's
hands.

As he is tortured, in an effort to force him to

betray his friend, Munny, Ned initially maintains his own
voice.

Ned tells Bill a story of the revenge William Munny

will exact, and it is this story which begins as "story,"
that in fact, becomes Bill's final undoing.

Eastwood

undercores the importance of narrativity through the
presence and intervention of the reporter.
The instability of Little Bill's regime is most
evident in his miscalculation of the effect this torture
will have on Munny.

Munny's own beating and subsequent

illness transforms him into an agent of violence, the
killer he disavows who lurks beneath his cracked facial
surface.

By film's end, Ned's story of revenge is

"reality."
William Munny and Little Bill are figured as almost
equals—Munny's final words to Bill, "I'll see you in
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hell," are an expression of mutuality, even respect.

But

Munny adapts best, recognizing that dry goods are the
future—a move mirroring Eastwood's own adaptation in the
late twentieth century.

Eastwood knows that there is no

need for actual violence.

Rather he recognizes that power

resides in the control of capital through the creation,
marketing and exportation of a particularly American,
simulated violence.
The film, from its inception, commands us to question
narrative, to see it as unreliable, as nothing more than a
commodity which can and will be parlayed into capital.
When the script-over tells us that Mrs. Munny dies, not
from abuse at her husband's hands as might have been
expected, but rather from an illness, we are impelled to
ask who is telling us this.

Who authors this 'script,'

whose voice has the author/ity to know this "truth".

The

prominent role of the biographer/journalist and the various
"stories" that course through and change the stream of the
plot accentuate the pardoxically unstable nature of
narrative while insisting on the profitablity of it.
Eastwood's film writes its narrative of white,
masculine, capitalist resurgence across the bodies of
America's Others: Black men, Indians, prostitutes, dead
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(and rotting) wives, British dandies, and across the bodies
of the superficially peripheral, feminized Chinese
immigrant men.

In dragging the Western genre into post-

capitalist modernity, Eastwood recognizes that power needs
not reside in actual violence but rather in the control of
and dissemination of a representation of a particularly
American iconograpy of violence.
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